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Abstract
An accurate estimation of physiological buffer capacity and total titratable buffer
concentration of blood can give a great deal of insight into the physiological stability of a
patient and yet it remains an undervalued diagnostic marker. This thesis highlights the need
for a lab-on-chip device to quantify buffer capacity of whole blood samples by estimating
the total titratable buffer concentration.
Buffer capacity (β) is quantified by titrating the buffer to its end point using monopro-
tic acids. More sophisticated ways include electrolytic titration, i.e. producing a proton flux
using electrodes in a controlled environment. This thesis looks at a novel approach to elec-
trolytic (coulometric) titration by inhibiting the production of OH− ions during electrolysis
and titrating the sample due to the proton flux from the anode.
By definition, β is the amount of acid or base added to change the pH of 1 litre of buffer
by 1 pH unit. The carbonic acid bicarbonate buffer system is the most important buffer
that maintains the body’s pH within a stable range. To quantify this buffer’s total buffering
concentration, it is important to know and indicate its titration end point which signifies
the total exhaustion of all buffering constituents. Colorimetric indicators have been used
to indicate this end point which can be quantified through cameras or spectrophotometric
techniques.
Using this novel coulometric titrator and the colorimetric end point detector, this
thesis presents a portable lab-on-chip prototype to spectrophotometrically quantify total
titratable buffer concentration. Clinically, this device could benefit patients with sickle cell
disease, nephritic disease and those admitted in accident and emergency wards.
This research work is aimed at presenting a proof-of-concept for a device that can
titrate nano-litre samples and be able to detect the end point of a titration in a controlled
way.
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Chapter 1
Background: The clinical significance of
buffer capacity (β)
If you steal from one author its plagiarism; if you steal
from many its research.
– Wilson Mizner
1.1 The Goal
The goal of this chapter is to establish an understanding of buffer capacity (β) and why it
has not been used as an effective marker in medical emergency situations. It is intended to
produce a brief description of the theories that fall short in establishing overall physiological
stability and looks at medical ailments and scenarios where patients and doctors could
benefit from a quick and portable system that can quantify β and total titratable buffer
concentration in the sample.
It also briefly talks about the economic impact of such a portable lab-on-a-chip (LOC)
device on a medical system and how an early diagnosis and intervention can improve patient
outcomes and reduce the cost of medical treatment. The following sections are meant to
emphasise that β and total titratable buffer concentration are important diagnostic markers
and ones that warrant the development of a quick and portable system to quantify them.
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1.2 Introduction
An arterial blood pH of 7.36 – 7.42 is one of the vital indicators signifying the body’s well-
being [1]. Every intricate, involuntary communication system within the body depends on
the functioning of proteins that are very sensitive to pH [2, 3]. This very small window is
maintained by the body’s buffer capacity (β), which is actively assisted by levels of CO2,
protein concentrations and haemoglobin.
It is a well-known fact that the pH of the body or blood needs to be monitored
and maintained within the above mentioned range. However, a reading of the blood pH
only gives a static indication of the physiological acid-base status. The total titratable
buffer concentration of blood which can give an estimate of β is a superior indicator as it
highlights the stability of a physiological system at a particular pH, i.e. the amount of acid
or base imbalance the system can sustain before changing the pH substantially.
Along with pH, partial pressure of carbon dioxide PCO2 (33 – 47 mmHg) and base
excess (BE) of between ‘-2 and 2’ mEq/L, can also indicate the overall acid-base status of
arterial blood. Pressure usually has no effect on the solubility of liquids and solids but can
affect the solubility of gases [4]. Henry’s law states that the solubility of a gas in a liquid is
proportional to the partial pressure of the gas over the solution at a given temperature [4].
The partial pressure of a gas in a solution is determined not only by its concentration but
also by the solubility coefficient or Henry’s law constant KH [5].
Partial Pressure = Dissolved gas concentration× Solubility coefficient(KH) (1.1)
Here, units for pressure are in ‘atm’ and concentration in ‘moles/L’. Typical units for KH
are
Litre ∗ atm
moles
. This coefficient is characteristic of the gas and its partial pressure over the
solution. The solubility coefficients for important respiratory gases at body temperature
(37◦ C) and 1 atm are given in the table below [5].
In arterial blood, the concentration of dissolved CO2 is lower than O2 but in venous
blood, these concentrations are quite similar. This is because a large proportion of O2 exists
as oxyhaemoglobin just as CO2 exists as bicarbonate which does not directly correlate to
the concentration of dissolved gases.
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Gases Solubility coefficient / Litre ∗ atm ∗mol−1
Carbon Dioxide (CO2) 0.57
Oxygen (O2) 0.024
Nitrogen (N2) 0.012
Table 1.1: Solubility coefficients of important respiratory gases at body temperature
Measuring PCO2 is not as simple as determining pH with an electrode. PCO2 can
be worked out based on the ‘pH and CO2 equilibrium curve’ [6]. BE can be determined
experimentally by titrating whole blood with strong acid or base to a pH of 7.4 keeping PCO2
levels and temperature at 40 mmHg and 37◦ C, respectively. This titration is difficult whilst
avoiding haemolysis (rupture of red blood cells) and keeping other parameters constant.
The importance of measuring β stems from the normal physiological processes in the
body. Every organ that conducts a particular task requires energy (glucose) from blood
and produces waste. The waste is transported from tissues through the blood to organs
like the kidneys and lungs for removal [5, 7]. This constant exchange is an attempt at
maintaining physiological stability by controlling the basic electrolytes like sodium (Na+),
potassium (K+), ionised calcium (iCa2+) and metabolites like glucose and lactate along with
the red blood corpuscles (RBCs) in their oxygenated and deoxygenated forms. All these can
strongly affect various homeostatic adaptations right from the cell to the organ level [8].
Taking all the above electrolytes and metabolites into account, it would be beneficial
to gain an understanding of the overall physiological stability through a single quantitative
measure [9]. This could especially be important for patients with sickle cell disease, nephritic
disease and those in accident and emergency wards. Present technologies through point-of-
care-testing units (POCT) have come a long way at testing individual constituents in blood
but there is hardly anything that measures physiological stability based on the interactions
of these constituents [9,10]. The device described in this thesis is an important step towards
addressing this void and the following sections of this chapter will address different aspects
of measuring β and total titratable buffer concentration that will reiterate the need and
impact of such a device.
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1.3 Overview: Theories and methods to quantify acid-
base physiological stability
Acid-base physiology is quite a complex concept. Sorensen (1868 – 1939) first put forth the
concept of ‘pH’ over a hundred years ago and since then quite a lot of research has been
undertaken to further understand this delicate balance in the human body [11].
The IUPAC definition of pH is a logarithmic representation of the activity of hydrogen
ions in a solution.
pH = −log10[a(H+)] = −log10[m(H+)γm(H+)/mθ] (1.2)
Here the a(H+) is the activity of hydrogen ions (H+) in aqueous solution, (H+)(aq), γm(H+)
is the activity coefficient of (H+)(aq) (molality basis) at molalitym(H+) andmθ = 1 mol/kg
(standard molality) [12].
The activity of H+ ions is based on the interactions of these ions with each other.
This activity decreases as the concentration increases (pH decreases) and the converse is
true when pH increases. From a thermodynamic perspective, the activity (a) of a substance
refers to its effective concentration [13]. Equation 1.3 is conventionally used to define pH
and is based on concentration of H+ ions and not its activity. The activity definition is
more accurate at low pH but otherwise, both definitions show comparable results [13].
pH = −log10[(H+)] (1.3)
Irrespective of how changes in pH are measured in blood, it is generally accepted that the
pH is regulated by PCO2 (CO2 is known as a respiratory toxin)and non-volatile acids - also
called metabolic toxins (lactic, hydrochloric) [11].
The Henderson equation has been used to understand metabolic acid – base variability
where the bicarbonate is shown to act as a reserve of alkali in times of excess acid [14].
[H+] = K ‘1 ×
[CO2]
[HCO−3 ]
(1.4)
In Equation 1.4, [CO2] is the total concentration of dissolved CO2 gas and aqueousH2CO3 in
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plasma. [H+] and [HCO−3 ] refer to concentrations in plasma. K ‘1 is the formal equilibrium
constant. Henceforth, this thesis will refer to formal equilibrium constants rather than
thermodynamic constants. Henderson and Gammeloft rewrote Equation 1.4.
pH = pK ‘1 + log
[HCO−3 ]
SCO2 × PCO2
(1.5)
Here, the total concentration of [CO2] is expressed in terms of its solubility ‘S’ based on
Henry’s law constant KH . KH is approximately 0.03-0.04 (mmol/L)/mmHg for CO2 in
blood [15]. A more precise interpretation of the above equation is given in Equation 1.7.
Van Slyke made practical use of Equation 1.5 whilst working with diabetic coma patients
in 1914. He realised that he would have to work out ways to physically measure pH,
[HCO−3 ] and PCO2 . He developed these devices and using them, he determined the individual
contributions of volatile and non-volatile buffers to the overall β of the body [11,14].
He conducted an experiment where dogs were injected with sulphuric acid (H2SO4)
and found that 40% of the added acid was buffered by the tissue cells, 30% by haemoglobin
and the rest by extracellular fluids. To aid the presentation of his data graphically, Van Slyke
rearranged Equation 1.5 to obtain ‘the buffer curve’ which is a plot of pH vs. log(PCO2).
logPCO2 = −pH + log
[HCO−3 ]
K ‘1 × SCO2
(1.6)
Following this, other researchers measured changes in β and found that it had a dependence
on haemoglobin concentration. Further to this, using the Henderson-Hasselbalch Equation
1.7 and the standard description of acids and bases defined by Brønsted-Lowry, it can be
understood that the pH of serum depends on PCO2 (mmHg) and [HCO
−
3 ] (moles/L).
pH = pK ‘1 + log
[HCO−3 ]
0.03× PCO2
(1.7)
This equation [11,14] helps understand the relationship between respiratory and metabolic
disorders. It shows that an increase in PCO2 and a decrease in [HCO
−
3 ] can decrease the
pH and be classified as respiratory acidosis. Metabolic acidosis is indicated by a decrease in
[HCO−3 ] whilst keeping PCO2 constant. But there are limitations. It is difficult to completely
segregate metabolic and respiratory disorders based on the equation as [HCO−3 ] and PCO2
are dependent variables.
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BE was another concept introduced by Siggaard–Andersen to measure β. BE is the
amount of acid or base needed to titrate 1 litre of blood to restore its pH to 7.4 whilst
keeping PCO2 at 40 mmHg at 37◦ C. A value of ‘0’ mEq/L means that there has been no
addition of acid or base within physiologically stable limits. A value above 2 mEq/L or
below -2 mEq/L is suggestive of alkalosis or acidosis, respectively. BE corrected for effects
of haemoglobin by keeping haemoglobin constant at 5 g/100 mL is called standard base
excess (SBE). This is an empirical estimation to improve the accuracy of BE [11].
It has also been noted, that because BE changes with PCO2 , a metabolic disorder is
hard to distinguish. Also, the assumption of 5 g/100 mL of haemoglobin (normal average
levels are about 15 g/100 mL) is not physiologically valid. Research has shown that varia-
tions in BE due to acid-base changes are not very sensitive [6,11]. Strong acids in blood are
buffered by plasma proteins, haemoglobin and finally HCO−3 ions and so all constituents
need to be taken into account when estimating β and total titratable buffer content.
To counteract these pitfalls with BE, Stewart proposed a theory for acid–base phys-
iology [14, 16] based on electro-neutrality and conservation of mass. Also most of the bio-
logical buffers are characteristically aqueous and alkaline rather than acidic [11]. According
to Stewart, determination of [H+] in plasma can be based on three independent variables
- PCO2 , Strong Ion Difference (SID), and Total Weak Acid concentration (ATOT ); and the
assumptions listed below [14]:
1. An acid is any species that increases H+ ion concentration in a solution.
2. The amount of H+ ions added or removed is not analogous to the change in pH as
[H+] is a dependent variable in a buffered system.
3. Human plasma consists of fully dissociated strong ions like Na+, K+, Cl− among
others; and weak acids like albumin and phosphoric acid.
4. Weak acids in plasma exist as partially dissociated entities which remain as [HA] and
[A−]. Plasma membranes may be permeable to strong ions and thus affect H+.
Based on these assumptions, Stewart formulated a set of equations. The ones shown below
define variables like SID and ATOT . Full details of this theory are given in [14].
[SID] + [H+] = [HCO−3 ] + [A
−] + [CO2−3 ] + [OH
−] (1.8)
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Here, [A−] is the concentration of the weak dissociated acids. This equation is defined as
the ‘Electrical Neutrality Equation’. The equation below is the standard definition for SID.
[SID] = ([Na+] + [K+]− [Cl−]− [lactate−]) (1.9)
Taking the law of mass conservation into account
[ATOT ] = [HA] + [A
−] (1.10)
Here [HA] is the concentration of undissociated acid. Stewart also defined the relationship
between [HCO−3 ] and PCO2 .
[H+]× [HCO−3 ] = K ‘1 × S × PCO2 (1.11)
Combining Equations 1.8 to 1.11, the ‘Stewart Equation’s’ simplified form was obtained [14].
pH = pK ‘1 + log
[SID]− [ATOT ] + 10−pH
SCO2 × PCO2
(1.12)
When [ATOT ] is set to 0, this equation becomes the well-known Henderson–Hasselbalch
Equation 1.7. But this is rarely true physiologically which is why the concepts of SID and
strong ion gap (SIG) are important in understanding the β of blood.
SID is based on the functional importance of numerous strong cations and anions in
blood plasma as shown in Equation 1.9 [11]. These strong ions are completely dissociated
in aqueous media like Na+, K+, Cl− as opposed to weak ions like HCO−3 . Also, as SID
becomes more positive, the pH increases to maintain electrical neutrality. This can be seen
from Equation 1.8 and is better expressed by Figure 1.1.
In blood plasma, SID is the difference in the concentration of strong cations and
strong anions. In healthy humans, the plasma SID is about 40-42 mmol/L and a deviation
of more than 10% from this value can prove fatal [19]. The value of SID can be estimated
from the concentration of the remaining dissociated negative charges depicted by [A−]. This
estimate of SID is called effective SID or [SID+]e
[SID+]e = [HCO
−
3 ] + [A
−] (1.13)
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Figure 1.1: SID versus pH, PCO2 ≈ 40 mmHg and ATOT ≈ 18 mmol/L. This graph shows
that as the [H+] decreases, the SID becomes more positive. This data is a restatement from the
original [11,18]
The effective SID is only true for blood plasma samples as other strong anions are
not accounted for. SID is also estimated by summing the concentration of all the strong
cations and subtracting the concentration of all the strong anions from it. This is called the
apparent SID ([SID]a) and is the preferred means of assessing SID in whole blood.
[SID+]a = [Na
+] + [K+] + [Ca2+]− [Cl−]− [lactate−]− other strong anions (1.14)
Neither of these values for SID are true estimates as there are several unmeasured strong
ions [20] that are not taken into account like sulfates and ketone bodies. Stewart theory
also defines SIG as the estimate of the unmeasured ions which is normally 0 and should not
be confused with Anion Gap (AG) which is normally about 8-12 mmol/L [14].
AG(AnionGap) = [Na+] + [K+]− [Cl−]− [HCO−3 ] (1.15)
SIG = AG− [A−] = [SID+]a − [SID+]e (1.16)
SIG is a better indicator of unmeasured anions. This is evident when SIG is high for plasma
where serum albumin levels might be low. Simultaneously, AG will still show a normal value.
The concept of SID is often compared to BE and it has been realised that BE and SID
relate to the same results numerically when non-volatile buffers are kept constant. But when
they are not, BE is often physiologically unrevealing and numerically inaccurate [16].
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Corey tested the validity of SID in a hypothetical scenario shown in the table be-
low [16]. The traditional diagnosis for case 1 was metabolic acidosis with respiratory com-
pensation based on BE at -10 mEq/L and normal AG. Based on a low [SID+]e and a normal
SIG, the Stewart diagnosis was also metabolic acidosis with respiratory compensation.
Parameter Control Case 1 Case 2
BE / mEq × L−1 0 -10 -10
AG / mEq × L−1 14.8 14.8 14.8
Buffer capacity (β) 5.7 5.7 2.2
BEcorrected 0 -10.6 -10.2
[SID+]e / mEq × L−1 39 29 20.7
[SID+]a / mEq × L−1 39 29 29
SIG / mEq × L−1 0 0 8.3
Table 1.2: An example of the use of Stewart’s equations. This data is a restatement from [16]
For case 2, the traditional diagnosis remained unchanged from case 1 but the Stewart
diagnosis showed low [SID+]e and a positive SIG which still qualified as metabolic acidosis
with respiratory compensation. In addition, there was a decrease in β of plasma [14, 16].
From the results, it is evident that BE cannot be used to understand buffers, but SID can
still be considered as a valid means of benchmarking other techniques that can estimate β.
There are other theories including the ‘Figge-Fencl’ [20,21] and the Wooten model [22]
that make better estimates for β. But these are still based on multiple sensors and an
equation-based approach. Also, evaluating SID requires multiple sensors and does not
take all strong ions into account [11, 16,18], Consequently, it would be better to look at an
experimental approach to quantify physiological interdependence of the entire buffer system.
Therefore, measuring β and total titratable buffer concentration as a means of assess-
ing physiological stability seems to be the right path when testing in vitro samples. The
concept of testing for β through a titration is practically more conclusive as it takes all the
constituents of whole blood and all the buffering constituents into account. It can also be
said that β is a unified variable that offers a functional indication of how physiologically
unstable the patient is without the need for multiple sensors in an emergency situation. The
next sections discuss this point.
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1.4 Overview: Buffer Capacity (β) and its clinical rele-
vance
The physiological importance of pH has been discussed in the previous section. pH as a
variable of physiological stability can only give an understanding of the situation at that
particular moment in time. Buffer capacity (β) can help estimate the possible buffer content
in the sample to try and predict the amount of acid or base that is required to cause a specific
change for 1 pH unit. This diagnostic modality provides a slightly better prognostic view
when tackling problems like vaso-occulusive episodes (VOEs) in patients with sickle cell
anaemia and diabetic ketoacidosis, amongst others [23,24].
For anaemia patients, a rapid assessment of β can predict possible VOEs. A preventive
measure is to have saline and antibiotics in the supervision of a medical professional. In most
cases, this could help avoid the onset of a VOE and possible further complications. A&E
wards can also benefit from a rapid assessment as it can give early signs of deteriorating
patient conditions before complete failure and adverse problems take place. This is further
discussed in Section 1.8.
A buffer is a molecule that either releases a hydrogen ion (H+) or attaches to one in
an attempt to maintain the pH of the system. If there is a sudden external increase in the
number of H+ ions, the buffer will bind to it and reduce the effect of acidosis. The converse
applies to an external increase in hydroxyl ions (OH−). Typically, a buffer is a weak acid
and its conjugate base and the extent of its dissociation depends on the pH of the solution
which alters the buffer’s acid and base component ratio based on the pKa of the acid.
The total buffer concentration of a buffer refers to the amount of acid or base that
the buffer can react with before its ability to withstand pH change is exhausted. Buffers
are usually made of diprotic or polyprotic weak acids and can have more than one buffering
region depending on its pH and pKa. A better mathematical representation is given by the
equation below:
β =
dCb
dpH
= − dCa
dpH
(1.17)
Equation 1.17 states that β is related to the number of moles of strong base Cb or strong
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acid Ca added to a volume of 1 litre solution to cause a unit change of 1 pH in it [25].
Figure 1.2 below, gives a graphical representation of the change in pH of a phosphate buffer
(400 mL at 5 mM) as it is titrated with NaOH (200 mM) to increase its pH. This is an
experimentally achieved plot which tracks the buffer between pH 2 to pH 11.
The Henderson-Hasselbalch equation can determine the pH of the buffer/weak acid.
pH = pKa + log10
[A−]
[HA]
(1.18)
The equilibrium constant Ka is also called the acid dissociation constant.
Ka =
[H+][A−]
[HA]
(1.19)
pKa = −log10[Ka] (1.20)
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Figure 1.2: Experimentally achieved titration plot of phosphate buffer highlighting its second
pKa and its pH buffering region
From the plot in Figure 1.2, it is clear that the β is maximum when [HA] = [A−], the
point where the buffer can sustain an equal amount of acid or base without allowing a large
change in pH. With respect to the Henderson-Hasselbalch Equation 1.18, β is maximum
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when the pH is equal to the pKa. pKa is primarily to do with acids and it suggests that the
larger the Ka, the stronger is the acid and the more complete its dissociation is. The pKa
value of 6.67 was achieved by differentiating the blue curve and locating the minimum. The
buffering range is 1 pH unit above and below the pKa. The experimentally achieved pKa
of 6.67 is close to 6.8, the reported pKa2 values for phosphate buffer (PBS).
It is because of these characteristics and their ability to sustain H+ ion infusion
without allowing a large pH change in the environment that buffers are extremely important
in maintaining physiological stability in the body. Most physiological processes produce
acid as a by-product, which needs to the removed from the body, however this affects the
physiological buffer capacity. A buffer, especially in the physiological sense, acts as a safety
net in times of illness and traumatic circumstances.
A real-time experiment was conducted in 1952 to assess the robustness of buffering in
the blood and plasma of a living being. In this experiment, dogs were infused with diluted
hydrochloric acid, receiving 14 mmoles ofH+ ions per litre of body water. Blood pH changed
from 7.44 to 7.14 [26]. This clearly shows that the body of the animal had buffered against
13,999,964 nmoles/L of acid or in other words, 13.999 mmoles/L, allowing a change of
approximately 0.002%. It was also noted by researchers in 1958 that a single measure of the
body’s total buffering capacity can help understand the efficiency of a patient’s defences [9]
and can aid in the diagnosis of abnormalities related to acid-base imbalance. The 4 major
buffer systems that are present in blood are mentioned below [9]:
• Haemoglobin
• The carbonic acid – bicarbonate (CAB) system (in plasma) : active pKa - 6.34
• Proteins (part of the plasma) : active pKa ranges from 4 to 10
• Phosphate buffer (part of the plasma) : active pKa2 - 6.8
The individual contribution of these buffer systems to the β of blood will now be discussed.
The ammonia-ammonium buffer system which is a major buffer system for urinary titratable
acids is not discussed here because it has a pKa at 9.2 and is not an important buffer for
the range discussed here [5].
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1.5 Standard processes of pH buffering in healthy indi-
viduals
Maintaining pH between 7.35-7.45 is crucial. Every metabolic activity produces toxins and
this takes place on a large scale in the body. This ability of the body to maintain its pH under
all circumstances is known as acid-base homeostasis [2, 3]. The acid-base homeostasis that
keeps the acidity of bodily fluids at levels of optimal functioning involves several chemical
processes which are the primary defence mechanism employed by the body by depending
on extracellular and intracellular buffers. Physiological processes like cellular metabolism,
excretion of volatile acids by the lungs and fixed acids by the kidneys help modulate the
pH. This is why there is a need for a robust pH balancing mechanism [27].
The body responds to change in acid-base status in 3 ways [5, 27]:
1. Acid base buffering – this involves the contribution of buffering systems like the car-
bonic acid-bicarbonate (CAB) system, haemoglobin, plasma proteins and phosphates.
2. Controlling PCO2 levels - respiration gets rid of toxins (like CO2 which exist as H2CO3
in the body) produced by the muscles and other tissues.
3. Renal regulation of acid-base – the kidneys help in reabsorbing bicarbonate and ex-
creting fixed acids (acids produced by the incomplete metabolism of carbohydrates,
fats and proteins. These acids include lactic acid, phosphoric acid among others but
not carbonic acid (H2CO3)).
Figure 1.3 gives a diagrammatic description of the way the body buffers against acid.
The percentage values given in the figure are approximations. The diagram below shows
that the CAB buffer system is the most important buffer.
CO2, is the main toxic component produced in the body as part of normal metabolism.
It diffuses from tissue cells into the blood plasma. The largest percentage of this CO2 diffuses
from the plasma into the RBCs and is transported as dissolved CO2 (7%), CO2 combined
with haemoglobin (23% - HgbCO2 - carboaminohaemoglobin) and as bicarbonate (70% -
the largest fraction of diffused CO2 within the RBCs) [5]. In the presence of an enzyme
called carbonic anhydrase, there is a rapid conversion of CO2 and water into carbonic acid,
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H+ ions and bicarbonate ions. The protons combine with oxygenated haemoglobin (Hgb)
to form deoxygenated haemoglobin (HHgb) which is transported to the lungs for removal.
The chemical reaction for the CAB system is shown below in Equation 1.21.
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Figure 1.3: pH balancing within the body and the distribution of responsibilities. Figure
generated from data presented in [9]
H3O
+ +HCO−3(aq)
K1−−⇀↽− H2CO3(aq) +H2O(l)︸ ︷︷ ︸
pKa = 6.4
K2−−⇀↽− 2H2O(l) + CO2(g)(l) (1.21)
The figure below shows the processes by which bicarbonate is produced. It subse-
quently diffuses out of the RBCs into the plasma of blood capillaries. With this diffusion,
Cl− ions move into the RBCs to maintain a charge balance and this phenomenon is known
as chloride shift. The process of how haemoglobin changes its affinity to O2 and gets rid
of CO2 with changes in pH is known as the Bohr effect [28].
Equation 1.21 shows that the CAB system exists only as dissolved CO2 and HCO−3 .
The intermediate H2CO3 rarely exists. The effective pKa for the reaction is 6.34 and the
β of any weak acid buffer is known to extend upto 1 pH unit above and below its pKa.
Figure 1.5 has been generated by taking the partial concentrations of CO2 and HCO−3 and
plotting their effect on pH. This has been calculated through Equations 4.2 to 4.5 where the
dependence of the concentration of dissolved CO2 and HCO−3 has a direct effect on pH.
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Figure 1.4: Carbon dioxide removal from organs and muscles. Adapted from [5,29].
The reason why the [H2CO3] is small in blood as compared to CO2 and HCO−3 is
because of the presence of an enzyme called carbonic anhydrase within the RBCs. This
enzyme catalyses the conversion of CO2 into H2CO3. Deoxygenated haemoglobin helps get
rid of the acidity due to this process by allowing the lungs to assist in the process of toxin
expulsion. Simultaneously, if there is an increase in acidosis due to metabolic irregularities,
then the PCO2 in blood increases causing a change in pH. This is how the [H2CO3] is limited
by regulating the [HCO−3 ] and PCO2 .
From Figure 1.5, it can be seen that a physiologically normal pH of 7.4 sits on the
edge of the buffered region of the CAB buffer system, depicted by the green line. It also
shows that as the pH enters the buffered region (between the green and magenta lines), the
slope of the curve becomes much smaller than the slope of the curve outside it.
The 20 amino acids and a few plasma proteins are also important pH buffers. Quite
a few amino acids and proteins have pKas between 4 to 12 with their effective buffering
regions being extremely small. For those who have their pKas in the range of physiolog-
ically normal pH, buffering against pH changes is possible. Albumin is one of the most
abundantly available proteins in blood plasma and is an effective pH buffer. At a pH of 7.4,
albumin has a net negative charge of 19 [30]. This means that a reduction in the plasma
protein concentration can cause metabolic alkalosis by causing an increase in the standard
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bicarbonate [30]. But this also means that albumin can buffer against H+ ion infusion.
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Figure 1.5: Titration curve for CAB buffer system (theoretically achieved)
In normal circumstances, the body also depends on the phosphate buffering system.
However, as its overall concentration in blood being too low (1 mmol/L), it is not considered
as an important buffer. Phosphates are important buffers intra-cellularly.
Phosphoric acid is a triprotic weak acid. Its speciation in solution depends on the pH
and therefore the dissociation of the weak acid and its conjugate base [5].
H3PO4
pKa1=2−−−−⇀↽ − H+ +H2PO−4
pKa2=6.8−−−−−⇀↽ − 2H+ +HPO2−4
pKa3=12−−−−−⇀↽ − 3H+ + PO3−4 (1.22)
At physiological pH, the primary forms of the phosphate buffer are HPO2−4 and H2PO
−
4 .
The pH of glomerular ultra-filtrate is at 7.4 initially, maintaining the main form of this
buffer as HPO2−4 . This way it can then combine with H+ ions in the renal tubules and
buffer any changes in pH.
Through this description of how buffers aid in balancing pH in healthy individuals,
it is evident that the haemoglobin in RBCs and the CAB buffer system play a major role,
much more than any of the other components. The next section investigates how important
haemoglobin is in the buffering process and the contribution of other entities as well.
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1.6 Blood components and their role in stabilizing body
pH
The overall buffer capacity of blood (at normal pH and average haematocrit of 49%) in
healthy individuals is around 38.5 mEq/L/pH or 38.5 mM/pH [9, 31] between pH 7.4 and
6.1 with normal SID and SIG [32]. But it was also noted by Ellison et al that the buffer
capacity of whole blood was constant until pH 6.6 [9]. Below pH 6.5, the bicarbonate buffer
becomes very important. Therefore, between pH 7.4 and 5.4, the total titratable buffer
concentration in the blood can be approximated to 77 mEq/L or less.
Data from Ellison et al Data from Viikari et al
β/mEq ∗ L−1 % of total β/mEq ∗ L−1 % of total
Whole Blood 38.5 100 36.1 100
Cells (RBCs) 30.8 79 27.9 77
Plasma 8.2 21 8.2 23
Within Plasma
Bicarbonate 2.4 6.2 4.8 13
Protein 5.2 13.5 2.8 8
Phosphate 0.6 1.5 0.6 2
Table 1.3: Contribution of the various components of blood to the total buffer capacity
This data is a restatement from [9]
The overall β of blood is the accumulated effect of the haemoglobin and the CAB
buffer system in the RBCs which accounts for 79% of the total β; the bicarbonate buffer in
plasma contributes to about 9-11%, the proteins also account for about 9-11% and the rest
of the 1-2% is due to the phosphate buffer in the pH range of 7.4 and 6.1.
It is evident from the data in Table 1.3 that haemoglobin is the primary contributor
to blood β, but studies have shown that all constituents of blood depend on each other to
enhance the overall β [31]. In anaemic conditions, blood is buffered in a range of pH 7.4-7.1
due to the plasma proteins. The CAB buffer system has a much lower contribution. The
range for optimum β through plasma proteins is between pH 7.6-6.0, but it reduces in acidic
environments below pH 7.1. This is when the CAB buffer system’s buffering concentration
increases rapidly closer to its pKa of 6.34. It is because of the distribution of responsibilities
that the entire buffering range of blood spans almost 2 pH units from 7.4 to 5.4 [9]. In
1961, Poul Astrup et al. conducted a few experiments to understand the effects of reduced
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haemoglobin in buffering against pH changes [6].
To conduct the experiment, blood samples with 15 g/100 mL haemoglobin (normal)
and with 7.5 g/100 mL were taken [6]. He also used ‘buffer base’ (BB) which is defined as
the sum of all buffering anions in 1 litre of blood. Table 1.4 shows the values of BE, BB
and standard bicarbonate of normal blood with 15 g/100 mL of haemoglobin under normal,
acidic and basic conditions and then compares them to Table 1.5 where the haemoglobin
content of the blood is reduced.
Additions per litre of blood
Normal Blood Strong acid Strong base
10 mEq 10 mEq
Buffer base in blood (mEq/L) 46.2 36.2 56.2
Buffer excess in blood (mEq/L) 0 -10 10
Standard bicarbonate in plasma (mEq/L) 22.9 15.9 30.4
Table 1.4: Values of buffer base, buffer excess and standard bicarbonate under normal, acidic
and basic. Haemoglobin content - 15 g/100 mL.
This data is a restatement from the original [6].
Additions per litre of blood
Blood with Strong acid Strong base
less haemoglobin 10 mEq 10 mEq
Buffer base in blood (mEq/L) 43.5 33.5 53.5
Buffer excess in blood (mEq/L) 0 -10 10
Standard bicarbonate in plasma (mEq/L) 22.9 15.4 31
Table 1.5: Values of buffer base, buffer excess and standard bicarbonate under normal, acidic
and basic. Haemoglobin content - 7.5 g/100 mL.
This data is a restatement from the original [6].
From these tables, if an understanding of the fixed acid or base increase is required,
then BE should be considered as a valid variable to monitor, however if the ionic concentra-
tion of the base content is required, then the standard bicarbonate of the system should be
used to assess β in patients [6]. This experiment highlights a key fact that under anaemic
conditions, it would be beneficial to predict pH changes in the blood by understanding fluc-
tuations in its β. A similar situation arises with patients suffering from sickle cell anaemia
and nephritic disorders as described in Section 1.8.
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1.7 Effect of sample collection and storage on ‘β’
The aim of this section is to understand how blood sampling for in vitro testing can affect
β and whether considerations need to be taken for the age, gender, race and coagulation
factors of a patient when designing a system that looks at β. Along with the constituents
of blood that aid in the buffering process as described above, blood also contains several
clotting agents that help in blood coagulation at points of injury and anti-clotting agents
that keep blood void of clots to aid its ability to flow through the vasculature.
The first issue is coagulation. Blood starts coagulation as soon as it is removed from
the body for in − vitro testing. This is due to naturally occurring coagulants and anti-
coagulants. If a sample of blood is held in a test tube, it forms clots within 6 minutes
but this process of clotting can be delayed. Blood kept in siliconised containers does not
form clots for at least an hour [5]. But the same result can be obtained by adding external
anticoagulants like heparin and EDTA (Ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid). Blood clotting
chemistry has not been discussed here but any physiology text and the ones referenced here
can give adequate information [7, 33].
Heparin is a naturally occurring anticoagulant and is in widespread clinical use in
both in vivo and in vitro applications [7]. EDTA is also an important anticoagulant and it
would be beneficial to understand if these have any effect on the pH, PCO2 and [HCO
−
3 ] of
blood. Heparin injection of about 0.5-1 mg/kg of body weight can cause the blood clotting
time to increase from 6 minutes to more than 30 minutes with a lasting effect of over 2
hours. During this time, an enzyme called heparinase destroys the injected heparin [5].
A study conducted by Karendal in 1975, looked at the pH and PCO2 levels of blood as
it was treated with a normal heparinisation procedure i.e. 2% dilution (0.2 mL of heparin
solution in 10 mL blood). This resulted in negligible changes in pH and PCO2 but these
changes became pronounced at 10-14% dilutions [34,35].
In 1985, Ordog et al studied the effect of mixing blood with different concentrations of
heparin. Samples of 2 mL blood were drawn from patients into three vials, one containing
a coating of heparin, the second containing 0.25 mL and the third containing 0.5 mL of
heparin. Results showed that increasing heparin beyond normal doses decreased PCO2 and
[HCO−3 ], thus affecting β substantially whilst having no effect on pH [34].
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EDTA is also a favoured anticoagulant but it was found that administering larger doses
than 1.5 mg/mL of EDTA (dipotassium or tripotassium) caused RBCs to shrink because of
plasma hypertonicity which is caused by the EDTA chelating/removing ionised calcium [36].
A substantial pH drop to 7 was noted when the dose was doubled [37].
It is also important to understand how coagulation factors, blood bicarbonate lev-
els and pH vary in males and females with respect to age and race. Gorton et al studied
thrombotic tendencies (the tendency to produce a thrombus or clot) with ‘thromboelastog-
raphy’ [38]. This study conducted in the UK looked at 3 groups: men, non-pregnant women
and pregnant women. Results showed that men had the least thrombotic tendencies and
that pregnant women had the most (4 times higher than men).
Another study conducted by Gurbel et al [39], looked at the effect of race and gender on
thrombogenicity (the tendency of a material in contact with blood to produce a clot) in 252
African-American and Caucasian men and women. Results showed that african–american
women had the highest thrombotic tendencies followed by Caucasian women, Caucasian
men and finally, african–american men [39, 40]. This work clearly shows that gender can
affect the coagulation factors. Alternatively, it would be more beneficial to try and reduce
the effect of thrombogenicity by looking at siliconizing lab-on-chip and POCT devices. This
as suggested by experts [5] can increase blood clot formation time, can offer a bio-compatible
environment and can quite easily be manufactured and configured to the application.
Normal levels of haematocrit and haemoglobin, which are known buffering components
in blood also vary between genders. It has been found that normal levels of haematocrit
in males is around 41-51% and that in females is around 36-47% with haemoglobin levels
varying from 14-17 g/100 mL in males to 12-16 g/100 mL in females. Serum bicarbonate
levels do not vary dramatically [41]. It was also reported by Seals et al that age does not
dramatically affect the lactate levels in blood during exercise across genders [42]. It was
also suggested that women with serum bicarbonate levels lower than 22.4 mmol/L, had a
much higher risk of developing type 2 diabetes mellitus [43].
This section highlights the need for bio-mimetic surfaces to be used in in vitro blood
sample analysis rather than using anti-clotting agents. The next section looks at the phys-
iological problems that affect β and how a quick and timely measurement of it can avoid
adverse issues and can help save lives.
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1.8 Buffer capacity and its value in early diagnosis
This section of the thesis will focus on how certain diseases and physiological conditions can
cause a change in the effective acid-base balance in the body.
Acid-base disturbances and their assessments are critical to any pathological investiga-
tion of critically ill patients. Acid-base abnormalities can usually be divided into 6 primary
categories based on elevated or subdued levels of PCO2 , SID or ATOT .
Respiratory acidosis is one of the 6 primary acid-base disturbances and can affect
various organ systems including the cardiovascular, pulmonary, central nervous, endocrine-
metabolic and the renal-electrolyte systems [44]. Metabolic acidosis can also affect the above
mentioned organ systems as well as the coagulation characteristics of blood [44].
When developing new diagnostics, it is important to identify under which circum-
stances would a rapid measurement of β be clinically useful in decision making. The next
few sections present 2 medical scenarios that can benefit from an early diagnosis of β.
1.8.1 Sickle Cell Anaemia
Sickle cell anaemia, better known as sickle cell disease (SCD) is the most common congenital
disorder in England. It is estimated that around 12,500 people have this disorder in England
and 1 in 2000 babies born has this condition [45]. Anaemia refers to a disease that depletes
the overall number of RBCs or reduces the haemoglobin’s ability to carry O2.
RBCs also called erythrocytes are made in the spongy marrow inside the large bones
of the body. The amount of RBCs in the blood is strictly regulated by circulating levels of
erythropoietin (EPO) which comes from the kidneys (85% contribution) and the liver (15%
contribution) [7]. Erythropoiesis is the process of producing and releasing these RBCs into
the bloodstream. RBCs take 4 days to mature from stem cells with a normal life span of
about 100-120 days. Their primary responsibility is to carry O2 and remove CO2 from the
body.
In SCD, the level of EPO in blood is radically increased to signal the production of
RBCs. The average life span of RBCs in a patient with SCD is only 10-20 days but the
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production still takes 4 days, creating a direct impact that causes lowered haemoglobin
concentration and haematocrit count. This reduced haemoglobin lowers the blood’s O2
carrying ability which affects β and the pH of blood. This is why it is called anaemia [9].
Consequently, the production of CO2 in the muscles and organs coupled with an increase
in [H3O+] exhausts the β and causes acidosis. This physiological instability could trigger
stroke, acute chest syndrome, infections and pulmonary hypertension [45,46].
The Figure 1.6 below shows a graphical description of typical RBCs of a patient with
SCD as compared to a normal RBC. It is evident that patients with SCD have sickle shaped
RBCs and hence the name of the disease. These abnormally shaped RBCs can clog sections
of blood vessels as shown in Figure 1.6, which can cause severe pain. These episodes of pain
are called sickle cell crisis or vaso-occlusive episodes (VOE) [45,46] and can last for minutes,
days or even months [7].
SCD is a congenital disorder and can show an early onset of symptoms in children.
VOEs in children get more painful and frequent with age.. Clinicians have reported that
children could have 14 such episodes in a year making it hard to live a normal life [45, 46].
Children with SCD are extremely vulnerable to infections like pneumonia, meningitis and
issues due to a compromised immune system like jaundice, gallstones amongst others [47].
As an adult, SCD can cause pulmonary hypertension and this has been reported to worsen
in nearly 40% of cases [47] leading to other forms of infections as well.
These complications due to VOEs can be managed and in some cases avoided by
rehydrating using saline or Ringer’s lactate [45]. But once acute pain has already started, the
advised treatment protocol is to take potent analgesics for pain management, antibiotics to
fight infection and rehydration as mentioned above. All of this is in most cases administered
in a hospital under constant supervision. Consequently, it is more effective to prevent
such VOEs from taking place rather than managing pain and symptoms after the crisis is
underway.
Considering a long list of effects due to the abnormalities caused by sickle cell anaemia,
ways of predicting VOEs and abating the issue of pain is important. With studies already
discussed above with regards to the change in β of blood under conditions of compromised
haemoglobin levels, it is important to understand how SCD affects β and pH.
Early studies on the relationship between O2 affinity of RBCs in sickled blood and
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normal blood by Ueda et al [23] show the possible effects from a cellular point of view.
This work shows that blood taken from individuals suffering from SCD had an increased
Bohr effect when compared to normal individuals and a significant difference in the oxygen
affinities of blood when referenced to pH.
Figure 1.6: The difference in normal RBCs (A) and sickle cell RBCs (B). Adapted from [45]
The Bohr effect states that haemoglobin’s oxygen affinity has a close and inversely
proportional relationship to the acidity and CO2 content in blood. This means that in an
acidic environment, CO2 in the blood increases forcing haemoglobin to release all its held
O2 and decreasing its affinity towards it. The converse is also true which is why in SCD
patients, the compromised O2 affinity of the RBCs results in a decrease in the β of blood
that consequently causes a change in pH.
The results highlighted in this research work show the relationship between O2 affini-
ties of normal and anaemic blood with changes in pH. Here, logP50 shows the affinity of
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haemoglobin to O2. P50 is the O2 saturation percentage of haemoglobin when PO2 is 50
mmHg. Keeping the O2 saturation percentage constant, if there is an increase in the re-
quired PO2 to maintain the same O2 saturation and hence in P50, then this indicates that
the affinity of haemoglobin to O2 has reduced. Similarly, if there is a decrease in P50, then
it indicates towards a higher affinity of haemoglobin to O2.
For normal blood, the relationship was almost linear. But for anaemic blood, the
relationship was slightly more complex. At pH 7.4 and higher, the O2 affinity was lower
than normal in anaemic blood, which is due to the lower intracellular pH of these cells. But
as the blood pH was reduced between 7.4 and 7.2, the O2 affinity fell much more steeply
than in normal blood. These results clearly suggest that the changes in pH and β need to be
clearly and cleverly monitored between pH 7.4 and 7.2 as below pH 7, differences between
normal and anaemic blood are large and recovery becomes difficult [23]. Another study [48]
on sickle cell anaemia reinforces these findings.
From the above brief description, it is clear that β is affected in SCD patients and a
timely diagnosis can prove to have palliative and therapeutic advantages. Adverse effects
of VOEs may be reduced or even avoided if treatment through antibiotics and rehydration
with saline is taken based on buffer capacity measurements as a prognostics approach rather
than for pain and symptom management once the patient is already having an acute VOE.
1.8.2 Accident and Emergency
The requirements from a diagnostic device become even more challenging in accident and
emergency (A&E) wards of hospitals where every second counts. Studies conducted by the
NHS Hospital Episode Statistics (NHS HES) and the Department of Health (DH) on A&E
departments in hospitals across England are regularly published. A report published in
March 2012 discussed the data recorded in November 2011 showing that about 1.36 - 1.46
million patients were seen in A&E wards across England [49].
Patients brought into A&E wards in ambulances are often in a seriously compromised
physiological state and diagnostics and intervention are often administered at the site of
the accident. At this point, conducting several tests for sodium chloride and bicarbonate
levels is time-consuming, and in certain cases, unnecessary. A single quantitative measure of
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the physiological buffer systems as they function together would help in judging the overall
severity of the situation [9]. This can be achieved by quantifying the whole blood β.
A&E wards are likely to see accidents of various kinds and sometimes ones that present
multi-organ failures without any prior indication. Multi-organ failures can cause acidosis
due to organ malfunctioning. In this case, there is a serious need to monitor β as it might
have the potential of warning medical professionals of a possible failure or even of small
improvements in health. As a precaution, bicarbonate is sometimes infused in patients to
avoid acidosis in emergency situations. But a malfunctioning renal system can remove most
of this bicarbonate in the form of urine, thus not providing the intended outcome. Also as
suggested by Kellum et al., simply increasing the concentration of bicarbonate externally
might help establish a chemical equilibrium but not affect the physiological imbalance [11].
With heavy blood loss, haemoglobin and therefore the primary buffer source is left
compromised. A study of the biochemical measurements performed in A&E wards to identify
critical patients have been discussed by Hucker et al. in the table below [19].
Indicators Survivors Non- % Change Increase/
Survivors Decrease
Albumin / g × dL−1 40.5 36.2 10 ↓
Lactate / mmol × L−1 1.57 2.27 44 ↑
Urea / mmol × L−1 6.3 10 58 ↑
Creatinine / µmol × L−1 93.5 114.9 22 ↑
Phosphate / mmol × L−1 1.14 1.41 23 ↑
Standard buffer excess
(SBE) / mmol × L−1 1.4 -0.96 236 ↓
HCO−3 / mmol × L−1 24.69 22.54 9 ↓
[SID+]a 42.86 43.1 0.55 ↑
[SID+]e 38 34.84 9 ↓
SIG 4.87 8.2 68 ↑
pH 7.387 7.34 0.63 ↓
Average age 66.22 79.30
Table 1.6: Comparative view of physiological parameters in accident and emergency wards
This data is a restatement from [19]
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Through his research they concluded that an early and aggressive intervention led
to an impressive survival advantage when metabolic markers were used to identify critical
patients. Electrolytes and metabolites were measured for 672 patients admitted to A&E.
These indicators were compared between survivors (n = 599) and non-survivors (n = 73) to
understand if any trends could be identified. From the results shown above, it is clear that
there are a few physiological parameters that show changes when compared to normal levels.
These multi-parametric results can highlight patient deterioration in critical situations, but
there still exists a need for a single parameter that can assess physiological stability rather
quickly in an emergency situation [19,50].
This view of using a single parameter to highlight deteriorating conditions in patients
was realised quite early on by Ellison, Straumfjord and Hummel in 1958 and they concluded
that “A single quantitative measure of the physiological buffer systems as they function
together might help judge the severity of the situation much better as well as the efficiency
of the patient’s defences” [9]. Thus a single, rapid measurement of total titratable buffering
concentration taken multiple times for a patient can give an indication of the rate at which
the buffering concentration is changing due to uncontrolled toxins and an indication towards
a possible irreversible damage taking place.
As a conclusion for this section, a quick measurement of total titratable buffer concen-
tration can help SCD patients pre-empt VOEs and take precautionary measures including
rehydration and antibiotics. This reduces the risk of hospitalisation and further adverse
complications. Also, in A&E wards, β can present the patient’s overall physiological stabil-
ity through a single parameter approach which could help take quick decisions to save the
patient’s life.
The medical scenarios described in this section can be assisted significantly with a
quick analysis for ‘β’ and total titratable buffer concentration due to acidosis and depleting
buffer content. So, why has this basic need not been exploited in present blood gas analysis
systems? The next section will look at how present systems address the problem of deter-
mining acid base imbalance in blood and will also look at the need for a POCT to better
equip clinicians and to aid the decision-making process.
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1.9 Technology overview and economic impact of clinical
point-of-care devices
This section of the thesis is crucial in understanding whether point of care techniques
(POCT) have in fact started yielding clinically acceptable results and whether or not clini-
cians trust them in critical situations.
A 2014 review of the NHS pathology services shows that placing test equipment near
to the patient can produce faster results with improved outcomes for both, acute therapies
and palliative therapies [53]. Critically ill patients with multiple organ failure, trauma,
sepsis and other medical issues can benefit most from prompt blood gas analysis that can
put immediate patient management into action [54–56]. The intention is to achieve a short
turn-around time (TAT), which is essential in ICUs and A&E wards.
This can be achieved by implementing POCT devices rather than table top analysis
systems. A study conducted by De Koninck et.al on 4 cartridge based POCT blood gas
analysers (RP405, GEM Premier 4000, ABL90 FLEX and Cobas b123) benchmarked against
a table top ABL700 (Radiometer Medical) showed that all of the POCT devices were able
to detect pH, PCO2 , PO2 , K+, glucose, lactate and total haemoglobin within limits of clinical
acceptance [8]. These results show that POCT devices are practical substitutes for most
table top blood gas analysers.
The only place where table top systems are required is for the quantification of SID
which is multi-parametric and the accepted norm for physiological stability. β is the only
other way of estimating physiological acid-base stability which is not available on POCT
devices. This definitely proves a gap in the field of medical diagnostics and a need for a
robust technology that can assist clinicians understand total titratable buffer content better.
Cost of the POCT devices might be one of the reasons why they might not have been
used widely in in critical care and emergency units. An understanding of the need for such
tests versus the economic impact on the patient or the medical fraternity might yield a
better understanding.
POCT devices are more expensive than conventional blood gas analysers but early and
accurate diagnosis can relate to major cost savings in other hospital departments and fur-
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ther down the line in patient care [61,62]. Also, all large blood gas analysers have constant
running costs which include purchase of equipment, power, maintenance and extensive con-
sumables. All of these directly affect the ability of these devices to improve patient diagnosis
and affect the economics of the patient’s treatment time at the hospital [57, 58].
With a shorter diagnosis time, the time a patient occupies a hospital bed could be
reduced, which affects the direct cost to the patient provided that the POCT use does not
overshadow this saving. A 2003 study looked at the cost benefit of using a POCT device like
the iSTAT portable clinical analyser. The study looked at using POCT devices on ventilated
paediatric patients in an air ambulance showed an overall saving of 4,220 Canadian Dollars
per patient at the referring hospital and a reduced time for blood results from 526 minutes
to 105 minutes.
In another study that employed POCT devices to differentiate between adenoviral and
bacterial conjunctivitis showed a saving of $71.30 per case by accurate diagnosis and reducing
unnecessary treatment with antibiotics. Extrapolating this cost to the U.S population for
such a common eye condition, a saving of approximately $430 million per annum [60] was
estimated by employing POCT devices for diagnosis.
The above research and papers do offer substantial evidence that POCT devices, if
used judiciously, can help improve health outcomes and reduce the costs on healthcare
systems and consequently on the states and countries as well as individuals.
To conclude on this overall review of β and importance of total titratable buffer-
ing concentration in blood, the next section talks in brief about some of the technologies
presently being used to quantify β, within the medical sector and outside it.
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1.10 Review: Present commercial systems for buffer ca-
pacity estimations
The concept and importance of β has been understood and utilised by industries as well as
health and safety institutions around the world.
1.10.1 Medical Applications
In most cases even today, simple titration methods are used to enable rough estimations
of buffer capacities of various chemicals. No robust technologies have been developed to
understand β and therefore most systems rely on the conventional titration based testing
of non-critical activities like soil β for agriculture, chemical coating β against corrosion and
others. It is however important to note that most developed countries have strict regulations
on keeping track of the total alkalinity of drinking water, especially in the EU (European
Union).
A medical application where β has been used as a diagnostic entity through simple
titration techniques is in dental medicine. Research groups have tried to study if plaque
samples taken from patients with good dental hygiene (CF) and patients with bad dental
hygiene (CS) differ in their β through titrations of samples with HCl, but no significant
difference was seen [64,65].
The Blue book has documented techniques using pH indicators and titrations to as-
certain the net alkalinity of drinking water [66]. This technique primarily depends on basic
titrations as these are known to be the best way to quantify β. There are several different
technologies for titration sensors that have been developed for various applications other
than β estimation.
1.10.2 Examples of titrations sensors
Some titration sensors have been used in monitoring CO2 in seawater [67] through galvano-
static coulometric titration by generating H+ ions and measuring the pH using a Ag|AgCl
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electrode as the reference and IrO2 (Iridium oxide) as the pH sensing electrode. Titra-
tion sensors have also been used in measuring heparin levels in whole blood by protamine
titration on a heparin responsive electrochemical sensor [68].
One of the earliest documented set of experiments on coulometric micro-titrations
was performed by van der Schoot and Bergveld in 1985. The experiment was performed
in a constrained volume defined by the area of the generating electrode and the height of
the flow channel with a total volume of around 90 nL. A number of defined current pulses
were injected and the resulting changes were recorded after a brief stabilising time [69, 70].
These titration sensors were ISFET (Ion-Sensitive Field Effect Transistor)-based solid-state
chemical sensors and so coulometry seemed to be the appropriate technique to perform
acid-base titrations. The smaller sample volumes in this case are ideal for a titration-based
assessment of changing pH because in small samples, diffusion can be used as the principal
way of mixing [70]. These ISFET-based coulometric titration sensors have now evolved to
a level where they have been commercialised as ‘Flash Titrators’ (Orion Flash TitratorTM
by Thermo Electron).
The paper mentioned above presents results obtained by using this titrator to titrate
samples of weak acid – hydroxyisobutyric acid (HIBA) of different buffer strengths, i.e. 2
mM, 10 mM and 20 mM at a constant current of 20 µA. In general, ISFET based sensors
have come a long way into biomedical applications with several devices called EnzymeFETS
(ENFETs), ImmunoFETs (IMFETs) and others that have been developed over the years [71].
The problem of devising simpler and more cost-effective coulometric techniques to
address the problem of biological β quantification still exists. There is still a need to enable
titrations performed on micro/nanoliters in a short period of time to yield physiologically
relevant results. Along with the design of the sensor, consideration must be given to the fact
that biological samples are significantly different to other chemical samples in labs or in their
natural environments. More specifically, as described in the above sections, blood samples
change their physiological characteristics in − vitro as they start clotting. This raises a
need for lab-on-a-chip like systems for testing on samples that have a high concentration of
volatile acids. The next chapter is an overview of the research work done for this thesis and
an outline highlighting the concept of the device designed along with the challenges and the
proposed solutions.
Chapter 2
Thesis outline and lab-on-a-chip concept
There is nothing worse than a sharp image of a fuzzy
concept.
– Ansel Adams
2.1 The engineering problem
This thesis is an engineerin design and development approach towards towards develop-
ing a device that can help measure the residual total buffering concentration of a sample
experimentally.
Buffer capacity (β) of blood samples have been worked out mathematically but these
approximations as discussed earlier (Chapter 1), are based on serious assumptions which are
sometimes non-physiological and therefore make the results questionable. Also, to estimate
β, large and non-portable systems are employed which are multi-parametric and therefore
too cumbersome to use in an off-site emergency situation.
The focus of this research is to enable the measurement of the total titratable buffer
concentration and therefore ‘β’ of blood on a lab-on-a-chip (LOC) device making the use
and interpretation of results quick, simple and informative.
But first, it is important to understand the problem with the present systems. These
problems will inform the design criteria of the device whose functioning will be described in
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brief in this chapter to give a holistic view, with detailed development procedures discussed
in Chapters 3 through to 6.
2.1.1 The Problem
Buffer capacity estimations are typically assessed by conducting titrations using a titrant
which is either an acid or a base to understand the buffering region, the pKa and the buffer’s
titration end point. As the titrant is added, there are two approaches towards understanding
whether the end point of the titration has been reached or not; in other words, the point
beyond which no more buffering is possible. The first is to simply plot the pH of the buffer
as the titrant is added as shown in Figure 1.2. Through this figure, the region of buffering,
the estimated value for β and total titratable buffer concentration can be achieved.
The other method is to have a pH indicator that is known to change colour abruptly
at the buffer’s end point. This assumes that the end point of the titration is known and the
pH indicator used is designed accordingly. As the titration progresses, the colour change
is observed and the amount of titrant added to the solution to cause the colour change is
calculated. This is equal to the total buffer concentration of the sample.
In clinical settings, it is difficult to approach the assessment of β in the exact way
as mentioned above as every individual step poses a problem. The main issues have been
mentioned below.
1. To estimate the buffer capacity and titratable buffer concentration of the sample, it
is important to add a controlled volume of a titrant. Adding a controlled volume
of titrant to a µL sample is quite difficult. Biological samples like blood are usually
basic and therefore have an excess alkali content making them good buffers against
acidosis. Consequently, a method needs to be developed to produce a constant proton
flux in a small sample that will cause a controlled titration of the buffering species
and consequently an abrupt change in pH at its end point. It is also important to
make this determination reagentless to avoid problems with mixing and an elaborate
lab setup.
2. Assessing the pH of µL samples is extremely difficult. A colorimetric (colour change)
method was adopted to circumvent the problem of detecting the buffer’s end point
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can be used as opposed to having embedded electrodes to detect the pH. Here, the
colour change due to pH changes in such a small sample needs to be sharp and abrupt
to avoid overestimations.
3. Microfluidics needed to be developed to encapsulate a small volume of sample in a
reservoir of volume in the order of 100s of nanolitres to about 1 µL . Small samples are
absolutely essential as titrations in small samples are completely diffusion dependent.
This removes any need for external agitation for mixing and gives results that are
reproducible [70]. Also, the diffusion coefficient of H+ ions is in the order of 10 ×
10−9m2s−1 and consequently titrating a large volume through diffusion would take an
extremely long time.
4. It is difficult to pick up colour changes on small samples to assess the end point of
a buffer’s titration. This is because the amount of pH indicator in the colorimetric
detector cannot be too high or else it will add to the buffering concentration of the
sample. Therefore, these colour changes are relatively faint. This detection can be
made more complex when blood samples are included which can restrict the naked
eye’s ability to distinguish between changing colours. Consequently, to enable the de-
tection of colour change in a pH indicator, hand-held electronics need to be designed to
precisely detect colour on the pH indicator during an ongoing titration and determine
if the end point has been reached or not. Once the system detects the end point, a
charge based calculation yields an experimental measurement of the buffer capacity
and total titratable buffer of the sample.
The above three points make up the main research topics for the development of this
device. The next section of this chapter will present a conceptual solution to the problem
and enlist methods used to develop and benchmark this device. This chapter is essential
in understanding the development process of this device as the reader will hopefully have a
better understanding of the challenges and therefore the presented solutions.
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2.2 The engineered solution
The aim of this section is to present the problem of measurement of buffer capacity a bit more
clearly and the concept of the engineered solution. At the end of this chapter and section,
the reader will understand the functioning of the device, the challenges and the methods
employed in overcoming those challenges and techniques used to evaluate the success of each
step.
As discussed above, there are essentially three major aspects of this device design.
The concept of the design of each one is described below.
2.2.1 Development of a nano-litre titrator
Titrations are one of the first few things a chemistry practical lab teaches a student. A
titration is simply defined as the addition of one solution of species (also called ‘the titrant’)
of known concentration and volume to another solution of species of unknown concentration
but known volume until the reaction reaches its end point or a point of neutralisation [4].
The detection of the end point or neutralization point will be discussed in Section 2.2.2.
In a conventional titration, a burette with a known concentration and volume of titrant
(acid) is taken. A flask or a beaker with an unknown concentration but known volume of
the sample or buffer is taken. The titrant from the burette is added slowly into the beaker
noting the volume and therefore the moles of the titrant added. This approach is unsuitable
in samples that are µL and nL sized as controlling even smaller volumes (picolitre) of the
titrant is impossible. The disadvantages of this approach are:
• Controlling titrant volume is difficult.
• Keeping the volume of the sample constant is not possible if the titrant is being added
to it - A closed system is difficult to achieve.
• For a lab-on-chip approach, it is difficult to house the titrant on the device and to be
able to develop a pumping mechanism that will inject a known volume of the titrant
in controlled time intervals to titrate the samples.
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These are very significant drawbacks in using liquid titrants for titrations even if the
problem of housing the liquid titrant is overcome. Alternatively, electrolytic titration can
offer a very controlled process of H+ ion production.
An electrolytic titration system or electrolysis includes a cathode and an anode that
are immersed in a solution that conducts, like water or blood which is also the sample.
The reason why it is called an electrolytic titration is because the cathode and the anode
are coulometrically (through the infusion of current or coulombs) titrating the sample with
hydroxyl ions (OH−) and hydrogen ions (H+) produced at their respective surfaces. The
arrangement is described below in Figure 2.1.
Figure 2.1: Normal electrolysis or electrolytic titration
Here, it can be seen that if the electrodes are sufficiently far away from each other,
there is potentially a titration and a pH change taking place close to the electrode surfaces.
But as soon as this device is miniaturised, the gradient of change of H+ ions from the anode
and OH− from the cathode becomes steep and the reformation of H2O is instantaneous.
Thus no titration based changes can be studied in such a design. Having larger volumes is
not an option for lab-on-chip processes because they increase testing time and can make the
device unreasonably cumbersome to work with on the field.
To circumvent this problem, the design of the electrolytic titrator that has been done
for this project looks at a method of inhibiting the production of OH− at the cathode. This
implies that there will only be H+ ion production without the countering reaction at the
cathode which will progressively titrate the sample in a controlled way.
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The challenges in developing this titrator are listed below:
1. Creating a sink for the electrons at the cathode so that it does not create OH− ions
that can counter the titration.
2. Quantifying the amount of charge or number of electrons that the electrochemical sink
can drain before it reverts back to allowing the production of OH− ions.
3. A visual test to confirm if the anode is in fact producing H+ ions and therefore a
change in pH.
The materials chose and the methods and tests undertaken to ascertain the efficiency
of the titrator through the inhibition of OH− ion production at the cathode have been listed
below.
1. The choice of the electrode metal should enable electrolytic titration at low potentials.
2. The sink for the electrons from the cathode should ensure that no electrons contribute
to the electrolysis of water and therefore a pH change.
3. Tests like cyclic voltammetry are conducted on the bare and modified electrode systems
to understand the current-voltage characteristics as well as mass transport related
features of the titration itself. This can confirm the potential and currents at which
the modified electrode system will inhibit the production of OH− ions.
4. Chronopotentiometry tests are conducted to understand how long can the sink remain
stable before it resumes the production of OH− ions. This will inform the design
parameters and the limitations on the volume of the sample that can be titrated.
5. A check on changing pH at the cathode and the anode also needs to be done. By
using universal pH indicators it is possible to see a colour change taking place at the
anode but no change taking place at the cathode.
The key idea is that without the electron sink, an electrolytic titration will not be able
to titrate the sample to its titration end point by causing a pH change in the entire sample.
It will only be able to produce a local pH change around the anode and the cathode which
will neutralise. This is discussed in Chapter 3.
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The above mentioned methods, results and conclusions will be discussed in detail in
Chapter 3. The next step is the development of a system to detect the end point of the
titration. This is discussed in the next section.
2.2.2 Development of a colorimetric end-point detector
The aim of any titration is to establish the total concentration or amount of titratable
species by locating the titration’s end point or point of neutralization. Traditionally, pH
indicators have been used to measure the amount of titrant added to the system to reach
the reaction’s end-point. This is only possible for pH dependent reactions.
The details of how the end point of the carbonic acid bicarbonate system was identified
through pH will be described in Chapter 4.
Conventionally, acid-base titrations that use colorimetric methods to detect the titra-
tion end point can have a pH indicator in the sample with acid or base constantly being
added to it. As the titration reaches the end point, the colour of the indicator abruptly
changes from one colour to another colour that is distinctly different, e.g. blue to yellow.
Once the end point has been reached, the amount of acid being added to the system is
calculated. Unless specifically said, the acid used in a titration would predominantly be a
monoprotic acid like hydrochloric acid (HCl). This method can work in a lab based titration
but its limitations whilst working with biological samples have been listed below.
• Pre-mixing pH indicators with samples before they are titrated in the microfluidic
chamber and in a µL like sample is quite difficult.
• A loosely bound pH indicator reduces absorbance at the site of detection. Having the
indicator bound to a specific site like a patch on one of the walls of the chamber is
ideal.
• Only a fixed small quantity of the pH indicator can be mixed with the sample before
the buffer capacity of the indicator overshadows the buffer capacity of the sample.
Enabling such small quantities is quite difficult and making sure its well dissociated
within a biological sample.
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To overcome these challenges, the pH indicator patch within the lab-on-chip device
needs to have certain characteristics.
1. The pH indicator needs to be confined with a polymer construct so that its not loosely
interacting with the sample.
2. There should be no leaching of the indicator from the patch into the sample as it
reduces absorbance.
3. The patch needs to be hydrophilic enough to allow interaction of the sample and the
patch.
4. There needs to be a good understanding of the colour changes and spectral absorbance
characteristics of the patch to understand how pH, colour and absorbance are related.
The schematic drawing below in Figure 2.2 is a representation of the functional view
and the process by which the patch interacts with the solution and the titration as it
progresses.
In the figure below, parts (A) and (B) show a 3D representation of a reaction cham-
ber with an anode and a modified cathode (inhibiting the hydroxyl ion production). The
production of H+ ions at the anode diffuses through the sample volume which is a buffered
solution and eventually interacts with the pH indicator. The change in the colour of the
pH indicator from blue to yellow (these colours are just for example) can then be used to
highlight the end point of the titration for the entire sample.
Parts (C) and (D) show a cross sectional view of the reaction chamber with respect
to a plane parallel to the XZ plane. It is important to maintain the distance between the
electrodes and the pH patch and the figure shows how the diffusion of the H+ ions titrate
of the entire sample before causing a colour change in the pH indicator. This is discussed
in Section 2.2.3 of this chapter.
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Figure 2.2: A schematic drawing of the intended way the patch is supposed to be immobilised in
a small reaction chamber. (A) and (B) are 3D visualizations of the device and (C) and (D) are
cross-sectional views of the same device along a plane parallel to the XZ plane
The techniques to design the pH patch such that it matches the characteristics men-
tioned above have been listed below. The tests done to check for if the characteristics have
been met have also been discussed below with ideal results.
1. Techniques such as drop casting, spin coating and screen printing have been investi-
gated to address the problem of uniformity and thickness of the pH patches. Surface
contact mode profilometric scanning was used to confirm the thickness of the patches
and their reproducibility through the manufacturing techniques used.
2. Spectrophotometric analysis using a UV-VIS spectrophotometer was done to study
the absorbance of the patch at various wavelengths and pH values. This can give
details of acidic and basic peak wavelengths and the pKa of the dye patch.
3. The use of pH indicators, plasticisers, scaffolds and radical initiators were made to
design a robust patch. To allow interaction of the patch with the test sample, the
surface of the patch needs to be hydrophilic. This is tested for using a contact angle
measurement device that can reveal changes in the hydrophobic nature of the pH
patch designed.
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4. Leaching studies were conducted spectrophotometrically and analysed through statis-
tical methods for change in sample absorbance without the pH patch before and after
the sample has interacted with the pH patch.
Chapter 4 looks at the methods, results and data analysis that study the robustness
of the final design of the pH indicator patch.
The next section highlights the need for and the design characteristics of the chamber
developed to house the sample during the titration.
2.2.3 Development of a nano-litre reaction chamber
Blood sample analysis needs to be quick and informative. Testing on larger volumes of
blood samples might increase testing time especially for titrations but also might suffer
from inhomogeneity. Small volumes ensure dependability of testing in a coulometric titration
process as the only source of mass transport is diffusion [70]. Devices need to be engineered
that can work with such sample volumes but at the same time be easy to manufacture and
assemble. There are 3 important guidelines when designing a microfluidic reaction chamber
for a titration based detection.
1. The surface on which the pH indicator is placed/immobilised needs to be transparent
/ translucent all the way through to be able to see the colour change. This can be
achieved by using materials like siloxanes that are transparent.
2. The height of the chamber. This is a diffusion-dependent reaction where the H+ ions
diffuse from the anode and eventually reach the pH patch after titrating all the buffer
content in the sample. Diffusion of H+ ions is extremely slow and therefore this needs
to be taken into account whilst determining exact dimensions. The diffusion coefficient
of H+ ions through blood or PBS is approximately 10× 10−9 m2s−1 [72].
3. The overall dimensions of the chamber are important as it will govern the volume of
the sample (PBS/water/blood) that is being titrated. This has to be in conjunction
with the total charge that the modified cathode system can sink.
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An initial design approach was to place the anode and the modified electron sink
cathode at two ends of a microfluidic channel. This is briefly shown in the figure below.
Figure 2.3: A schematic showing colour change detection in a microfluidic channel setup. (A)
shows the colour change on the reference and working at the same place when titration starts (B)
shows colour change has progressed in the working sample more than in the reference sample
indicating lower working sample bufferingcocentration.
In this proposed design once the titration is started, the reference sample and the
working sample show a colour change at the same time. As the titration progresses, the
working sample channel changes colour faster than the reference channel. The issues with
this setup are that, for buffer capacity measurements, the entire sample needs to be titrated
to its end point. This means that the volume of the channel and its length need to ensure
a short diagnosis time (10-15 minutes). Second, the diffusion coefficient of H+ ions is
quite small which means that the length of the channel would have to be extremely small.
Identifying colour changes in such small channel lengths is quite difficult. Also, a channel
would not allow only bulk diffusion to take place but would also be affected by migration
or conduction. Consequently a microfluidic chamber design was developed to hold a sample
during titration. Also, the lack of fabrication facilities would not have allowed precise
channels to be fabricated quite easily.
The methods and materials used in designing and implementing the chamber are:
1. Clear materials like TPE (Thermoset Polyester) or Kapton® and acetate sheets fused
together can be used in making these chambers. The electrodes were fabricated on a
surface of glass to reduce light diffraction and gives some mechanical rigidity.
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2. 3D printing was also looked at as an alternative to soft lithography to make negative
masks for the designed chambers.
The details of these methods have been discussed in Chapter 5 and conclusions have
been drawn based on the design criteria mentioned above.
2.2.4 Electronics for colour change detection
The quantification of buffer capacity and total titratable buffer content as described in the
above sections is by looking at the amount of charge and therefore protons the biological
sample can consume before reaching its titration end point. This can then be picked up
with an abrupt change in pH indicator colour.
The challenges from the point of view of the detection have been mentioned below.
1. The colour changes on sample volumes with a viewing window of about 2-4 mm in
diameter can be hard to distinguish by the naked eye, especially when transitioning
between intermediate pH values
2. When working with biological sample testing, standardisation of tests is an abso-
lute requirement and the same needs to be done when testing for colour changes on
patches. The inclusion of blood, which is already red in colour might pose a challenge
in distinguishing colour changes.
3. Robust end point detection is hard to get if the system is not quantitative.
4. Ambient light effects need to be taken into account when detecting colour changes.
To overcome these challenges, a stable analog front end chip has been used along with
LEDs and photodiodes to excite the pH indicator at particular known wavelengths. The
absorbance or transmittance based results are instantaneously read out using a DAQ (Data
acquisition module) which can help assess the pH of the patch. This assessment is based on
a calibration curve achieved by associating the colour of the pH patch at known pH values
and the output of the DAQ.
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The Figure 2.4 shows the various steps involved in continuously monitoring the colour
changes in the sample. The key requirements from an electronics engineering view point
have been described below.
1. The identification of the LEDs and photo-diodes that can be used in assessing the
various pH values of the sample during a titration.
2. Interpretation of photodiode data as pH based on colour changes.
Figure 2.4: A schematic representation of the requirements from a LED-photodiode system to
detect colour change
The selection criteria for the main hardware components to design a colour change
detection module have been listed below.
1. The identification of the LEDs and photo-diodes is based on the peak wavelengths of
change of the pH indicator designed and discussed in Chapter 4.
2. The design of the control and communication protocol of the LEDs and photo-diodes
using serial peripheral interface (SPI) protocol.
3. The use of an analog front end chip like AFE4490 that can control the LEDs and the
data from the photo-diodes.
4. The use of an appropriate master chip like the ATMEL ATmega328 which comes
standard on an Arduino uno or nano that can help communicate with the AFE4490.
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The components and additional programming used to develop a system that can es-
sentially control and communicate all aspects of a transmission based detection of colour
change are discussed in Chapter 6. To essentially make sure that this custom made elec-
tronics can help detect the end point of the titration through a pH indicator based colour
change, certain tests were conducted.
1. A calibration curve of the output onto a DAQ from the Arduino UNO at various pH
values. An easily distinguishable calibration curve can act as a proof of concept that
this system can be used to detect colour changes continuously.
2. A titration can be conducted and the colour change can be measured based on the elec-
tronics. A theoretical pH value based on the coulometric titration can also be achieved
and compared to the time taken for colour change detection. This can highlight any
delays in detection either due to the electronics or the pH patch.
Chapter 6 will present a proof of concept that embedded electronics can be used to
develop a hand-held detection system capable of picking up colour changes in pH patches
and detect the end point during a titration.
Through these various sections and chapters, the functional aspect of the detection
and quantification of buffer capacity and total buffer concentration of a sample have been
presented. A brief summary of the functional requirements from the designed device as
described through this thesis have been listed below.
1. Enable titration of samples by inhibiting the OH− ion production at the cathode.
2. Designing a pH indicator patch that changes colour abruptly at the titration end point
of the carbonic acid - bicarbonate buffer system.
3. Develop a microfluidic chamber that is capable of housing a biological sample as well
as the titrator and the pH indicator patch.
4. Design custom electronics to pick up the end-point of the titration based on colour
changes on the pH patch.
Chapters 3 through to 7 will describe each part of this engineering project in detail.
Chapter 3
An electrolytic titrator design
Research is to see what everybody else has seen, and to
think what nobody else has thought.
– Albert Szent-Gyorgyi
3.1 The Goal
Assessing buffer capacity and total titratable buffer concentration requires a titration pro-
cess as discussed in Section 1.4. This chapter focuses on the development of an electrode
system that contradicts the traditional process of electrolysis by electrochemically inhibiting
hydroxyl ion (OH−) production at the cathode and only allowing the anode to produce hy-
drogen ions (H+) that can titrate the sample making it a reagentless titration. This process
of titration is important because miniaturised devices have smaller distances between anodes
and cathodes making the process of recombination of H+ ions and OH− ions instantaneous.
To only allow H+ ions to titrate the sample during electrolysis, it becomes important to
inhibit the production of OH− ions at the cathode.
The development of this electrode system involves the use of Nafion® (a fluoropolymer-
copolymer discovered at DuPont in 1960) and hexaammineruthenium(III) ions (Ru(NH3)3+6 )
to balance the cell without affecting the pH. This titration can be brought about by apply-
ing a constant electric current to the modified electrode system which is further analysed
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through electrochemical techniques like cyclic voltammetry (CV) and chronopotentiometry
to develop reliable protocols.
This approach of creating the titrant from the sample itself through electrolysis keeps
the volume of the sample constant and consequently the titration process becomes reagent-
less.
This chapter will discuss the fabrication and modification of electrodes as well as
studies carried out on them to develop a novel electrolytic method that is capable of titrating
µL/ nL volumes.
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3.2 Introduction - The electrolytic titrator
This section is intended to elaborate on the concept behind the design of the µL/nL titrator.
It also clarifies the reasons behind the selection of some of the materials used in the design
development process before its use and experimentation is discussed in Section 3.3.
The design of the electrolytic titrator has 3 key elements:
1. The electroactive surface which is the electrode itself. This was chosen to be platinum
and details behind its selection process are described in Section 3.2.2.
2. Nafion® was selected as an ion exchange membrane, which is coated onto the cathode.
3. Hexaammineruthenium(III) ions (Ru(NH3)3+6 ) were absorbed within the Nafion®
construct to act as a sacrificial layer consuming all the electrons leaving the cath-
ode.
As presented in Chapter 2, the main problem with miniaturisation of an electrolysis
system is that the gradient of the H+ ions and the OH− ions produced at the anode and
the cathode respectively diminishes abruptly and the recombination of H2O does not allow
the pH of the solution to change. This is better shown schematically in Figure 3.1 below.
Figure 3.1 shows the formation of H+ ions and the OH− ions at the anode and the
cathode in two different scenarios. The first scenario shown in Figure 3.1(A), is when the
distance between the electrodes is large. In the second scenario as shown in Figure 3.1(B),
if the distance between the electrodes is reduced dramatically, then the forming H+ and
OH− ions at the anode and cathode respectively will recombine to form H2O much quicker
as compared to if the electrodes were far apart. This makes it difficult to measure any local
pH changes. The time taken for the recombination of H2O will depend on the diffusion
coefficients of H+ and OH− ions.
The diffusion coefficient of H+ (DH+ ≈ 9.51 × 10−9 m2s−1) is almost twice that of
OH− (DOH− ≈ 5.3 × 10−9 m2s−1) at around 25 ◦ C in a water model. These values are
slightly different in PBS, blood and through cell membranes [73].
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Figure 3.1: Comparison in the time taken for the reconstitution of H2O upon electrolysis in
constructs with a larger distance between electrodes and once the device is miniaturised
To inhibit the reconstitution and to allow a titration to take place, the OH− ions
forming at the cathode need to be inhibited. To facilitate this, a coating of Nafion® is made
on top of the cathode and hexaammineruthenium(III) ions (Ru(NH3)3+6 ) are absorbed in
this Nafion® construct. The Nafion® film acts as a ion selective film, trapping Ru(NH3)3+6
ions within it. The Ru(NH3)3+6 ions act as a sink for the electrons leaving the cathode
surface, which would otherwise reduce water. A schematic description of the design of the
titrator is shown below in Figure 3.2.
Figure 3.2: Comparing electrolysis using non-modified electrodes to chemically modified
electrode surfaces
Based on Figure 3.2(B), it can be seen that the anode produces H+ ions that cause
the pH of the sample to drop. The production of OH− ions is inhibited at the cathode as
all the electrons are consumed in the process of reducing Ru(NH3)3+6 ions to Ru(NH3)
2+
6
ions.
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The key pieces of evidence required to prove if this is a stable method of allowing
titrations in µL/nL samples are:
• The ability of the modified electrode system to reduce Ru(NH3)3+6 ions and not water.
• The duration for which the titration can be conducted.
• The ability of the modified electrode system to produce a pH change.
The experimental results will be discussed in Sections 3.3 and 3.4. This section will further
present a brief overview of electrolysis and will explain the selection process of the 3 main
elements that are crucial to the design of the titrator.
3.2.1 Electrolysis of water and its fundamentals
Electrolysis of water is well-researched and has been explored for uses in hydrogen cells
and fuel science. Most of the nomenclature used and potentials mentioned throughout this
section will refer to a working electrode (WE) versus a standard hydrogen electrode (SHE).
But most of the experiments conducted in Section 3.4 show results where potentials are
with respect to an Ag|AgCl|3M KCl (potassium chloride) reference electrode. The standard
potential of Ag|AgCl|3M KCl against SHE is about +0.197 V [74,75].
During normal electrolysis of water, an anode and a cathode are placed in a solution
of water and salts. The salts are not imperative to the process of electrolysis but they help
decrease resistance. Electrolysis of water with platinum anodes and cathodes are ideal, but
the practical potentials are still subject to massive overpotentials during electrolysis. These
potentials are given by the Nernst equation shown below.
E = EO +
RT
nF
ln
[Ox]
[Re]
(3.1)
where
[Ox] = Concentration of oxidised species in mol/L
[Re] = Concentration of reduced species in mol/L
E = the measured potential (V) between platinum (WE) and the reference electrode at
equilibrium
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EO = the measured potential (V) between platinum (WE) and the reference electrode under
standard conditions (temperature)
R = universal gas constant (8.314 Jmol−1K−1)
T = temperature in Kelvin
n = number of electrons involved in a reaction
F = Faraday’s constant (96, 485 JV −1mol−1)
In any redox reaction, the ability of the redox couple to donate or accept electrons is
given by the redox potential ‘E’ [76]. EO is the standard potential at 25◦ C, 1 M solution
concentrations and 1 atm. This equation is for the half cell potential at the cathode and
the anode. These potentials are characterised by the reactions taking place at the anode
and the cathode. These reactions have been given below. These equations are for solutions
with a pH above 3. Below pH 3, the electrolysis process is likely to reduce H+ ions rather
than H2O [77].
2H2O(l) −−→ O2(g) + 4H+(aq) + 4e− (3.2)
2H2O(l) + 2e
− −−→ H2(g) + 2OH−(aq) (3.3)
The cathode reduces water to produce hydrogen gas and OH− ions and the anode produces
oxygen gas and H+ ions. The Nernst equation allows for only the half cell potentials to be
predicted at the cathode and the anode with respect to a SHE reference electrode. These
are given below [78–80].
Half cell reaction at the anode is
2H2O −−→ O2(g) + 4H+ + 4e− (3.4)
Here EO is 1.229 V at pH 0 for the production of O2 gas when measured using a standard
hydrogen electrode. At pH 7 and unit activity of oxygen, the predicted potential using the
Nernst equation is about +0.815 V [78].
The cathode half cell reaction is
2H2O + 2e
− −−→ H2(g) + 2OH−(aq) (3.5)
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Here EO is -0.83 V at pH 14 for the production of H2 gas when measured using a standard
hydrogen electrode. At pH 7 and unit activity of hydrogen, the predicted potential using
the Nernst equation is about -0.414 V [78].
When working with Ag|AgCl|3M KCl reference electrodes, the potentials need to be
adjusted. Therefore the reduction at the cathode results in a potential of -0.611 V and
the oxidation results in a potential of +0.618 V. Therefore, the production of OH− at the
cathode would result in a potential of -0.611 V in an ideal situation. For thermodynamically
reversible electrode reactions, the potential is given by the Nernst equation. However where
significant kinetic barriers exist, an activation overpotential will be required for the reaction
to occur at measurable rates. Therefore, the practical half-cell reaction potentials due to
overpotentials are larger in experimental and practical situations as shown in Section 3.4.
With the understanding of these potentials, it is possible to study the constant current
titration process between 2 plain platinum electrodes and compare it to a similar titration
process done using a modified set of electrodes coated with Nafion® and Ru(NH3)3+6 ions.
The resultant potentials should show a higher potential drop between the cathode and the
reference electrode when plain electrodes are used but should decrease when Ru(NH3)3+6
ions are being reduced as opposed to H2O. The reduction potentials of Ru(NH3)3+6 ions
to Ru(NH3)2+6 ions is about -0.3 to -0.5 V versus Ag|AgCl|3M KCl. This has been looked
at through chronopotentiometric measurements as conducted in experiments discussed in
Section 3.4.
3.2.2 Platinum as a choice for electrocatalysis
There are several metallic substrates that can be used to electrolyse water or other ionic
solutions. For the purpose of this titrator design, platinum was selected based on its ability
to behave as an optimal catalyst to support electrochemical reactions.
The choice of platinum is based on an understanding of ‘electrocatalysis’ and the
‘Sabatier’s principle’.
Electrocatalysis is the ability of different substances or metallic materials, when used
as electrodes under normal conditions, to catalyse or promote a certain electrochemical
reaction. Materials that allow practical current densities at low potentials are called elec-
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trocatalysts [81]. In this case, platinum is an electro-catalyst that promotes the electrolysis
of aqueous solutions.
Noble metal electrodes are the predominant choice of electrodes used to generate
O2 and H2 gas at the electrode surface. These materials include platinum, ruthenium,
palladium, silver, all of which can act as electrocatalysts for electrolysis [79]. There are
several materials and composites that have been looked at by researchers for electrolysis of
water [79] and based on these studies, the choice of platinum seems appropriate.
Understanding the choice of platinum electrodes becomes much easier when using
volcano plots. Platinum can work as a catalyst for electrolysis and looking at the binding
energies of intermediates in a reaction can give some indication of how well a particular
catalyst works [82]. Volcano plots are based on Sabatier’s Principle which states that an
optimal catalyst will bind to the main intermediate with enough energy to make sure that
the reagents will react but the interaction will be weak enough to allow the product to
detach/desorb and allow new intermediates to bind to the catalyst. Thus the adsorption
energy should be neither too high nor too low [83].
Trasatti presented one of the first volcano plots for H2 evolution [84]. However, since
then, several other research groups have reported self-constructed experimental volcano plots
that have helped understand various catalysts. The volcano plot attempts at graphically
expressing the reactivity and the activity of the catalyst. The reactivity is expressed as the
binding energy of the key intermediates with the electrode surface also expressed as ∆Gad.
These values are either expressed as electronvolts (eV) or kilojoules/mol. Using kilojoules/-
mol as a unit, negative values express stronger interaction at the electrode-solution interface
and vice versa [82].
The activity of any catalyst is directly related to its reactivity. This means that the
better the interaction of the electrode with the solution, the better or higher its activity [82].
This activity is the measured rate of the reaction; a higher rate means less energy is required
for electrolysis. The activity of a catalyst is sometimes looked at in the form of current
density (A cm−2) or its log.
A representation of a volcano plot is shown below in Figure 3.3. The below figure of
the volcano plot as stated in [82–84] clearly indicates that depending on the requirements
of a reaction, a suitable catalyst can be picked from among several.
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Figure 3.3: Volcano plot showing the reactivity and activity of various metallic catalysts.
Restated from [83,85]
As shown in the plot above, platinum has a high current density, which means that
less energy is required to induce electrolysis and the potentials can be kept quite low.
Also, the change in free energy for adsorption is close to 0 which shows that the binding
of hydrogen and intermediates to the metal surface (M-H bond = metal hydrogen bond)
is strong enough for a reaction to take place but the product will easily desorb from the
surface of the electrode and allow newer intermediates to diffuse to the electrode surface
through mass transport. There might be other metal composites that could be better at this
process, but this thesis has only looked at platinum and therefore the comparison has only
been done with other metals to show its preferred use. Similarly, platinum has negligible
overpotential at a current density of 1 mA cm−2 which is essential to avoid losses [83].
Through these two fundamental approaches of electrocatalysis and the ‘Sabatier’s
Principle’, the choice of using platinum as a catalyst and the material for the electrodes in
the electrolysis process can be justified.
The next section is a brief understanding of the use of Nafion® and its characteristics.
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3.2.3 Nafion® as an ion-exchange membrane
Nafion® has been known to be a robust ion-exchange membrane and extensive research has
been carried out to understand its characteristics and the reasons for its use in varied appli-
cations. These applications span from using it to reduce fouling of electrodes when placed
in biological fluids [86] to using it as a proton-conducting membrane in fuel cell research
and military applications [87]. This brief introduction will highlight the key characteristics
that are important from the point of view of developing this titrator and will not delve into
every detail about its physical and chemical characteristics.
Nafion® ionomers were developed by DuPont by copolymerising a perfluorinated vinyl
comonomer with tetrafluroethylene. Equivalent weight (EW) of Nafion® is the number in
grams of dry Nafion® per mole of sulfonate groups when the material is in the acid form [87].
A schematic view of the structure of Nafion® is shown in the Figure 3.4 below.
Figure 3.4(A) shows the chemical structure of Nafion® as described in the product
specification documents by Sigma-Aldrich when it was bought for experimental purposes.
Details will be discussed in Section 3.3 of this chapter. Figure 3.4(B) highlights the carbon
atoms in the structure. The most predominant weight form of Nafion is 1100 EW. Its charac-
teristics have been described below because it is the kind that has been used experimentally
in the design of the titrator.
A B
[(CFCF2)(CF2CF2)m]
OCF2CFOCF2CF2SO3H
CF3
Figure 3.4: (A) represents the chemical structure of Nafion® as described by Sigma-Aldrich.
This highlights the sulfonate groups, which are crucial towards Nafion®’s ion-exchange
capabilities [88]. (B) is a schematic as shown by Moore et al. which highlights the carbon atoms
that bind to the sulfonate and the fluorine groups [87].
Another important characteristic is the ion-exchange capacity (IEC) of the membrane.
The IEC of any exchange resin is defined as IEC = 1000/EW [87,89]. In its dissociated form,
Nafion® has several negatively-charged sulfonate groups (SO−3 ), which can bind through
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charge-charge interactions with positively-charged ions. And it is this characteristic that
is going to be exploited in the titrator design. The binding of Ru(NH3)3+6 ions to the
sulfonate groups of Nafion® is essential in creating an electron sink and consequently, it is
important to understand how many Ru(NH3)3+6 ions can the Nafion® film absorb. This
will provide an approximation of the amount of electrons that the titrator design can sink
before it reverts back to reducing water.
A cluster model has been described for recast films that looks at the number of SO−3
groups in a particular volume of a Nafion® film when it is hydrated and when it is completely
dried [87]. This model states that in recast films, it is important to understand the cluster
morphology to make any conclusions about the sites available for ion exchange.
Figure 3.5: Hydrated cluster model showing the morphology of Nafion® [87].
The cluster model was introduced by Gierke et al. as a step towards understanding
the surface morphology of Nafion®. A schematic drawing of the model as shown by Gierke
et al. in their paper and later restated by Moore et al. is shown above in Figure 3.5.
The schematic view of the clusters of Nafion® shows the hydrated cluster. The estimated
sulfonate sites per cluster is approximately 74 [87] and the relative cluster radius is about
2.05 to 2.5 nm. Experimental evidence was also able to estimate the cluster density at
9.7× 1018 clusters/cm3.
Studies were also conducted to understand the dehydrated or crystalline form of recast
Nafion® films. Recast Nafion® films were dehydrated and formed into crystalline films by
heating at temperatures of 200◦ C. It was seen that when the film was dehydrated and
void of water and other solvents, the cluster density of the dehydrated film increased. The
estimated cluster density was about 3.2×1019 clusters/cm3 [87]. This clearly indicates that
using crystalline forms of Nafion® offers an increased sulfonate group concentration.
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In addition to this, there is a more important phenomenon that takes place when
Nafion® films are cast by complete dehydration rather than simply allowing the solvents
and water to evaporate in a relatively humid environment, which leaves the films fairly
hydrated. Studies by Gebel et al. have shown that in a completely dehydrated state, the
Nafion® clusters are dispersed and have a negatively-charged outer sphere which is ready
to bind to positively-charged ions. But as the hydration percentage is increased, the film
reaches a tipping point beyond which the outer shell of the clusters becomes positively
charged [90]. This is shown in the Figure 3.6 below.
Dry Membrane 0-20% hydration 20-40% hydration 40-60% hydration 60-80% hydration Complete dissolution
Figure 3.6: Change in morphology and ionic behaviour of Nafion® recast films with varying
levels of hydration [90]
It is quite clear from the figure above that the change in ionic behaviour and morphol-
ogy is not a desirable characteristic within Nafion®. To avoid this, it is best to cast these
films by completely dehydrating them at high temperatures. This method will be discussed
in Sections 3.3 and 3.4. In addition to understanding which form of Nafion® to use, it
is also helpful to estimate the total number of sites available for exchange and binding to
Ru(NH3)
3+
6 ions.
The estimate of the total sites available for binding is dependent on the IEC mentioned
earlier. Nafion® 1100’s IEC is 0.9. This states that the total sites available for ion exchange
(sites available to bind to ions like Ru(NH3)3+6 ) are 40-60% of the total calculated sites based
on the volume of recast Nafion® films [89, 91]. Some researchers have reported that the
initial composition of Nafion® used to form films, i.e. the distribution of alcohol (ethanol)
versus the amount of water used to suspend Nafion® in its liquid form, results in a better
ion-exchange distribution coefficient [92]. The conclusion is that the more water content in
the medium, the more open the structures of the recast Nafion® films are and shorter the
loading time for ions like Ru(NH3)3+6 within the film. But this is only true for recast films
that have been allowed to remain at 25 ◦C to allow the solvents to evaporate. For recast
films that are heated to 200 ◦C to form crystalline films, the water content or the alcohol
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content does not affect the diffusion coefficient and the equilibration times of ions through
the film.
Details of the kind of Nafion® used for experimental purposes, its calculated ion-
exchange sites and the experimentally achieved limits will be discussed in Sections 3.3 and
3.4. The next section of this introduction will discuss the use of Ru(NH3)3+6 ions that
will bind to the negatively-charged sulfonate groups in Nafion® and act as a sink for the
electrons leaving the cathode.
3.2.4 Hexaammineruthenium(III) ions as a sink
Hexaammineruthenium(III) ions (Ru(NH3)3+6 ) have an inherent charge of +3. This ion is
usually balanced as a salt by combining it with chloride ions to form hexaammineruthe-
nium(III) chloride Ru(NH3)6Cl3. When this salt is dissolved in deionised water, it dissoci-
ates into Ru(NH3)3+6 and Cl− ions. Equations 3.6 and 3.7 below depict the reduction and
oxidation reactions of Ru(NH3)3+6 and Ru(NH3)
2+
6 ions respectively.
Ru(NH3)
3+
6 + e
− −−→ Ru(NH3)2+6 (3.6)
Ru(NH3)
2+
6 −−→ Ru(NH3)3+6 + e− (3.7)
It is Equation 3.6 that is important from the point of view of building a sink to accept the
electrons leaving the cathode.
Ru(NH3)6Cl3 was chosen because it was the first redox couple experimented with and
it worked with reasonable efficiency. An extensive literature review on the physical-chemical
properties of other redox couples in free solution and Nafion® can validate the choice of
Ru(NH3)
3+
6 ions based on the below mentioned criteria
• The diffusion coefficient of the redox ions into Nafion® and the time taken to reach
complete equilibration with all the possible sites coupled with the redox ions.
• The size of the redox ions.
• The ion-exchange distribution coefficients kD.
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• No bond breaking during reduction and oxidation and therefore it is insensitive to
surface chemistry, i.e. it undergoes reduction and oxidation whether in free solution
or bound in a ion-exchange film like Nafion®.
• Reversibility
• Lower potentials of reduction and oxidation as compared to electrolysis of H2O
There are other redox couples that have been looked at by researchers to study the ion
exchange selectivity and capacity of Nafion® films on electrode surface [93]. These include
• Ferrocenylmethyl trimethylammonium hexafluorophoaphate (FA+)
• Methyl Viologen (MV 2+)
• Ruthenium bis bipyridine dichloride Ru(bpy)3Cl2 as Ru(bpy)2+3 ions
Researchers tested these redox couples on 1 µm film samples of Nafion® 1100 EW. It
was found that the time to total equilibration for these redox couples in the Nafion film was
directly dependent on the size of the ions. Research has shown that among all the redox
couples mentioned above, Ru(NH3)3+6 and Ru(NH3)
2+
6 ions were the smallest at 4 × 10−8
cm, Ru(bpy)2+3 ions were the largest at 12× 10−8 cm and all the other redox couples were of
sizes between the two [93]. The diffusion coefficients for all of them are also linked to their
sizes.
The diffusion coefficient of Ru(NH3)3+6 in free KCl solution was found to be approx-
imately 5.48 × 10−10 m2s−1 when studied using microelectrodes [94]. Studies have also
been done to estimate the diffusion coefficients of these redox couples in 1 µm film sam-
ples of Nafion®. Ru(NH3)3+6 ions have the largest diffusion coefficient at 2× 10−9 cm2s−1
or 2 × 10−13 m2s−1 [95] with others being smaller than this. Therefore, from a diffusion
coefficient stand-point, Ru(NH3)3+6 ions can reach equilibration in shorter times.
The distribution coefficient kD, is another means of assessing the efficiency of a redox
couple as it diffuses into the film. kD is defined as the ratio of the concentration of the
redox couple in the Nafion® film to the concentration of the same couple in the loading
solution once all sulfonate groups have been saturated. Researchers have found that kD
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for Ru(NH3)3+6 is about 2.5× 106 and that for Ru(bpy)2+3 is about 2.5× 107 [92, 93]. This
use of Ru(bpy)2+3 only marginally increases the ion-exchange capacity of the film but the
small diffusion coefficient increases the equilibration time by atleast a factor of 7 [93]. Thus,
Ru(NH3)
3+
6 ions offer a good working solution towards loading a Nafion® film with a redox
couple. Details about the calculation of kD values of Ru(NH3)3+6 ions within the Nafion®
films have been discussed in Section 3.4.
In another study that looked at saturating the SO−3 sites in a Nafion® film with
Ru(bpy)2+3 and Ru(bpy)
3+
3 by Bard et al., it was found that the apparent diffusion coefficient
Dapp was independent of the loading concentrations of the solutions used for 70% of the SO−3
sites [96]. Bard et al. also suggested that the reported Dapp values for electroactive species in
Nafion® refer to the diffusion coefficient within the film after equilibration. It does not shed
any insight on the diffusion coefficient of the the electroactive species as they are loading a
film of Nafion®. The reason for this is that the diffusional behaviour of electroactive cations
incorporated in Nafion® are a result of physical diffusion and electron transfer reactions,
with the latter having a much larger influence on the permeation of electroactive species.
This might be a reason why estimations of the time taken to attain equilibration within
Nafion® using electroactive species is difficult to predict and cannot be based simply on the
diffusion coefficient Dapp of the electroactive ions in Nafion films or in free solution.
At this point it is important to understand how diffusion works and how mathematical
estimations can help predict the loading times of a Nafion® film of known thickness. This
is described in the section below.
3.2.5 Diffusion through a plane
Diffusion is the basis for understanding the process by which Ru(NH3)3+6 ions diffuse
through the Nafion® membrane and attach themselves to the sulfonated groups. It is
also the basis for the titration process which is the diffusion of H+ ions from the anode
through the medium to cause a colour change in the pH patch described in Chapter 4.
Diffusion is the movement of ions from a high concentration region towards a low
concentration region down a concentration gradient. All the processes mentioned above are
purely diffusion related as other means of mass transport do not substantially contribute to
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the movement of ions. Convection is reduced by avoiding any external agitation. Migration
in biological solutions is negligible as the overall background electrolyte concentration is
over 0.1 M [97]. Consequently diffusion can be described by Fick’s first and second laws.
Fick’s first law in one dimension states that the flux of a solute is proportional to the
concentration gradient of that solute over the diffusional distance (x). The proportionality
constant is the diffusion coefficient D which is a measure of the rate at which the solute
moves through a particular solvent. The equation for Fick’s first law is given below.
J = −D∂c
∂x
(3.8)
The negative sign indicates that the flux is from a high concentration region towards a low
concentration region and c is the bulk concentration of the solute. The units for J are
usually
mol
m2 · s . Fick’s first law relates to the flux and the concentration gradient but does
not elaborate on the change in concentration along the gradient over time. Fick’s second
law helps predict how diffusion causes concentrations to change over time. The second law
has been given below [75,97].
∂c
∂t
= D
∂2c
∂x2
(3.9)
This equation is for one-dimensional diffusion. In order to estimate the time taken for
constituents in bulk solution like Ru(NH3)3+6 ions to diffuse into Nafion® membranes or
H+ ions to diffuse into the pH patches designed in Chapter 4, Crank has presented a
mathematical approach that looks at the diffusion through a plane sheet [98].
Here, a plane sheet that occupies a region of −l 6 x 6 l is taken to allow symmetry
around x = 0. The boundary conditions are written below.
C = C0, x = l, t > 0, (3.10)
∂C/∂x = 0, x = 0, t > 0, (3.11)
C is the concentration within the sheet and C0 is the concentration in the bulk medium
outside the plane. These initial conditions show that there is no diffusion across the centre
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plane of the sheet. To make this model more specific to the situations seen in this thesis,
only half the sheet is considered from 0 6 x 6 l and consequently the equations for the
Laplace transform C as presented by Crank are [98]:
d2C
dx2
− q2C = 0, 0 6 x 6 l, (3.12)
dC
dx
= 0, x = 0, (3.13)
C = C0/p, x = l (3.14)
Here q2 = p/D. The solution to these equations are
C =
C0 coshqx
p coshql
(3.15)
There are two methods of dealing with this transform, one of which looks at the expansion in
negative exponentials and the other is an expression in partial fractions. The final solution
using partial fractions has been shown below as shown by Crank [98].
C = C0 − 4C0
pi
∞∑
n=0
(−1)n
2n+ 1
exp{−D(2n+ 1)2pi2t/4l2}cos(2n+ 1)pix
2l
(3.16)
This series converges rapidly at large t values. Thus for a concentration at the centre of the
sheet (x = 0) or membrane of Nafion® when l2/Dt = 1
C/C0 = 1− 0.1080 = 0.8920 (3.17)
This means that the maximum possible concentration in a film plane sheet at x = 0 is 90%
of the bulk concentration. This estimation has been used in Section 3.4.5 to look at the
diffusion of Ru(NH3)3+6 ions into a Nafion® film and whether the estimation is plausible.
In conclusion, this section has presented a justification for the choice of materials selected
to build a nanolitre titrator. The next Section 3.3 will look at the methods employed in
building the titrator before discussing experimental procedures and results in Section 3.4.
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3.3 Materials and Methods - The electrolytic titrator
This section of this chapter will look at some of the basic methods used to design and
characterise the modifications made to the electrode system to allow a titration. It will
also talk about the materials and solutions used within each method. A few details about
interpreting data will also be discussed in this section before procedures and results are
discussed in Section 3.4.
3.3.1 Platinum wire electrodes
There are 3 kinds of electrodes used in the design process to develop this titrator. One
is a standard platinum disc electrode that is used as a reference towards understanding
how platinum reacts electrochemically. The second is the micro-fabricated electrode whose
fabrication procedures are mentioned in Section 3.3.2. And the third is the glass pipette
based platinum wire electrodes that were developed as the first prototypes and were used
to validate the proof of principle of the titrator. The steps below will briefly describe the
method of making these wire electrodes.
1. A glass pipette is taken and cut along the red lines shown in the figure below.
Figure 3.7: Glass pipette used to make a platinum wire electrode
2. A copper wire (diameter - 0.5 mm) and a platinum wire (diameter - 0.25 mm) is
taken to make the electrode construct. Wood’s metal is used to make the connection
between the platinum and the copper wire.
3. Resin RX771C and hardner HY1300 were obtained from ‘Robnor Resins’ and mixed
in a ratio of 2.6:1 and was used to insulate the entire construct within the pipette
exposing only the platinum.
4. The resin is cured at 60◦ C for about 1 hour after degassing.
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5. The other end of the copper wire is soldered to a gold connector to lower contact
resistance during testing and a heat shrink is coated for insulation. The final design
of electrode construct has been shown below
Figure 3.8: Glass pipette platinum wire electrode
In this way, a platinum wire electrode is made such that only a known length of
platinum is exposed for electrochemical analysis.
3.3.2 Microfabricated electrodes
The microfabricated electrodes on glass surface are electrodes used in the final design of the
titrator and whose fabrication process has been described here. The method of fabrication
has been adapted from previous PhD students after making certain modifications and op-
timisations. The fabrication was carried out at the University of Warwick’s department of
chemistry. The entire process of fabrication was undertaken in a ‘clean yellow room’ void
of UV light. The equipments and materials used in the fabrication process are:
1. Printed masks
2. Microscope glass slides (Thermo Scientific catalog number - 6302021)
3. Positive photoresist (MicroChem - AZ4562) or (DOW - S1818)
4. Spinner (Spin coater)
5. Hot-plate
6. UV lamp
7. Photoresist developer (MicroChem - AZ400K) or (DOW - MF319)
8. Acetone (Sigma Aldrich)
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The first important step in the fabrication protocol is developing the mask. The
schematic of the mask is designed in AutoCAD and sent off for printing on an acetate sheet.
The dimensions of the electrodes chosen are 1 mm in diameter for the cathode and the
anode with a 2 mm distance between their centres. The printed copy of the mask yields an
emulsion layer on one side and a plain acetate layer on the other side. An example of the
mask has been shown below.
Figure 3.9: Emulsion mask allowing light through the white spaces and inhibiting light through
the rest of the part
The aim of such a mask is to allow light to pass through the white (transparent) part
of the mask and restrict light from passing through any other part.
The fabrication steps to develop the electrodes have been mentioned methodically
below.
1. Wash all the glass slides with acetone and DI water thoroughly and dry with nitrogen
(N2) gas.
2. Dehydrate the glass slides by placing them on a hot-plate at 110◦ C for 10 minutes.
Allow cooling of the slides afterwards.
3. Spread AZ4562/S1818 positive photoresist (PR) evenly on dehydrated glass slides
(substrate). No bubbles should be present and make sure the PR covers the entire
slide.
4. Place the slide on the centre of the spin coater stage.
5. Start vacuum and check that the slide is tightly held.
6. Spin coating steps: 500 rpm for 10 sec for spreading; 3000 rpm for 35 sec for coating
(1.4 µm thick).
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7. Curing step - place glass slide on hot plate at 115◦ C for 1 minute.
8. Place the mask on the cured PR.
9. Expose to UV (broadband 290 nm - 360 nm) at 50 mW/cm2 for 5 seconds.
10. Develop the sample in AZ400K : deionised water(DI) (ratio of 1 : 5) for 6-7 minutes
(Do not sonicate. Gently stir). Or when using S1818, use MF-319 as a developer
without dilution.
Figure 3.10: UV exposure on the PR through the mask
11. Rinse with DI water and check if all the PR has been removed from the electrode
areas.
12. Dry with nitrogen (N2) gas.
13. Check for structures under a microscope.
Figure 3.11: The PR has been removed from the region where it was UV cured
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Once the pattern has been created, the image above shows the glass slide before the
sputtering of the respective metals on it.
To create the electrodes, the glass slides are placed in a sputter chamber. The in-
strument used for sputtering was an in-house lab developed system. To create platinum
electrodes, a thin layer of titanium is sputtered on the slide first followed by platinum. This
allows platinum to adhere to the surface. The thickness of the depositions are given below.
1. 15 nm thickness of titanium
2. 200 nm thickness of platinum
The image of the glass slides after the sputtering process has been shown below:
Figure 3.12: The glass slide after sputtering titanium and platinum
To remove the metal deposits from the parts sputtered over the photoresist, a lift-off
process needs to be done. Steps for this process have been given below.
1. Place slide flat in a beaker with acetone
2. Gently shake until all the metal and the photoresist lifts off and only the electrode
pattern is left behind
3. Wash with DI water and inspect the pattern.
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Figure 3.13: The sputtered glass slide after sonicating in acetone to remove the photoresist
After the lift-of process, the final electrodes can be seen in Figure 3.13. This is the
normal process of fabricating platinum electrodes on glass substrate which will be used for
experimentation of the titrator design. The reason for choosing this particular layout for
the electrodes as well as the dimensions is discussed in Chapter 5.
3.3.3 Cyclic voltammetry
Cyclic voltammetry (CV) is a method to assess how an electrode behaves in standard condi-
tions with or without a redox active solution. The electrode-solution characteristics can be
studied based on the current-voltage relationship it generates. The predominant approach
to CVs is a 3-electrode system which contains a working electrode (WE), a reference elec-
trode (RE) and a counter electrode (CE). The WE in this case is a platinum electrode, the
RE is a Ag|AgCl electrode which keeps the ionic concentration relatively constant around
the reference electrode and the CE is the same as the WE with a larger surface area.
In a 3 electrode system, a potential is controlled between the RE and the WE and
the current passes through and is measured between the WE and the CE with no current
passing through the RE.
The primary objective of conducting CVs on electrodes is to understand whether the
microfabricated platinum electrodes behave similarly to bulk platinum electrodes or not.
Any surface modification will also have an effect on the current-voltage (I-V) characteristics
of the electrodes which can also be studied with this method.
There are 3 effects that are predominant when studying the electrode-solution char-
acteristics with CVs and they look at the effect of diffusion, migration and convection. In
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order to simplify the effects and to emulate a lab-on-a-chip environment, it is important
to negate effects of migration and convection. Migration effects can be neglected if the
background electrolyte concentration in the solution is higher than 0.1 M [97]. Similarly,
convection can be negated by removing all sources of external agitation in the solution that
could help more species reach the electrode surface. By this method, the studies using CVs
can be limited to effects of diffusion only.
The 3 solutions predominantly used in the electrode development and characterisation
studies for this project are given below.
1. 1M potassium chloride (KCl).
2. Phosphate buffered saline made by mixing sodium dibasic (Na2HPO4) and sodium
monobasic (NaH2PO4). The solution is made to pH 7.4 with a buffering concentration
of approximately 77 mM. The design of the PBS solution also takes into account the
most common ions in blood and includes relative concentrations at physiologically
relevant levels like potassium (5 mM), sodium (140 mM), and chloride (100 mM) ions.
A detailed calculation based on the Henderson - Hasselbalch equation along with
concentrations has been shown in Appendix A.1. The above mentioned chemicals
were obtained from Sigma Aldrich. The reasons for using PBS as a model solution
are discussed in Section 4.3.2.
3. 0.8-1 M solution of Ru(NH3)6Cl3 (obtained from Sigma Aldrich - CAS number 14282-
91-8) in DI water
The scan potential limits were based on the potentials at which platinum can electrol-
yse water and based on the potentials at which it can reduce and oxidise Ru(NH3)
3+/2+
6 .
Consequently, the potentials chosen were from a maximum of 0 to a minimum of -0.5 Volts
with respect to an Ag|AgCl RE. This was based on the fact that dissolved O2 and water is
reduced at potentials lower than -0.7 and Ru(NH3)3+6 is reduced much earlier. These poten-
tials are different as compared with some of the chosen potentials by other researchers [95]
and are based on the choice of platinum being a working electrode as opposed to other
materials/metals.
The equipment used to conduct the CV is a standard CHI instruments potentiostat
1030, 1030A or 650A. The details of scan rates and understandings developed from conduct-
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ing CVs will be discussed in Section 3.4. The next section here gives a brief understanding
of what a CV looks like and what understandings can be realised from a potential scan.
3.3.4 Assessing cyclic voltammetry
The precise protocol in conducting a CV on a particular set of electrodes might be slightly
different but there are key steps like using clean glassware, degassing the solutions with N2
gas to get rid of undissolved oxygen and understanding the range of scans which can help
in understanding the electrode-solution characteristics.
A few examples of CVs have been shown below to understand the precise difference
between a CV that does not have any species that are readily reducing and a CV where
there are species in abundance to be reduced and oxidised.
Figure 3.14: CV of a plain platinum disc electrode in PBS. Signal is noisy with very low current
amplitude because of lack of redox species for those specific potentials
Figure 3.14 above, is an example of a plain platinum disc electrode in PBS. Its quite a
noisy signal and there is some evidence that there might be undissolved oxygen in the PBS
based on the fact that the current increases at potentials closer to -0.5 V. The electrode
is about 2 mm in diameter and is considered a macro electrode and consequently, micro
electrode based assessments of I-V characteristics cannot generally be extended to it.
The same disc electrode is then placed in a solution of 0.8 M Ru(NH3)6Cl3. A DC
cyclic voltammetry is conducted under transient conditions. The Figure 3.15 clearly shows
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an amplified current for the same potentials scanned which is the result of easily available
redox species on the surface of the electrode. This characteristic plot shows a distinct
reduction when scanning from 0 V to -0.5 V where the reaction presenting at the electrode
surface is given in Equation 3.6.
Figure 3.15: CV of a plain platinum disc electrode in 0.8 M Ru(NH3)3+6 solution. Currents are
dramatically higher because of easily available redox species. Ep−p = 160 mV
As the potential decreases, the increase in faradic current is due to easily available
Ru(NH3)
3+
6 ions close to the surface of the electrode. These reduced Ru(NH3)
2+
6 ions need
to then diffuse away from the surface of the electrode and make way for more Ru(NH3)3+6
ions. But as the potential increases, the rate of diffusion is not fast enough to allow the
reduction of Ru(NH3)3+6 ions at the surface of the electrode. Consequently, the current
starts decreasing because of the lack of redox species at the electrode surface. This point
is shown in Figure 3.15 as the diffusion limited region during reduction beyond Eredp . A
similar phenomenon occurs when scanning from -0.5 volts to 0 volts where the oxidation
reaction shown in Equation 3.7 causes an oxidation current which is also then limited by the
number of Ru(NH3)2+6 ions in the double layer region beyond Eoxp . This kind of response
is called an asymmetric peak shaped response [99]. The Ep−p for a reversible reaction is
characteristically supposed to be 57 mV at 25◦ C [75] and is based on a 1 electron reversible
reaction process and defined by the equation below.
|Eoxp − Eredp | = 2.218
RT
F
(3.18)
But this is not necessarily true for macro electrodes whose currents are further amplified not
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only because of the increased surface area but also because of solution resistance [95]. The
larger peak difference is due to uncompensated resistance during transient DC voltammetry
[99] in the 0.8 M Ru(NH3)6Cl3 solution and an absence of background electrolyte. This
background electrolyte was not included in the Ru(NH3)6Cl3 solutions as salts like Na+
and K+ are known to degrade the film loading capabilities of Nafion® [87] .
For a reversible reaction, the ratio of
ipc
ipa
is about 1 and ip varies with v
1/2
s . This means
that the peak current increases with the square root of the scan rate used. It is essential to
administer the optimal scan rate and these details will also be discussed in Section 3.4. The
Randles-Sevcik’s equation gives an understanding of the peak current based on the various
entities involved in a reversible reaction. [75]
ip = 2.69× 105n3/2AD1/2[B]bulkv1/2s (3.19)
Here A is the area of the working electrode, n is the number of electrons involved in the
reaction and vs is the scan rate used in the cyclic voltammetry. This equation is specifically
for solutions at 25◦ C.
This gives a basic understanding of CVs and the ideas used in this thesis including the
faradic currents and the relationship of the peak current on the scan rates. The optimal scan
rate and other details will be discussed in Section 3.4 where the specific design parameters
for the titrator are detailed and their dependence on these fundamental ideas are studied.
3.3.5 Micro versus macro electrodes
Microelectrodes are essentially electrodes with a radius or dimensions smaller than
√
2Dt,
where D is the diffusion coefficient of the species and t is time [97]. The study of micro-
electrodes is an extensive subject but this thesis has not looked at using them and therefore
they have not been discussed. This very brief section is aimed at clarifying the need for
macro electrodes.
For most applications, microelectrodes are well suited based on their smaller diffusion
layers but for an application where a titration needs to be induced, there are other param-
eters that are also important. The gradient of diffusion and mass transport would not be
important for a redox couple like Ru(NH3)
3+/2+
6 withheld in an ion exchange membrane like
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Nafion® around the working electrode. At this point, it is the capacity of the ion exchange
membrane that will dictate the amount and the rate at which a titration can be induced.
Considering this, the larger the electrode, the more Nafion® and Ru(NH3)
3+/2+
6 ions and
the longer the titration can be conducted. But the larger electrodes will also increase the
volume of the sample being titrated consequently increasing the time for a diagnostic test.
Having a microelectrode with a very small amount of Nafion® would not necessarily be
able to allow a titraion for too long. Hence, the selection of macro electrodes and their
dimensions discussed in Chapter 5 were quite simply for practical reasons that affect the
total titration time and volume.
3.3.6 Cleaning and preparing disc electrodes
The cleaning of electrodes is critical for a well-controlled electrochemical reaction. The disc
platinum electrode discussed in Section 3.3.3 requires a standard process of cleaning but
the micro-fabricated electrodes cannot be cleaned in the same way. They simply need to
be sonicated in ethanol and rinsed with DI water before use as metallic particles can erode
from the surface.
The cleaning process has two major steps
1. Polishing the surface of the platinum electrode
2. Electrochemical cleaning using sulphuric acid (H2SO4)
The materials used for polishing the disc electrode
1. Polishing pads acquired from Buehler (Microcloth)
2. Three micro-polish powders of different sizes were acquired from Buehler. 1 µm, 0.3
µm and 0.05 µm
3. 0.5 M H2SO4
The polishing protocol employed was:
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1. A slurry is created on top of the polishing pad by mixing alumina powder and DI
water. This needs to be done for all 3 alumina powders separately.
2. The platinum disc electrode is taken and polished by placing the platinum part in the
slurry perpendicular to the surface and making a distinct shape of ‘8’.
3. The electrode is rotated by 90◦ after every 10 repetitions of the ‘8’ action to allow
uniform polishing on all areas of the electrode.
4. Between polishing with different sized alumina powders, the electrode is sonicated in
DI water for 2 minutes.
5. The surface of the electrode is checked under a microscope to ensure that it is uniform
and void of large scratches. A potential scan is done in 0.5 M H2SO4, scanning from
-0.3 V to +1.5 V at a vs = 100 mVs−1.
The micro-fabricated electrodes are made of sputtered metal and consequently pushing
the potential to as high as +1.5 V can erode the metal deposits from the surface of the glass.
3.3.7 Chronopotentiometry
Chronopotentiometry is an analysis of the WE by measuring the potential between the RE
and the WE whilst a constant current is forced through the system between the WE and
the CE. The response can be modelled according to the Sand equation [75].
The charge given to the system in a constant current electrolysis is characterised by
Q = nFN (3.20)
n is the electron transfer, F is the faraday constant and N is the number of molecules elec-
trolysed. A chronopotentiogram is a way of understanding the minimum electrode potential
required to promote a reaction whilst supplying a constant current. If a species that is at
the electrode surface is undergoing either oxidation or reduction based on the current being
supplied, the potential will correspond to the reaction. As soon as this concentration gets
completely reduced or oxidised, the electrode is forced to react with the rest of the solvent
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and consequently the required potential at the electrode will change [75]. The higher poten-
tial corresponds to the next possible stable reaction and potential for the electrode system
whilst being driven by a constant current.
The transition time (τ) is the most important parameter that is characterised through
a chronopotentiogram. ‘τ ’ is the time between turning on the constant current and the rapid
change in potential. This can appear at two places in a chronopotentiogram. The first place
is when the current is started and the potential reaches its first stable value and reduces or
oxidises the species at its surface. The second and more important transition time gives an
understanding of the possible total species that can take part in the redox reaction from the
solvent or from within the film. As the concentration of the active species of the redox couple
runs out, the electrode system resorts to reducing or oxidising the background solvent which
in most cases is water. It is this transition time which is the most important parameter to
understand from the point of view of devising a titrator. It can give an estimate of the total
possible volume the electrode system can titrate before reverting back to producing OH−
ions at the cathode.
This transition time is given by the Sand equation shown below [75].
τ 1/2 =
pi1/2nFAD1/2COx
2i
(3.21)
where
τ = transition time
n = electron transfer
F = Faraday’s constant
A = area of the working electrode
D = Diffusion coefficient of the oxidised species being reduced at the working electrode
COx = concentration of the oxidised species at t=0, before reduction at the working elec-
trode has been started
i = constant current
The initial conditions that are set before a chronopotentiometric test is done on an
electrode with Nafion® and Ru(NH3)3+6 are given below.
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CRe = concentration of reduced species = 0, t = 0, COx = [Ox]film
The experimentation set up and the use of this method have been described in detail
in Section 3.4.
3.3.8 Surface Profilometry
Surface profilometry is an important analysis tool that can provide information about the
thickness of various thin films. This method has been used in devising the titrator and also
in Chapter 4 to analyse the thickness of the pH indicator patches. The equipment used for
profilometry is a ‘contact mode’ based profilometer called ‘Dektak 6M Stylus Profiler’. The
error margin of this profiler is in the range of 10 Angstrom ≈ 1 nm. The steps to conduct
the profilometric scan can be found in the product manual but these steps are generic across
most models and therefore have not been described in detail. However, understanding the
profilometric thickness of Nafion® and pH patches designed in Chapter 4 can help estimate
the amount of sulfonate sites and the amount of pH indicator in the patches respectively.
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3.4 Results and discussion - The electrolytic titrator
The design and development of a nanolitre titrator is directly related to the design criteria
and dimensions discussed in Chapter 5. The initial electrode designs were based on platinum
wire electrodes through which the proof of principle of the electrolytic titrator was obtained.
This was then extended to microfabricated electrodes to increase surface area and allow for
titration in a closed environment.
3.4.1 Platinum wire electrodes
Section 3.2.2 discussed the importance and unique properties of platinum as a material
used for electrolysis. To enable the use of platinum wire electrodes, a set of wire electrodes
were developed according to the steps described in Section 3.3.1. The Figure 3.8 shows the
electrode used in this electrolysis process.
In order to show a visual change in the pH of the solution being electrolysed, a
whatman filter paper was taken and soaked with universal pH indicator as received from
Fluka (CAT No. - 31282). This was then air dried overnight in the dark to avoid any kind
of photo bleaching.
This pH indicator soaked paper was then placed in a petri-dish and 200 µL (5 mM)
of PBS (phosphate buffered saline) was poured on top of it. The paper soaked most of the
water and the rest produced a thick film of water protruding from the surface of the paper.
The initial colour of the pH indicator was orange and after pouring PBS at pH 5.6, the
colour turned yellow. Plain platinum anode and cathode electrodes were immersed laterally
in the thin layer of the solution protruding from the paper as shown in Figure 3.16.
The electrolysis was conducted by passing a current of 1µA between the electrodes for
about 30 minutes. The first hint of colour change was visible within the first 2 minutes as
the reduction of water at the cathode increased the pH by producing OH− ions and changed
the pH indicator colour to violet and decreased the pH around the anode by producing H+
ions and changed the colour to red. It is important to notice that the red region is slightly
larger than the violet region and this is also a clear evidence that the diffusion coefficient of
H+ ions is larger than that of OH− ions as mentioned in Section 3.2.
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Figure 3.16: (A) - Plain platinum wire based cathodes and anodes immersed in PBS protruding
from a whatman filter paper soaked in universal pH indicator before any electrolysis was initiated.
(B) - The colour change based on the pH of the solution
To inhibit the production of OH− ions, these wire electrodes were treated with
Nafion® (acquired from Sigma Aldrich. CAS No. - 31175-20-9) and dip coated in a so-
lution of 2 mM Ru(NH3)6Cl3 solution made in 1 mM KCl.
Dip coating of the electrode with Nafion® was done 3 times and then heated at 200◦ C
for 2 minutes to form a crystalline form of Nafion® over the electrode. This coated electrode
was then dip coated 10 times in a solution of 2 mM Ru(NH3)6Cl3 in 1 mM KCl. A CV of
this cathode (1 cm in length ) was first carried out in KCl after being coated with Nafion®
but before and after loading of ruthenium ions. The resulting CV has been shown below in
Figure 3.17
The CV clearly shows an increase in the current due to the reduction at similar
potentials when the Nafion® coated electrode was dipped in a solution of Ru(NH3)6Cl3.
To understand if this can inhibit the production of OH− ions at the cathode, a similar pH
indicator based colour change experiment was done. The set-up for this experiment was the
same as mentioned in Figure 3.16 where a constant current of +1 µA is given between the
anode and the cathode. This current is based on the CVs shown in Figure 3.17 which show
a reduction of Ru(NH3)3+6 at that current. A unidirectional colour change produced only
at the anode is desired. The set-up and the experimentation results have been shown below
in Figure 3.18.
As the titration is started, a red colour change is noticed on the anode within the first
2 minutes but no colour change is seen on the cathode. This is shown in Figure 3.18(B).
After 0.3 mC of charge being passed through the cell, the paper is lifted off from the petri-
dish and the colour change around the anode is more acutely visible than before. This is
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shown in Figure 3.18(C).
Figure 3.17: CV of platinum wire electrode (1 cm in length) coated with Nafion® and then
dipped in a solution of 2 mM Ru(NH3)6Cl3 in 1 mM KCl before a titration
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Figure 3.18: (A) - Plain platinum anode and Nafion® and ruthenium modified cathode
immersed in PBS protruding from a whatman filter paper soaked in universal pH indicator before
any electrolysis was initiated. (B) - The colour change based on the pH of the solution during the
titration. (C) - The colour change after the titration shows a red mark on the whatman filter
paper soaked in pH indicator where the electrode was placed as well as on the edges. No colour
change around the cathode.
Conclusively, these experiments presented evidence that supports the idea of creating
an electron sink using Nafion® and Ru(NH3)3+6 ions. To improve on this design of using
platinum wire electrodes, microfabricated electrodes were developed as they offer a larger
electroactive surface area that can help increase the time for titration and are not as ex-
pensive as platinum wire electrodes. The development and results for the microfabricated
electrodes are discussed in the section below.
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3.4.2 Micro-fabricated platinum electrodes - Assessing electro-active
abilities
Micro-fabrication has an advantage of mass producing devices that are more cost effective.
To understand whether or not these micro-fabricated electrodes function in a similar way to
bulk metal electrodes, a bulk metal platinum disc electrode is used to benchmark every test
and conclude on whether or not sputtered metal on micro-fabricated electrodes can take
part in electrocatalysis or not.
Figure 3.19: (A) - Titanium and platinum based micro electrodes. (B) - Diameter of electrodes
are 1 mm and the spacing between the centres of each electrode is 2 mm.
The fabrication procedures for these electrodes have been described in Section 3.3.2.
The dimensions of the electrodes were chosen based on the maximum possible dimensions of
the reaction chamber discussed in Chapter 5. The diameter of the electrode was 1 mm each
for the cathode and the anode and the distance between the centre of the cathode and the
centre of the anode was 2 mm. These have been shown in Figure 3.19 above. Ideally, micro-
electrodes are much better than the proposed macro electrodes as they offer lower double
layer capacitance, reduced ohmic drop and faster mass transport [100] but the choice was
based on the amount of Nafion® and ruthenium required for the titration and consequently,
macro electrodes seemed better.
As shown in Section 3.3.2, once the fabrication process is completed as shown in Figure
3.13, each glass slide has 3 sets of anodes and cathode. A diamond scribe is used to then
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dice them up into individual devices as shown in Figure 3.19.
To make electrical connections to the electrodes for analysis, insulated electrical wires
of diameter 0.57 mm were used. Silver epoxy acquired from RS (Cat No. - 186 3616) was
used where the epoxy and the hardner were mixed in a 1:1 ratio and applied to the electrodes.
The wires were placed on the silver epoxy and cured at 60◦ C for 1 hour until it could hold
the wires. An insulating resin (resin - RX771C and hardner - HY1300) was obtained from
Robnor Resins and mixed in a ratio of 2.6:1 and applied on the silver epoxy electrical
connection to completely insulate it and to make sure that only conducting platinum is
ever in contact with any solution This is shown in Figure 3.20(A) below. To allow only the
circular region of the electrodes to ever be in contact with the solution, the resin was also
applied on the stem of the electrodes highlighted in green in Figure 3.20(B) below. The
counter electrode was purposefully left with a slightly larger surface area than the working
one to allow for an efficient sink. This was then allowed to cure at room temperature for
3-4 hours and then hard baked for 2 hours at 80◦ C.
A
B
Figure 3.20: (A) - Electrodes with wired electrical connection. (B) - Insulated region
highlighted in green.
The electrodes were then cleaned with ethanol and DI water and dried with compressed
air before characterising them using CVs. Other methods of cleaning electrodes were not
applied to these electrodes.
CV based characterisation was carried out on the disc electrodes and the microfabri-
cated electrodes based on steps described in Section 3.3.4. The two solutions used were PBS
at pH 7.4 and 0.8 M Ru(NH3)6Cl3 mixed in DI water with no KCl. The CVs for the plain
platinum disc electrode have been shown in Figures 3.14 and 3.15 and for the fabricated
electrodes have been shown below in Figure 3.21.
An important observation here is that the peak separation is about 140 mV for the
fabricated electrodes and that for the platinum disc electrode is about 160 mV. Also, the
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peak currents for the fabricated electrodes are about 0.7 mA which is 1/4 the peak currents
for the disc electrode which is 2.9 mA.
Figure 3.21: CV showing oxidation and reduction currents and potentials for fabricated
platinum electrodes in PBS (in blue) and in 0.8 M Ru(NH3)6Cl3 in (in red)
The plots above clearly demonstrate that the fabricated electrodes do have electroac-
tive properties and can participate in reducing and oxidising Ru(NH3)
3+/2+
6 ions. This has
been repeated on 10 similar fabricated electrodes with identical results and peak currents
varying by 0.05 mA (< 7% of the peak current mentioned above). But this conclusion is
based on the use of fabricated electrodes with a 15 nm layer of titanium followed by a 200 nm
layer of sputtered platinum. If this layer of platinum is reduced to 100 nm, the electrocat-
alytic activity of the fabricated electrodes dramatically changes and becomes undesirable.
This has been shown in Figure 3.22.
The below experiment has been repeated on 10 electrodes fabricated with a 100 nm
thickness of platinum and 8 gave similar results with only 2 electrodes behaving as per the
response seen in Figure 3.21.
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Figure 3.22: CV showing oxidation and reduction currents and potentials for 100 nm thick
fabricated platinum electrodes in 0.8 M Ru(NH3)6Cl3
The next step in developing these sensors is to understand the optimum ways of
conducting a CV and understanding the data that it yields. The most important aspect is
the scan rate vs and as seen in Equation 3.19, the peak currents will increase with vs and
the test time.
3.4.3 Micro-fabricated platinum electrodes - optimising scan rates
Micro electrodes and macro electrodes are susceptible to scan rate vs variations. As the
vs increases, the peak currents increase. For macro electrodes, the diffusion of the redox
couples is maximum perpendicular to the surface of the electrode (planar diffusion) and the
edge effects are minimal because the surface area at the edges is extremely small. For micro
electrodes, the edge effects are as important as the planar diffusion at t>0, which is why it
forms a uniform semi-circular diffusion layer.
The schematic below shows the diffusion of the redox couples on both electrodes.
This is not representative of actual rates but it simply shows that the edge effects on macro
electrodes are negligible.
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Figure 3.23: Comparing the amount of redox couples diffusing to the electrode surface through
perpendicular diffusion and radial diffusion in micro and macro electrodes
Based on this, there is a direct understanding of the time taken for a particular scan
t, the diffusion coefficient of ruthenium when trapped within the Nafion® film D to the
radius of the electrode r used [100].
r 
√
2Dt (3.22)
t r
2
2×D (3.23)
The equations hold for electrodes with r values less than or equal to 0.05 cm [97] where
the redox couples are withheld in a film close to the electrode and when there is no free
mixing allowed. The electrodes used in this work are 0.5 mm in radius and therefore,
this condition is applicable. The diffusion coefficient of Ru(NH3)3+6 within the Nafion®
construct is 2×10−13 m2/s. Based on the size, the vs used for most of the experiments is 34
mV s−1 which gives a scan time of 15 seconds for 500 mV which is scanned in one direction
during a CV. Consequently, the currents yielding from this are clearly not diffusion limited
and the redox couples can easily diffuse to the surface of the electrodes.
The next section talks about the amount and the method of coating Nafion® on the
electrode surface and the capacitance it generates which is key to understanding the charging
currents that do not add to the electro-active behaviour of the electrode.
3.4.4 Micro-fabricated platinum electrodes - Nafion® films
Nafion® as described in Section 3.2.3 is an ion selective membrane with densely populated
negatively charged sulfonate groups (−SO−3 ). This as received from Sigma-Aldrich was 5%
Nafion® in 15-20% water and the rest described as alcohols (CAT No. - 274704). A lot of
research has gone into understanding the concentration of −SO−3 groups in Nafion® [87]
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and based on that, the possible sites in a coating of Nafion® can be calculated. 2 µL
of Nafion® is drop cast on top of cleaned electrodes once they have been tested for their
electro-active ability as described in Section 3.4.2. These electrodes are then allowed to air
dry for 1 minute before placing them in the oven at 200◦ C for 2 minutes. The reason for
and benefits of dehydrating the film have been described in Section 3.2.3.
To assess the volume and thickness of the coating and the effect of dehydrating the
Nafion® films at 200◦ C, a profilometric scan is conducted on the films as described in
Section 3.3.8. This scan is conducted on 2 µL drop cast Nafion® films that were air dried
for 4 hours, air dried and baked at 200◦ C and air dried, baked and soaked in 0.8 M
Ru(NH3)6Cl3 for 1 day. This data is given below.
Nafion® Nafion® Nafion® - 200◦ C - 2 minutes
Air dried 200◦ C - 2 minutes Air dried - 4 hours
4 hours Air dried - 4 hours 0.8 M Ru(NH3)6Cl3 solution - 1 day
5.6±0.2 µm 4.5±0.3 µm 4.6±0.2 µm
Table 3.1: Thickness of Nafion® film. Average of 4 samples.
The data clearly shows that the film does shrink when dried at high temperatures
and does not swell dramatically when kept in a solution of Ru(NH3)6Cl3. Based on this,
the dried volume of the film can be estimated as pi × r2 × h. Here r is the radius of the
drop which is approximately 1 mm and h is the thickness of the Nafion® as estimated by
the profilometric scan. Therefore, the calculated dried volume of Nafion® is approximately,
pi × 10−6 × 4.5 × 10−6 = 14.13 × 10−12 m3. But this is an ideal case. The profile of the
coating is not rectangular and is more like the one shown in Figure 3.24(B) according to
the profilometric scans.
macro macro
NafionA B
Figure 3.24: Drop coating of Nafion® on macro electrodes
Based on this, the volume is approximately 30% less as compared to the calculated
amount. The exact value can be estimated if the weight of the coating is measured in a micro-
balance. But to circumvent this, a well calculated estimation results in the volume being
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approximately, 9.8× 10−12 m3. The cluster density of dehydrated Nafion® as mentioned in
Section 3.2.3 is approximately 3.2 × 1019 clusters/cm3 with 74 −SO−3 groups per cluster.
This equates to approximately 236 × 1019 sites/cm3 which is about 236 × 1025 sites/m3.
For the approximated volume of Nafion® added on the electrode, the total number of sites
present in it are 2.32× 1016 sites. Therefore, 2.32× 1016 Ru(NH3)3+6 ions could potentially
be absorbed in the Nafion® coated on the electrode. For a 1 electron transfer reaction
for Ru(NH3)3+6 to convert to Ru(NH3)
2+
6 , the total charge that the film can consume is
approximately 3.71 mC before the cathode starts reducing water. This is the ideal capacity
of the Nafion® coating.
Also, a coating like Nafion® (a co-polymer) on an electrode will possibly create a
charging effect as it can withhold charge and ions within it. It would be beneficial to
understand what the capacitance and charging currents for these Nafion® coatings are like
and the potential current that does not contribute to the reduction of Ru(NH3)3+6 ions.
To estimate the capacitance and the charging current, the electrodes are coated with
Nafion® as discussed above and left in a PBS solution for 24 hours. A CV is done to check
for the capacitance due to Nafion® coating.
Figure 3.25: CV in PBS of fabricated platinum electrode coated with Nafion® and stored in
PBS for 24 hours.
Figure 3.25 above shows a maximum charging current of about 0.27±0.03 µA to 0.3
µA. This current is possibly due to O2(aq) in the solution even though it was degassed. The
capacitance of the film can also be calculated based on the equation i = C × ∆V
∆t
. The
double layer capacitance region can be observed between 0 to -0.05 V and the corresponding
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current is approximately 3×10−8 A giving a capacitance of 0.88 µF at a scan rate of 34 mV
s−1. At potentials more negative, O2(aq) contributes to the faradic current. The double layer
capacitance for an uncoated electrode is approximately between 10-50 µF/cm2 [75], whereas
for a Nafion coated electrode, the same equates to be around 112 µF/cm2.
These films were also tested for their change in surface hydrophobicity in the dried
and Ru(NH3)3+6 loaded forms. According to research and as suggested in Section 3.2.4,
Nafion® in its dehydrated form is relatively hydrophobic but when immersed in a solution
of ions, it becomes hydrophilic in nature [101, 102]. This statement was validated through
contact angle measurements of dried Nafion® and then the same film kept in a solution of
Ru(NH3)
3+
6 ions for 24 hours. The images have been shown below.
A B
Figure 3.26: Contact angle of (A) dehydrated Nafion® film (89◦). (B) dehydrated Nafion®
film kept in 0.8 M Ru(NH3)6Cl3 for 24 hours(62±2◦)
The Figure 3.26(A) shows the contact angle of a dehydrated Nafion® film at 89◦. The
same for the film immersed in Ru(NH3)6Cl3 becomes quite hydrophilic with an angle of
62±2◦. This confirms the statement made earlier that Nafion® does become hydrophilic
and therefore can allow the loading of Ru(NH3)3+6 ions within the film.
The next most important aspect in developing this nano-litre titrator is to be able to
embed the Nafion® film with Ru(NH3)3+6 ions such that the Ru(NH3)
3+
6 ions can aid the
coulometric titration process. This has been described in the next section.
3.4.5 Micro-fabricated platinum electrodes - loading Ru(NH3)3+6 ions
within Nafion
The key characteristic in designing this nano-litre titrator is its ability to inhibit the produc-
tion of OH− ions at the cathode during an electrolysis. This is done by flooding the Nafion®
film that is polymerised on the surface of the platinum electrode as discussed in the previous
section with Ru(NH3)3+6 ions. This is better shown in Figure 3.2 where the electrons trying
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to leave the surface of the cathode require less energy to reduce Ru(NH3)3+6 ions than to
reduce water. As discussed in Section 3.2.1, a constant current electrolysis producing OH−
ions at the cathode results in a potential difference of about -0.7 V versus Ag|AgCl. This
means that if the potential drop between the reference electrode (Ag|AgCl) and the cathode
is greater than 0.7 V, then the cathode is reducing water and producing OH− ions.
When this potential required is compared to a Nafion® coated electrode withRu(NH3)3+6
ions in it, the potential should be much lower proving that OH− ions are not being pro-
duced. Eventually, when all the Ru(NH3)3+6 ions have been converted to Ru(NH3)
2+
6 ions,
the process will revert to reducing water at the cathode and the potential will revert back to
about 1 V. This test is known as chronopotentiometry which can estimate the total amount
of Ru(NH3)3+6 ions that did in fact diffuse into the Nafion® film and participate in the
OH− ion inhibition process.
Also, once the estimation of the total concentration of Ru(NH3)3+6 ions is made based
on the chronopotentiometric measurements, it can be compared to the kD value discussed
in Section 3.2.4. The kD value for ruthenium in Nafion® is a ratio of the concentration of
Ru(NH3)
3+
6 ions inside the film versus outside the film once the film reaches equilibration.
The kD for Ru(NH3)3+6 ions in Nafion® is about 2.5× 106 [93].
To understand the constant current that can be given to the electrode with Nafion®
and saturated with Ru(NH3)3+6 ions, a CV is conducted at a vs of 34 mV s−1 and an
appropriate charging current is selected that is at least 50 mV positive from the potential
for ‘ip(red)’. It is at this current that the modified electrode should be reducing Ru(NH3)3+6
ions rather than the water/PBS.
The measurement of the pH of the solution that is being titrated is the final test to
confirm if this process does in fact allow titration and decrease in pH. The pH change should
coincide with the amount of charge that the system consumes during the constant current
analysis.
To allow the 4.5 µm Nafion® films described in Section 3.4.4 to equilibrate with
Ru(NH3)
3+
6 ions, slightly longer equilibration times are required, especially for thicker films
as described in Section 3.2.4.
To test this idea of allowing diffusion to help Nafion® films absorb Ru(NH3)3+6 ions,
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several different approaches were looked at and were tested on the platinum disc electrode
and microfabricated electrodes. As shown in Section 3.4.4, a film of Nafion® cast from 2 µL
has sufficient sulfonate groups to allow a reasonably long titration and so this was selected
as the volume to coat the electrodes with. After coating, the electrodes and the coatings
were cured at 200◦ C for 2 minutes. The samples were removed from the oven and placed
in a solution of 0.8M Ru(NH3)6Cl3 for 5 days to ensure equilibration. CVs for the disc
and fabricated electrodes were conducted in PBS at pH 7.4 and buffer concentration of 38
mM. All these steps were undertaken only after making sure that the bare electrodes were
electro-active. The CVs have been shown below in Figure 3.27.
Figure 3.27: CV in PBS of fabricated platinum electrode (red) and platinum disc electrode
(blue) coated with Nafion® and stored in 0.8 M Ru(NH3)6Cl3 for 5 days.
The CVs shown in Figure 3.27 do not look anything like the CV shown in Figures 3.14
and 3.21 as they lack distinctive reduction or oxidation peaks for Ru(NH3)3+6 . These CVs
were repeated on 5 different fabricated electrodes and multiple times on the disc electrode
with similar results shown for all of them.
Consequently, both these electrodes were given a constant current to investigate their
chronopotentiometric characteristics. A ‘Keithley’ constant current source was used to give
a 1 µA current to the coated platinum disc electrode and 0.5 µA to the coated fabricated
electrodes.
During these experiments, the potential between the reference electrode and the work-
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ing electrode (the Nafion® and Ru(NH3)3+6 coated cathode) is plotted against time while a
constant current is conducted between the working cathode and the counter anode. This is
shown in the blue plots in Figures 3.28 and 3.29 below for the disc and fabricated electrode
respectively.
Figure 3.28: Chronopotentiogram for platinum disc electrode (blue). Location of inflection
point by identifying minimum (red)
Figure 3.29: Chronopotentiogram for fabricated platinum electrode (blue). Location of
inflection point by identifying minimum (red)
To analyse the point of inflection in the chronopotentiometric data, the blue plot is
differentiated with respect to time. This differentiation helps identify the minimum or in
other words the point of inflection in the data proving that beyond that point, the potential
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drop is being influenced by water reduction rather than Ru(NH3)3+6 ions. This is seen in
the red plot in both figures with a magenta line showing the point of inflection.
The τ or time taken under a constant current for the disc and fabricated electrode is
about 533 seconds and 92 seconds respectively. From the Sand equation, the total charge
and thus titratable volume can be ascertained.
According to estimations made in Chapter 5 of the total volume required to be titrated,
calculations showed that a total volume of 226 nL at pH 7.4 and total buffer content of 77
mM must be titratable. This titration needs about 28 minutes or 1680 seconds at a current
of 1 µA. Thus, OH− ion production at the cathode must be inhibited for at least 1800
seconds to allow a healthy sample of blood/buffer to be titrated from pH 7.4 to 5.2 - the
bicarbonate buffer’s end point.
From the ‘τ ’ for the disc and the fabricated electrodes, the net amount of Ru(NH3)3+6
ions in each film can be determined. The kD for the disc and fabricated electrode is 0.7 and
0.06137. This is far from the kD reported by others [93].
The above experiments show that the initial approaches were inadequate at loading the
required Ru(NH3)3+6 ions by 1-2 orders of magnitude, despite predictions of the same made
in the literature based on physico-chemical parameters. Consequently, different approaches
of loading Nafion® were attempted. These approaches have been listed below
1. Increase the hydration of Nafion® recast films.
2. Increase the amount of Nafion® from 2 µL to 3 µL.
3. Improve Ru(NH3)3+6 ion loading by electron-transfer reactions as suggested by Bard
et al. which facilitates the loading process and has a much larger contribution than
diffusion [96].
The first modified approach attempted was to increase the hydration of recast Nafion®
films. Studies have reported that the hydration levels of Nafion® films affects the amount
of Ru(NH3)3+6 ions that can diffuse into the film. In this study, Nafion® films with rang-
ing percentages of ethanol and water were tested with Ru(bpy)2+3 [92]. It was found that
increasing the percentage of hydration from 20% to 80% doubled kD. These findings were
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tested by coating Nafion® films on electrodes and simply air drying the films overnight at
25◦ C for 12 hours. This would have allowed some hydration while the alcohols evaporated.
Then these electrodes were placed in 0.8 M Ru(NH3)6Cl3 for 5 days. A CV was conducted
in PBS after the 5 day incubation in Ru(NH3)6Cl3.
The CV in Figure 3.30 is dramatically different from the one seen in Figure 3.27 with
a clearly visible reduction and oxidation peak. This shows that the Ru(NH3)3+6 ions have
in fact diffused into the Nafion® construct.
Figure 3.30: CV of hydrated Nafion® films coated on platinum microfabricated electrodes
soaked in 0.8M Ru(NH3)6Cl3 for 5 days in PBS
Figure 3.31: Chronopotentiogram for platinum disc electrode - hydrated film.
The chronopotentiogram in Figure 3.31 clearly shows that the titration lasts for around
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5-10 seconds. The hypothesis here is that, as reported in papers, the pore sizes in hydrated
Nafion® films are larger which also accounts for the larger diffusion coefficient and shorter
equilibration times for Ru(NH3)3+6 ions. The larger pores possibly allow Ru(NH3)
3+
6 ions to
desorb from the SO−3 groups and leach out of the film under the influence of a concentration
gradient and diffusion. In conclusion, air dried Nafion® films do not work in increasing the
amount of Ru(NH3)3+6 ions within Nafion®. Another approach is to increase the amount
of Nafion® on the electrode surface to increase the amount of Ru(NH3)3+6 ions within the
Nafion® and consequently increase the duration for OH− ion inhibition.
According to the mathematics of diffusion suggested by Crank and briefly described in
Section 3.2.5, the equilibration of Ru(NH3)3+6 ions in Nafion® films of 5 µm thickness should
take no longer than 2 minutes. This is based on the condition that l2/Dt = 1 with D being
approximately 2 × 10−13 m2s−1 [95] within Nafion®. But as suggested by Bard et al., the
apparent diffusion coefficient Dapp that is used in the estimation of equilibration time is only
relevant after the Nafion® film is fully loaded or equilibrated with electroactive species [96].
The diffusion coefficient during the loading time is much slower than reported, which is why
researchers have reported a 1 day equilibration time for a 1 µm thick film [93]. It was also
concluded in this research work that electron transfer reactions have a larger contribution
in loading up films (> 40×) than does Dapp [96]. This was tested in the experiment setup
below where the platinum electrodes coated with Nafion® films loaded with Ru(NH3)3+6
ions were subjected to multiple potential scans in Ru(NH3)6Cl3 solution before testing them
chronopotentiometrically.
Once the Nafion® film was coated on the electrode surface and cured at 200◦ C for
2 minutes, it was left in a concentrated solution of Ru(NH3)6Cl3 for 3-5 days. Before
the CV in PBS was done to ascertain the current that can be used during a titration, an
additional CV step in concentrated Ru(NH3)6Cl3 was done. As suggested by Bard et al,
electron transfer reactions can affect the loading of electroactive species [96]. This allows
Ru(NH3)
3+
6 ions within the film to move closer to the electrode surface and also allows the
diffusion of more Ru(NH3)3+6 ions into the outer layers of the Nafion® films, thus increasing
the amount of Ru(NH3)3+6 ions in the film.
To test this hypothesis, 3 µL instead of 2 µL of Nafion® was coated on fabricated
platinum electrodes and then cured at 200◦ C for 2 minutes. These were then left in a
solution of 0.8 M Ru(NH3)6Cl3 for 5 days. After 5 days, a CV of the electrodes with 3µL
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of Nafion® on it were then conducted in another solution of 0.8 M Ru(NH3)6Cl3 for 10
cycles at 34 mVs−1. This was followed by a CV of the same electrodes in PBS at pH 7.3
and buffer concentration of 10 mM. This CV is shown in the Figure 3.32 below.
Figure 3.32: CV in PBS of Nafion® coated fabricated platinum electrode with Ru(NH3)3+6 ions
before (blue) and after (red) titration
Based on the blue plot, a constant current of 1 µA was selected for titration and to
check for an increase in the amount of Ru(NH3)3+6 ions within the Nafion® construct.
Figure 3.33: Chronopotentiometric measurement as a coulometric titration is depleting the
Ru(NH3)
3+
6 ion concentration within 3 µL of Nafion
®
The chronopotentiogram above in Figure 3.33 shows the time for which the titration
could inhibit the production of OH− ions at the cathode.
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The chronopotentiogram above shows that the titration could reduce Ru(NH3)3+6
ions for about 5800 seconds at a constant current of 1 µA. This is a substantially large
increase in the amount of Ru(NH3)3+6 ions within the Nafion® construct. It was unclear
if the substantial increase in the Ru(NH3)3+6 ion holding capacity of the Nafion® film was
because of the increase in Nafion® or the CV conducted before the titration.
To understand this better, the 2 µL coated electrodes were prepared in the same way
as described above whose film thickness is known. These were then incubated in a solution
of 0.4 M Ru(NH3)6Cl3 for 3 days. After 3 days, a CV of the coated and incubated electrodes
were conducted in 0.4 M Ru(NH3)6Cl3 for 10 cycles at 34 mVs−1 followed by a CV in PBS.
Figure 3.34: CV in PBS of Nafion® coated fabricated platinum electrode with Ru(NH3)3+6 ions
before the titration
At this point, the pH of the PBS was noted before the titration to see if the pH
does change and what is the efficiency of titration. The volume, initial pH and buffer
concentration of the PBS was 6 mL, 7.28 and 0.5 mM. A constant current of 1 µA was given
for the titration. The chronopotentiometric data has been shown below in Figure 3.35.
The titration ran for about 2115 seconds with a theoretical estimation of efficiency
of almost 100%. The kD for these electrodes was estimated at 4.7 which is extremely far
away from absolute saturation, yet 75 times higher than the experiments conducted before.
The kD values for the results achieved cannot directly be compared with the ones seen by
other researchers because the solutions used here are highly concentrated as opposed to very
low concentrations of Ru(NH3)6Cl3 used in their work. Using more dilute concentrations of
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Ru(NH3)6Cl3 would only increase loading times. The charge of 2.2 mC is almost 60% of the
maximum allowed loading of Ru(NH3)3+6 ions which was calculated in Section 3.4.4. This
capacity is in agreement with the IEC for Nafion® which was estimated between 40-60%
for recast films [91].
Figure 3.35: Chronopotentiometric measurement as a coulometric titration is depleting the
Ru(NH3)
3+
6 ion concentration within 2 µL of Nafion
®
The pH observed after the titration was approximately 7.25. This change of 0.03 pH
units is within the error of 0.02 pH units of the pH metre. Conducting a titration in small
sample volumes of 2 mL was also thought of but it is difficult to immerse the entire pH
probe in that volume to allow a dependable value to be read.
Another way towards understanding whether or not the titration was in fact reducing
Ru(NH3)
3+
6 ions and not water was looked at. Fabricated electrodes were prepared in
the same way with 2 µL of Nafion® and were immersed in PBS for 24 hours instead of
Ru(NH3)6Cl3. No Ru(NH3)6Cl3 was used in this experiment. CVs were conducted on
these electrodes as shown in Figure 3.25. Based on this CV, two currents were given to
different electrodes, 0.2 µA based on Figure 3.25 and 1 µA based on the currents given to
the Nafion® coated electrodes with Ru(NH3)3+6 ions. These have been shown below.
Figure 3.36 shows the chronopotentiometric plot for a plain platinum electrode with
Nafion® given a constant current of 1 µA. The data clearly shows that in the absence of
any Ru(NH3)3+6 ions, the potential between the Nafion® coated cathode and the Ag|AgCl
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reference electrode instantaneously drops to a potential below -1V which is where it is
reducing water.
Figure 3.36: Chronopotentiometric measurement on a Nafion® coated fabricated platinum
electrode at 1 µA
Figure 3.37: Chronopotentiometric measurement on a Nafion® coated fabricated platinum
electrode at 0.2 µA
Figure 3.37 shows that when the current given might be reducing some O2(aq), there
is a small plateau in the potential drop before the potential drops below -0.8 V moving
towards -1 V and reducing only water at such high potentials. The table below summarises
the τ values for the different approaches tested with in developing an electron sink at the
cathode
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Type of Volume Soaking Electron transfer reaction τ
Nafion film (µL) CV (seconds)
Hydrated 2 5 days 10
Dried (200◦) 2 5 days 92
Dried (200◦) 3 5 days CV 5800
Dried (200◦) 2 5 days CV 2100
Table 3.2: Resultant times for inhibiting the OH− production at the cathode
Conclusively, it can be proven that all through the experiments shown in Figures 3.28,
3.29, 3.33 and 3.35, the titration was in fact reducing Ru(NH3)3+6 ions at the cathode and
titrating water at the anode with no other process possible after the removal of dissolved
O2. The Table 3.2 summarises the results from various development stages to show that the
2 µL film can titrate samples for more than 1800 seconds. This concludes the development
process of a nano-litre titrator based on an idea of developing an electron sink.
The next section discusses and summarises the key points in the development process
to understand if already known research can support the results seen here.
3.4.6 Discussion - The electrolytic titrator
The previous section shows the development steps that have resulted in a nano-litre titrator
that can titrate samples and inhibit 2 mC of charge to pass without leading to the reduction
of water at the cathode. As discussed in Section 3.4.5 and Chapter 5, the titration of a
physiological sample like blood requires a maximum of 1.8 mC. Consequently, the present
design suffices the requirement.
The design of the titrator was based on the use of platinum as it is the most preferred
metal for electrolysis. The wire electrodes were not used as they were difficult to embed in
a microfluidic device to allow titration on a lab-on-a-chip kind of device. The alternative,
fabricated electrodes presented similar electrochemical properties to bulk platinum. These
electrodes need to have a thickness of at least 200 nm to make sure that the sputtered metal
presents ideal electrochemical characteristics.
To develop the electron sink on the platinum electrode, Nafion® was used. Research
has shown that completely dehydrated Nafion® recast films make most of the negatively
charged −SO−3 groups available in ion exchange. Experiments were designed based on find-
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ings from studies mentioned in Section 3.4.5 which showed that loading of Ru(NH3)3+6 ions
is faster in hydrated films as compared to recast dehydrated films but is more stable in
dehydrated films especially from the point of view of participating in the reduction pro-
cess during a coulometric titration. Consequently, dehydrated films worked best for the
application mentioned in this thesis. Also, increasing the amount of Nafion® does increase
the amount of Ru(NH3)3+6 ions that participate in the OH− ion inhibition process at the
cathode but it also increases the time taken for Ru(NH3)3+6 ion equilibration with the film.
The final design using a 2 µL Nafion® coating did prove to be an optimal volume.
To enable equilibration of the Nafion® films, research showed that diffusion would
be adequate but it was also shown through the research by Bard et al., that potential
scans can cause electron transfer reactions which largely contribute to the Ru(NH3)3+6
equilibration process. Consequently, the potential scan done before the titration did help
the Nafion® films absorb more Ru(NH3)3+6 ions which were stable and contributed to the
titration process.
More concentrated solutions of Ru(NH3)3+6 ions have been used in the experiments
to speed up the process of equilibration and consequently, the standard kD values do not
present the best comparison. The comparison must be made based on the ideal number of
−SO−3 groups available for ion exchange. For a theoretical 100% saturation, the film could
inhibit approximately 3.71 mC but experimentally it showed a value of 2.2 mC. This value
is within the IEC (ion exchange capacity) approximation of maximum 60% ion exchange
sites for Nafion® [91]. Also, research has suggested that increasing the concentration of the
loading solution does not change the Dapp of Ru(NH3)3+6 ions into the film [96].
The process of inhibiting OH− ion production is based on the way electrons reduce
Ru(NH3)
3+
6 ions that are within the film. Bard et al. [75] have proposed several ways in
which electrons from the electrode surface could interact with the redox couples within a film.
The figure below presents 2 such possibilities. Figure 3.38(A) shows the electron from one of
the Ru(NH3)2+6 ions transferred to a Ru(NH3)
3+
6 for reduction through electron hopping.
Figure 3.38(B) shows Ru(NH3)2+6 ions detach from one of −SO−3 groups and diffuse away
making way for more Ru(NH3)3+6 ions to diffuse to the surface of the electrode. The process
described in Figure 3.38(B) is more likely to take place in solution rather than in a film like
Nafion®. Figure 3.38(A) shows the more likely electron hopping method of Ru(NH3)3+6
reduction through a thick Nafion® film.
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Figure 3.38: (A) - Electron reduces Ru(NH3)3+6 to Ru(NH3)
2+
6 and then Ru(NH3)
2+
6 gives
the electron to the Ru(NH3)3+6 that is further away from the electrode surface. (B) - Electron
reduces Ru(NH3)3+6 to Ru(NH3)
2+
6 and then Ru(NH3)
2+
6 diffuses away from the surface of the
electrode allowing Ru(NH3)3+6 to diffuse to the electrode surface. Adapted from [75]
The hydrophobic characteristics of Nafion® were also looked at and the inversion of
its hydrophilic backbone based on interaction with water was also tested and was found that
Nafion® does become hydrophilic when soaked in Ru(NH3)6Cl3 [102]. Sulfonated hydrogel
ormosils can act as a better ion exchange membrane as compared to Nafion® by increasing
the concentration of −SO−3 groups [95]. This could be used in optimising the design of the
titrator and increase the total charge that the electrode modification can sink.
Another proposed solution to the development of the nanolitre titrator was to use an
Ag|AgCl electrode as a cathode. Placing this alternative choice of electrodes in the same
arrangement as all the chronopotentiometric experiments mentioned, the anode will produce
H+ ions but the cathode will produce Cl− ions instead of OH− ions. This solution was
not tested with as increasing the Cl− ion concentration changes the ionic equilibrium. The
Nafion® - Ru(NH3)3+6 construct only allows the production of H+ ions without significantly
altering the sample composition.
The development and testing of this device has presented a novel method of titrating
small samples in a closed environment for the purposes of a lab-on-a-chip to assess changes
in pH and consequently buffer capacity β and total buffer concentration in a controlled way.
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3.5 Conclusion - The electrolytic titrator
The development of the nano-litre electrolytic titrator has helped understand the process of
electrocatalysis and surface modification a bit better and there are a few conclusions that
can be drawn as listed below:
1. Platinum is a suitable electrocatalyst for electrolysis at lower overpotentials.
2. Microfabricated platinum electrodes only act as bulk platinum if the platinum layer
is thicker than 200 nm.
3. Nafion® is a suitable ion-exchange polymer and recast dehydrated Nafion® films are
more stable and can absorb positively charged ions without allowing them to leach
out of the film.
4. Hexaammineruthenium(III) ions (Ru(NH3)3+6 ) is a suitable redox couple as it allows
the reduction and oxidation at lower potentials; lower than the potentials for water
reduction and oxidation.
5. Loading Ru(NH3)3+6 ions into Nafion® films up to equilibration requires a process of
diffusion and electron transfer reactions through potential scans.
6. Cyclic voltammetry (CV) is an effective technique at understanding surface modifica-
tions and looking at the presence of redox species during a reaction.
7. Chronopotentiometry can help ascertain how stable a particular redox reaction is as
it associates the potential drop across the working electrode to the time a particular
redox reaction is forced through a constant current input. Consequently, the test
showed the maximum possible time for which the production of OH− can be inhibited
at the cathode. At constant current titration at 1 µA, OH− ions can be inhibited for
approximately 2000 seconds or about 2 mC.
8. Other metal composites might also be better catalysts as compared to platinum and
should be investigated.
Chapter 4
pH indicator design to detect total
physiological buffer exhaustion
There’s a way to do it better - find it.
– Thomas Edison
4.1 The Goal
The focus of this chapter is to highlight and discuss the need and method of indicating a
buffer’s titration end point. For this application, it is important to focus on determining the
end point of the carbonic acid – bicarbonate (CAB) system as this is the final buffer that
lies within the physiologically relevant stable pH values after the exhaustion of the buffering
capacities of phosphates and proteins. This has been discussed in detail in Chapter 1.
The end-point of a titration especially of the CAB buffer system represents the ex-
haustion of the titratable alkalinity and the point beyond which any further acidification
would cause rapid changes in pH. Detection of this end point during a titration can be done
using some kind of a transducer; either electrical or chemical that can convert the corre-
sponding pH of the buffer’s end point into a quantifiable signal. Typically, pH indicators
have been used as they can convert this sudden change in pH of the buffer into a visible
colour change. A pH indicator based detection is often also referred to as ‘colorimetric de-
tection’. When this colour change actually happens, it can be picked up and quantified by
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cameras or LED-photodetectors and analysed to a reasonably high precision. The electronic
detection and quantification of colour change will be discussed in Chapter 6.
The design of the colorimetric indicator must also make sure that, the pH patch needs
to be uniform and homogeneous to gain reliable results. The patch must also not leach
profusely into the sample as this will decrease the absorbance response of the indicator at
specific pH values over time and produce unreliable results. Also, as the intended use of the
device is possibly with blood, it must be taken into account that the film contains weak aids
and their conjugate bases that make up the pH indicators and that these could contribute to
the buffer capacity of the sample. The film’s peak absorbance wavelengths of colour change
should not be affected by the wavelengths of peak absorbance of blood.
All these requirements from this pH film are crucial to the device working in the
desired manner and this chapter will describe in detail the approach taken in realising it.
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4.2 Introduction
There are several buffer systems in the body and all have an important role to play in
maintaining physiological stability in times of need. These have been described in Chapter
1. It is also important to highlight that amongst all the buffer systems in the blood, the
carbonic acid - bicarbonate (CAB) system is the most important one as its region of maximal
buffering extends from pH 7.4 to pH 5.4. This is better expressed in the section below that
looks at the chemical equilibrium of the CAB buffer system.
4.2.1 Importance of the carbonic acid - bicarbonate buffer system
and its colorimetric end point detection
The CAB buffer system is the most important because it is actively coupled to the respi-
ratory system which can get rid of CO2, which is the single largest source of acid in the
body.
Reaction Equation 1.21 shows the functioning of the CAB buffer system. Under nor-
mal circumstances, there is a much higher concentration of HCO−3 ions than carbonic acid
(H2CO3) and any formation of H2CO3 due to acidification in aqueous solution consequently
forms CO2 and H2O [103]. In the RBCs, this conversion is catalysed by the presence of an
enzyme called carbonic anhydrase. Thus it is reasonable and widespread to rewrite equation
1.21 as shown below.
H+ +HCO−3 ↽−
Kapp−−⇀ H2O + CO2(aq) (4.1)
Here, the CO2(aq) is a combination of CO2(aq) and a small proportion of undissociated
H2CO3, but the ratio of CO2(aq) to H2CO3 is about 400:1 [104]. The consequent pKapp of
the above reaction is about 6.34. Further ionisation of the CO2 to CO2−3 is unnecessary
from the point of view of physiological stability. Based on this widely and commonly used
pKa of 6.34, the buffering region of this CAB buffer system is known to range from 7.34 to
5.34, 1 pH unit above and below its pKa.
Figure 1.5 shows that when the pH = pKa of the buffer, the two major components
(CO2 and HCO−3 ) are equal (50% each). This is the point where the β is maximum and the
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buffer system can buffer against equal amount of acid and base. From this figure it is clear
that the buffer’s end point is around 5.35 below which the slope of the curve in Figure 1.5
shows much larger changes upon smaller inclusions of acid. Though the normal physiological
pH of 7.4 is quite far from the pKa and essentially not in the peak buffering region, it is
the ability of the lungs, kidneys and other homeostatic adaptations that regulate the buffer
concentrations and make this CAB buffer reliable and the most important extracellular
buffer.
As described in Section 1.8, the bicarbonate buffer is extremely vital for patients
suffering from sickle cell anaemia where there is an excess build-up of acids in the body
because of an impaired ability to get rid of volatile toxins; nephritic diseases that restrict
the re-absorption of HCO−3 ions back into the system and accident and emergency patients
suffering from trauma who have had a lot of blood loss. A graphical description of the
dependence of the partial concentrations of the two most important buffering components
– CO2 and HCO−3 on pH has been given below in Figure 4.1. This is a plot of the partial
concentration of the two most important species in reaction 4.1 based on their partial
concentrations denoted by ‘α’
αHCO−3 =
[HCO−3 ]
[CO2] + [HCO
−
3 ]
;αCO2 =
[CO2]
[CO2] + [HCO
−
3 ]
(4.2)
At first glance, it can be seen that there does not exist an obvious relationship between ‘α’
and pH but upon substitution of Equation 4.5 into Equation 4.2 for αHCO−3 and αCO2 , there
is a clear relationship between ‘α’, pH and the pKa of the CAB buffer system which is at
6.4. This relationship after further simplification yields the equations as given below.
αCO2 =
[H+]
[H+] + [Ka]
(4.3)
αHCO−3 =
[Ka]
[H+] + [Ka]
(4.4)
Here
Ka =
[HCO−3 ]× [H+]
[CO2]
(4.5)
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Figure 4.1: A theoretical titration curve for CAB buffer system showing partial concentrations
of carbon dioxide and bicarbonate at different pH values
Plotting the ‘α’ values as the pH changes in Figure 4.1 shows how the buffer compo-
nents change with a change in pH and vice versa. This plot clearly shows that the slope
of αHCO−3 does not change between pH 7.34 to 5.3. But it starts changing sharply around
5.2. This pH can be identified as the end point of the buffer. Indicating the end point of
a buffer is synonymous to indicating a buffer’s total alkalinity according to the blue book
methods [66]. In the case of the CAB buffer system, it is the ability to indicate that a pH
of 5.3-5.2 has been reached as beyond that point, the buffer has no power to restrict the
decrease in pH with increasing [H+]. As an example, Figure 4.1 shows a colour bar at the
bottom which shows that a pH indicator could be used to indicate the end point of the
buffer as it changes from ‘blue’ to its final colour ‘yellow’.
To test if colorimetric indicators can show an abrupt colour change at the buffer’s end
point of 5.4-5.2, the indicator recipe given in the blue book method was tested. Blue book
methods published by ‘Her Majesty’s Office’ to analyse the total alkalinity of drinking water
suggests a pH indicator mixture of bromocresol green (BCG) and methyl orange (MO) [66]
which changes abruptly from blue at pH 7 to yellow at pH 5. This was the starting point
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in the search for the right indicator. The suggested mixture was an approximate 10:1 ratio
between BCG and MO. Both these chemicals were bought from Sigma-Aldrich (Bromocresol
green sodium salt - CAS No. 62625-32, Methyl Orange - CAS No. 547-58-0).
200 mg BCG and 15 mg MO was mixed in 100 mL Ethanol (95% industrial spirit).
The mixture was sonicated and stored in a cool, dark place. To see how this pH indicator
reacts to changes in pH, 10 mL PBS (0.1 M) was prepared at pH 7 as shown in Section 3.3.3
and 3 droplets (approximately 60 µL) of the pH indicator mixture was added into it. The
initial colour was seen to be blue as shown in Figure 4.2(A).
A B C D
Figure 4.2: Colour changes as the pH of PBS becomes more acidic. (A) - pH 7, (B) - pH 6,
(C) - pH 5.6, (D) - pH 5.2
10 µL aliquots of 0.1 M HCl were added to the vial to produce a pH change. 4.2(B)
shows the colour at pH 6, (C) at pH 5.6 and (D) at pH 5.2. The pH of the solutions
were calibrated based on the amount of acid added to PBS prior to the colour change test
being done using a pH meter. Through this very simple experiment, it was clear that this
combination of BCG and MO would work at showing an abrupt change in pH. This approach
of adding a pH indicator to a sample in a loose form can only work in a lab environment.
To allow for a colour change mechanism to be placed in a lab-on-a-chip kind of system, the
approach had to be changed. It was consequently realised that the pH indicator designed
needed to be embedded in a hydrophilic construct.
Agar was used to circumvent this problem. 300 mg of agar was added to the PBS (0.1
M) solution which also included the pH indicator and this mixture was brought to boil on a
hot plate. The solution was constantly stirred to enable efficient mixing. While the solution
was still hot, the mixture was poured in plastic vial cut outs made from plastic syringes and
allowed to set for a day at room temperature away from light to avoid any photo-bleaching.
The next day, these vials were removed and Figure 4.3 below shows the formed gel.
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Figure 4.3: Agar with PBS and pH indicator forming a gel in a plastic tube
Even though this idea did work, the colour change was not as sharp as it was in so-
lution. Sample storage also proved to be a problem. The sample stored in the fridge for
2 days would get completely dehydrated and could not be reconstituted without another
heating step. As a conclusion, it was realised that the pH indicator concentration needed
to be increased, kept homogeneous and locked into place to reduce molar absorptivity vari-
ations. The agar needed to be changed and formed as a film that can be stored without
dehydration or rehydration problems. This is why pH indicator films and hydrogels were
looked at. The next section specifically looks at the requirements from a pH indicator patch.
4.2.2 Engineering requirements from the design of a pH patch
This section specifically talks about the requirements of a pH patch design and what are the
likely characteristics that the final design needs to have and that all other designs can be
compared to. As seen in Figure 4.1, the end point detection needs an abrupt colour change
that can be detected during an ongoing titration. The important characteristics that are
required from the point of view of the indicator and the patches are:
• The indicator should change colour abruptly at pH 5.3.
• The indicator should be embedded into a patch for uniformity and not allowed to be
freely dispersed in the sample volume.
• The molar absorptivity , of the patch needs to be large to make sure colour changes
are visible even as nano-litre samples change pH (  105 M−1cm−1 ) and to avoid
interference with blood samples.
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• The peak wavelengths of absorption of the patch in the acidic and basic forms should
take the peak wavelengths of blood absorption also into account in its design consid-
erations.
• The patch must be hydrophilic to increase interaction between the sample and the pH
indicator within.
• Storage of the sample is an important aspect for a device and needs to have a reason-
able shelf life (at least 2 weeks to aid experimentation).
• pH indicators being weak acids will also contribute to the buffer concentration of the
sample being titrated. The design must make sure that the added pH indicators do
not mask the sample’s buffer capacity and affect the titration.
Through the entire development process, these requirements will govern the design optimisa-
tion steps of the patch. The next few sections of the introduction will highlight alternative
means to colorimetric detection of pH and also briefly talk about the how pH indicators
work and the essential requirements of thick film pH patches.
4.2.3 Why are pH indicators more appropriate for end-point detec-
tion on lab-on-chip based systems as opposed to other meth-
ods?
When designing pH indicator patches that can indicate a pH of 5.3-5.2, there were several
other more sophisticated techniques in place that were also looked at but pH indicators
offered a rather simple and straightforward approach to titration end point detection. A
few of the techniques have been briefly described below along with the reasons for not
implementing them.
1. ISE (Ion-Sensitive Electrodes)
2. ISFETS
3. Fluorescent pH indicators
4. Normal pH indicators
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ISFET based pH sensors have been described in Section 1.10.2. These are a valid
means of measuring pH when working with microfabricated titrator designs. Based on the
dimensional requirements of the device as stated in Chapter 5, ISFET based sensors were
not looked at based on their extensive fabrication requirements.
ISEs have been used to detect [H+] in a single detection based application or for
continuous monitoring systems as well. To implement ISEs to detect the end point of a
buffer would mean that it would have to confer to the same system design criteria described
in Chapters 2 and 5. This essentially means that as the entire process of titration is diffusion
dependent, working with larger samples is not an option as the detection would take a very
long time. From the point of view of the titrator, this time cannot be longer than the
cathode’s capacity to inhibit OH− ion production. Consequently, the use of such a titration
system can only be justified if sample volumes are in nanolitres and the diffusional distance
in below 50 µm. Thus, for ISEs to be implemented, they would have to be micro-electrodes
placed extremely close to the electrodes used for the titration. This is not a problem but
incorporating ISEs like Iridium Oxide based sensors increases the design complexity of the
electrode system.
Most ISEs investigate pH according to direct potentiometric analysis. This requires
a 2 electrode system, including a working electrode which is covered with an ‘ion-sensitive’
coating for hydrogen ions and a reference electrode which is most likely Ag|AgCl. Any
change in [H+] would correspond to an increase or decrease in potential drop between the
working and the reference electrodes. Based on this mode of operation, a calibration curve
is developed for each sensor which associates potential drop between the reference and the
working electrode to the actual concentration of H+ ions in solution.
‘All-solid-state hydrogen ion selective electrodes’ (ASHISEs) coated with specific ion
selective membranes can be used to miniaturise pH measurement devices with similar re-
sponses as glass electrodes. The membranes used have included polyvinyl chloride (PVC),
room temperature vulcanising (RTV), silicon rubber (SR) and polyurethane (PU) [105]. Of
all these membranes, PU is the only membrane to show desirable characteristics including
limited biofouling and a good potentiometric response in a range of pH 2 to 11. A com-
mon point about ISE and ASHISEs is that they have complicated fabrication techniques
which could make them expensive. To counter the use of an electrode based approach to
pH detection, pH indicators can be used and fluorescent indicators are a valid option.
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Rhodamine based fluorescent pH indicators have been used as thin film patches [106].
Seminaphthorhodafluors (SNARF) coatings on nano particles [107] have also been used
to show a colour change when agglomerated nano particles are subjected to pH change.
Fluorescent pH indicators have also been used in continuous intra-arterial blood pH mon-
itoring [108]. Aigner et al. have showed in their research that poly(HEMA) - (poly(2-
hydroxyethylmethacrylate)) based matrix with rhodamine based pH indicators showed a
very good response in a pH range of 5 to 7.
The underlying concept of fluorescence measurements is to excite the pH sensitive
fluorescent surface with an excitation beam and look for the response of emission at a
different wavelength. As an example, researchers have given an excitation at 505 and 530
nm and looked for a response at 568 and 589 nm [109].
A major drawback of fluorescent pH indicators is its narrow range of activity. This
does not allow continuous measurement of pH at various intervals during the titration.
Also, the setup to allow the measurement using fluorescence is quite extensive and complex
because the fluorescence read out photodiode needs to be perpendicular to the excitation
beam. This would require re-engineering the design of the device completely and working
with simple transmission of light would not be efficient.
4.2.4 How do pH indicators work and the specific importance of
scaffolds and plasticisers in designing these indicators
Normal pH indicators have been used to show visible colour change in the pH range of 9 to
5. Maruyama et al. developed pH sensing gel micro-beads with bromothymol blue (BTB)
pH indicator coated on its surface [110]. The results of this research show clear evidence
that non-fluorescent pH indicators can also show an acute and desirable colour change which
is gradual as the titration progresses but sudden when it approaches the end point. This
phenomenon is worth exploiting in the design of a pH indicator to detect a pH of 5.3-5.2.
But before the actual design steps are discussed in Section 4.5, this section will briefly look
at how pH indicators work and what are the key requirements is producing a thin film pH
indicator.
pH indicators are essentially weak acids that change colour based on the partial con-
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centrations of their dissociated conjugate base and the undissociated acid. Based on this
understanding, the search for an appropriate pH indicator can be a well-informed process.
When pH indicators in the loosely bound form are mixed with any solution or a pH patch
is brought in contact with a solution, the reaction within the indicator can be described by
the equation below.
[HInd] +H2O −−⇀↽− H3O+ + [Ind−] (4.6)
Here [HInd] is the concentration of the undissociated acid form of the dye and [Ind−] is the
concentration of the conjugate base of the dye. It is the ratio of these two resulting chemical
components on each side of Equation 4.6 that determines the colour of the pH indicator
which is specific to that particular pH. The Henderson-Hasselbalch equation for the above
reaction can be written as
pH = pKa + log10
[Ind−]
[HInd]
(4.7)
where the pKa is indicative of the indicator characteristics. When pH = pKa; i.e. the
pH of the solution is equal to the pKa of the indicator (1:1 ratio), both species – the acid
and its conjugate base are present in equal amounts in the solution. If the pH > pKa, the
concentrations of the conjugate base will be greater than the concentration of the acid and
the colour change will be dominated by the conjugate base. Similarly, if the pH < pKa
value, the converse will be true [25].
Polymeric film patches that are between 2-5 µm in thickness have been widely used
in several applications. The widespread use is attributed to the fact they are simple to
manufacture and relatively cheap.
To enable a thin film pH patch to be developed and immobilised on a desirable surface,
there are a few requirements. A scaffold is required to hold the pH indicators within a
polymer construct and a plasticiser is required to make this polymer construct with the pH
indicator flexible and stretch the pore sizes of the polymer to allow interaction of the solution
with the embedded pH indicator. There have been studies that have looked at appropriate
methods of making thin film pH indicators by using various scaffolds and plasticisers [111,
112].
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The polymer scaffold is essentially a matrix with interconnected pores [113]. The
integration of molecules like pH indicators can take place through covalent linking or a
guest host linking through intermolecular forces [114]
Guest-host systems which allow significant intermolecular interactions can help dyes
bind to the scaffold better and can also reduce aggregation and improve uniformity [114].
Several scaffolds including polyvinyl chloride (PVC), polyethylenimine (PEI), cellulose ac-
etate and others have been used in the design of thin film pH patches along with quite a
few pH indicators which are discussed in detail in Section 4.5.
The other component in developing a thin film patch is the plasticiser. Plasticisers
help space out polymer chains. This is done by significantly reducing the glass transition
temperature (Tg) of the construct so that there is a lot more plasticity and flexibility at lower
temperatures also allowing better mass transport through the film [113]. At temperatures,
below Tg, the ‘Elastic Modulus’ (Eelastic) is high and the polymer behaves like a solid. In
this form, the movement of the dye within the scaffold is restricted. Above Tg, the chains
become flexible allowing the periodic flexing of the chains and allowing the sample to interact
with the indicator within. It is in this case that loosely bound indicator molecules with no
molecular interactions with the scaffolds can easily escape and cause leaching of the dye into
the sample. Better intermolecular based guest-host interactions can help reduce this and
will be discussed in detail in Section 4.5.
4.2.5 Characteristics of hydrophilic and hydrophobic pH patches
The purpose of any patch, especially one that is measuring the pH of the surrounding
solution, is to interact with the solution in a way that does not inhibit its ability to measure
important characteristics. Studies have been carried out to understand whether hydrophobic
or hydrophilic interactions do in fact affect the pH sensing or in general interaction ability
of the hydrogel with the surrounding solution. The application of hydrogels vary and so
do their development. In case of drug delivery and tissue engineering, the construct is
required to allow contents from within the hydrogel to diffuse out into the solvent around at
a particular rate [115]. Here several different bio-compatible polymers have been shown to
act in different ways depending on whether they are physical hydrogels (their initial form is
a solid or powder form that needs to be dissolved) or chemical hydrogels (their initial form
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is already as a gel) with hydrophobic or hydrophilic interactions.
The charge on the hydrogels and the pore sizes of the matrix determines how easily
the water or solvent outside the gel will interact with the contents inside it but also how
easily the contents from within the gel, diffuse out of the gel. The diffusion of pH indicators
out of the gel should ideally be negligible to allow for molar absorption to be maximum
and the colour intensity be visible. It is also important that the thickness of the hydrogel
is appropriate to the diffusion coefficient of ions that are either expected to interact with
the gel or diffuse out of the gel. In this case, H+ ions are expected to diffuse through the
gel and interact with the pH indicators to show a colour change. Thus the thicker the gel,
the more time and the more H+ ions will be required to cause a detectable colour change
and identify the resulting pH. This can even add to the error of detection and so ideally, a
pH sensitive hydrogel should be thin to reduce diffusional distance, should hold a limited
amount of pH indicator to avoid a larger error in detection and be reasonably hydrophilic
to ensure that the aqueous medium can interact with the contents within the patch.
All these details will be discussed with experimental data in Section 4.5.
The next section of this chapter will talk about the basic materials and methods used
in the development of an appropriate pH patch that can show an abrupt end point detection
at a pH of about 5.3-5.2.
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4.3 Materials and Methods - The titration end point de-
tector
To devise a method to determine the end-point of a titration through pH indicators requires
specific calibration of the pH of the solution and the colour thus seen in the indicator.
The first step in this process is to make solutions at specific pH values before the pH in-
dicator is immersed in it and tested. To enable this, a pH measurement system from ‘Metler
Toledo’ was used along with a pH electrode from ‘Hanna Instruments’. This electrode-meter
system is calibrated based on calibration solutions supplied by the manufacturers at regular
intervals and especially before measuring the pH of solutions that are going to be used to
test the colour of the pH indicators. It is also important to check for how far is the calibra-
tion of the pH meter from the pH of pH standards as given by IUPAC [116], i.e. what is
the error after calibration.
Also, once the pH of the solution is known, it is beneficial to see how the pH patch
responds to UV-Vis spectrophotometry with changing patch colour.
Details of these methods have been described below before describing the exact ex-
perimental setup in Section 4.5.
4.3.1 pH calibration and pH standards
After calibrating the pH meter with solutions given by the manufacturer, the pH meter and
the electrode are tested against specific primary and secondary pH standards that give an
indication of the error of the pH measurements after calibration at specific temperatures.
For the application seen in this thesis, it is important to make solutions between pH 7.4 and
5.2. And consequently, the meter-electrode system needs to be calibrated and understood
for errors within that range. The recipes for these standard solutions were taken from the
IUPAC defined guidelines for pH standards. The average temperatures that exist in the lab
are between 20◦ C and 25◦ C [116].
The primary pH standard used for pH 7.4 is
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• 0.03043 M disodium hydrogen phosphate + 0.008695 M potassium dihydrogen phos-
phate. Both the chemicals were acquired from Sigma-Aldrich.
The secondary pH standards used are
• 0.02 M piperazine phosphate - pH 6.29 - obtained from Alfa Aesar.
• 0.1 M Acetic Acid + 0.1 M sodium acetate - pH 4.72. Both the chemicals were acquired
from Sigma-Aldrich.
The errors obtained from the pH measurements were within ± 0.1 pH units. The
next section talks about the selection of specific buffers over others to conduct tests on pH
changes.
4.3.2 PBS and its use as a buffer for experimentation
All experiments in this research work have been designed keeping phosphate buffered saline
(PBS) in mind. PBS can be made using various methods and it usually is a mixture of a
dibasic phosphate salt and a monobasic phosphate salt. Potassium dibasic and monobasic
or sodium dibasic and monobasic are the predominantly used salts in making PBS. The
exact procedure of making PBS has been described in Appendix A.1. Variations in the
variables within the calculation can yield solutions at different desired pH values and buffer
concentrations in the range of pH 8 to pH 4.
PBS has a very robust buffering region of roughly 1 pH unit above and below its
pKa which is approximately 6.8. This is quite close to the pKa of the carbonic acid -
bicarbonate system which is around 6.4 and has an end point around 5.2. This is why PBS
can closely resemble the buffering activity of blood. There are several other buffers that
are used in day to day lab experiments that have specific robust buffering qualities. The
benefits and drawback of some of the buffers have been extensively reviewed [117]. Good
and co workers in 1966 proposed a set of conditions that would define a suitable buffer for
biological applications [117].
1. Buffers should have an active buffering region between pH 6 and 8. PBS is active
between pH 7.6 and 5.6.
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2. Buffers should have maximum water solubility and minimum lipid solubility making
them impermeable to membranes. Phosphates and sodium are highly soluble in water.
Because PBS is being used as a model buffer solution, it is not going to come in
contact with biological samples. It is simply being used as a separate test to compare
and analyse the buffering concentrations of biological samples with samples that are
ionically similar.
3. Minimal influence of temperature, ionic strength and buffer concentration on the pKa.
The temperature can affect the pKa2 of PBS which is 6.8.
4. Buffers should not absorb light above 240 nm. Phosphates do not have any substantial
absorbance in the visible range between 300 and 700 nm.
5. Buffers should be easy to prepare and inexpensive. Phosphate buffers have both these
qualities.
There are some more conditions also proposed by Good, but they are specifically meant
for buffers that are intended to keep biological samples stable. The requirement from a
buffer in this project is to mimic the systemic equilibrium in blood and show a pH change
of 5.2-5.3 whist titrating a known buffer capacity and buffer concentration. It is because of
the specificity of the application and the simplicity of PBS that it was chosen as a model
buffer to work with and do most experiments on.
4.3.3 Spectrophotometry
Spectrophotometry is a well known technique and its use to understand colour changes in
films has been done repeatedly by several researchers. The underlying phenomenon works
on the idea that as light is incident on a molecule, it is promoted to an excited state and
emits a photon. After it emits this photon, the molecule’s energy is lowered [25].
For absorbance, the incident light is absorbed by the sample and the power of the
transmitted light is decreased. The radiant power of the incident light is given by ‘Po’ and
the transmitted light by ‘P ’ [118]. The trasmittance is defined as
T =
P
Po
(4.8)
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Transmittance and absorbance, both are important characteristics to know when analysing
colour change with UV-VIS spectroscopy. For every wavelength, the absorbance and trans-
mittance is characteristic to the colour i.e., a blue surface will absorb less blue colour or
wavelength but will absorb other wavelengths depending on the concentrations of other
particles called chromophores within it. Absorbance, A is defined by
A = log10
Po
P
= log10
1
T
(4.9)
Absorbance is also important as it draws conclusions on the concentration of the chemical
species ‘c’ with units of ‘moles L−1’ that are absorbing a specific wavelength of light, the
thickness of the layer absorbing ‘l’ with units in ‘cm’ and consequently gives a measure of
the molar absorptivity () formerly known as extinction coefficient with units given as M−1
cm−1. This is known as the ‘Beer-Lambert law’ and is defined in the equation below
A = lc (4.10)
‘’ is specific to a particular wavelength and the larger this value, the larger is the absorbance.
Any substance that absorbs light including pH indicators, absorbs different intensities of
various wavelengths. So when white light is incident on it, the colour observed is from
wavelengths that have not been absorbed.
Wavelength of maximum absorption (nm) Colour Absorbed Colour Observed
380-420 Violet Green-yellow
420-440 Violet-blue Yellow
440-470 Blue Orange
470-500 Blue-green Red
500-520 Green Purple
520-550 Yellow Violet-blue
580-620 Orange Blue
620-680 Red Blue-green
680-780 Purple Green
Table 4.1: Wavelengths with absorbances and respective visible colours [25].
The table above states that, for a specific visible colour, several wavelengths in the
visible spectrum will have different absorbance and therefore, if a pH indicator changes
colour, its peak absorbance wavelengths can be understood based on its visible colour.
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4.3.4 Spectrophotometric determination of pKa and molar absorp-
tivity
When designing an indicator to change colour abruptly at pH 5.2-5.3, it is clear that the
pKa of that dye should be close to the pH at which the dye shows an abrupt colour change
indicating that the indicator can show an abrupt change as opposed to a gradual change
when the ratios of the conjugate base to acid is inverted. There are two main methods that
are usually used in the determination of dye pKa values. One is a potentiometric titra-
tion and the other is a spectrophotometric titration. The reason why spectrophotometric
methods are better than potentiometric ones is that the former does not require any prior
knowledge of equilibrium constants of reagents used during the tests [119]. Using the spec-
trophotometric tests can give a good indication of the acidic and basic forms of the dye
based on the absorbance values. There are several ways in determining the pKa spectropho-
tometrically but the theoretical foundation lies on the basis of the Henderson-Hasselbalch
equation presented in Equation 1.7. This equation can be restated for the case of the pH
indicators as shown below
pH = pKa + log10
[A−]
[HA]
(4.11)
The pKa is the pKa of the acid form of the dye. The [A−] is the concentration of the
dissociated conjugate base of the dye and [HA] is the concentration of the undissociated acid.
From this equation, it is evident that when the pH is equal to the pKa, the log component
will be ‘0’. Therefore plotting the log10
[A−]
[HA]
versus the pH would yield an approximation
of the pKa of the dye. The association between absorbance and concentration of species is
shown by the Beer-Lambert’s law:
AHA = HA · l · CT (4.12)
AA− = A− · l · CT (4.13)
where AHA and AA− are the absorbances of the dye in the complete acidic and basic forms
respectively. The effect on absorbance of the dye in the acidic form is due to the concentra-
tion of ‘HA’ and the converse is true in the basic form. Now to understand the relationship
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between absorbance and
[A−]
[HA]
, it is important to know that the spectrophotometric plot of
a dye is taken and then the λmax, i.e. the wavelength of maximum absorbance in the acidic
and the basic forms of the dye are identified. The larger of two is λmax. Figure 4.4 below
show the wavelengths of maximum absorbance of a pH indicator thin film developed during
this research work and discussed in Section 4.4.1.
Figure 4.4: Spectrophotometric scan of a pH dye (recipe 16) in Section 4.4.1 in the basic form
at pH 7.55 and the acidic form at pH 3.86
The figure above shows the absorbances at 2 extreme pH values of a mixed dye that
has been used in the experimentation work for the research under discussion. The peak
absorbance wavelength or λmax is at 607 nm. In the basic form most of the dye exists as
[A−] and therefore most of the light at λmax is absorbed by the basic component of the dye.
This absorbance is indicated by ‘AII ’. As acid is added to the dye, the hydrogen ions form
a complex with [A−] to form HA and consequently decrease the concentration of [A−] and
the the light absorbed by it. This absorbance is indicated by ‘AI ’. Therefore to understand
the concentration ratio of
[A−]
[HA]
at any intermediate pH value based on the absorbance ‘Ax’,
the equation below can provide the co-relation
[A−]
[HA]
=
Ax − AI
AII − Ax (4.14)
Based on Equation 4.14, the Henderson - Hasselbalch equation in Equation 4.11 can be
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rewritten as
pH = pKa + log10
Ax − AI
AII − Ax (4.15)
Consequently, mapping the log of the difference in the absorbance ratios at different pH
values and looking for an intersection at the point of ‘0’ on the log axis of the best fit linear
line can give a good approximation of the pKa of the dye [119]. Based on the pKa and
the relative concentration of the acid and base component of the sample whose pH is being
studied, the molar absorptivity of the dye in the acidic and the basic forms can be achieved
using Equations 4.12 and 4.13. The pKa of a dye is mostly close to the pH of the final colour
change. This can also present a good understanding of how abrupt the colour change of the
dye is. These theories will be put into practice in Section 4.5.
4.3.5 Contact angle
Contact angle measurement is a convenient measure of how hydrophobic a particular sur-
face is. Extremely hydrophobic surfaces will resist interaction with water and hydrophilic
surfaces will allow better wettability and interaction between the indicator within the film
and the sample outside. Small contact angles ( 90◦) relate to high wettability and bet-
ter interaction between substrate and the solution. Large contact angles ( 90◦) relate to
hydrophobic surfaces with low wettability [120]. This has been shown in Figure 4.5. Con-
tact angle values can help calculate the ‘solid surface tension’ which quantifies the wetting
characteristic of a solid material. This along with the basic working of a goniometer are
discussed below.
Figure 4.5: Contact angle and characterization of wettability. Adapted from [120]
The contact angle as shown in the figure above is measured at the 3-phase interface i.e.,
solid-liquid-gas interface as shown in Figure 4.5. A θ close to 0◦ shows complete wettability
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and θ > 150◦ shows the surface to be superhydrophobic. In order to facilitate the measure-
ment of the contact angle, several techniques and equipments like the widely used telescope
goniometer, captive bubble method, tilting plate method and the Wilhelmy balance meth-
ods exist. But for this thesis, and keeping in mind the system used for measurement, the
telescope goniometer method has been briefly described in the steps below.
1. The telescope goniometer consists of a platform on which the surface whose charac-
teristics need to be studied is placed.
2. A micrometer motor controlled pipette releases a water droplet of known small volume
(1-2 µL).
3. An illumination source creates a background lighting for the sample.
4. A telescope with a protractor eyepiece is made to focus on the droplet.
5. An in built protractor on the telescope allows for levelling the surface with the tele-
scope.
6. A camera takes pictures of the droplet and the software analyses the contact angle.
This is a simple approach to understanding surface hydrophobicity. The limitation of
the goniometer is that it is prone to errors based on the telescope’s ability to focus. Another
limitation of this method is that small contact angles ( 20◦) cannot be measured as there
is alot of uncertainty when aligning the tangent line. But for contact angles larger that 20◦,
the error margin is approximately ±2◦ [120]. Details of how this method was used have
been discussed in Section 4.5.
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4.4 pH indicator recipes and methods of thin film man-
ufacturing
This section is intended to give a summary of all the pH indicator dye recipes used in the
development of the thin film pH patch for the titration end point detection. In addition, the
methods experimented with in producing thin film pH patches with reproducible thickness
have also been described. Finally, a testing protocol has been shown to assess the response
of the pH patches to various pH values and titrations through spectrophotometric methods.
Leaching of the dye from the construct was also looked at to assess if the patch will degrade
during storage or during a titration.
4.4.1 Recipes
The recipes for the pH indicators are listed in the tables below in chronological order of
how they were developed. The precise steps of manufacturing and testing are described in
Section 4.5. The spectrophotometric and contact angle based results for all of these have
also been discussed in Section 4.5. The initial selection of the pH indicator was based on
the initial experiment described in Section 4.2.1.
All chemicals were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. The average molecular weight for
the PEG used in these experiments was 400. The precise way of handling these mixtures
and recipes before making thin films have been described in Section 4.5. All acronyms for
chemicals used in this section have been described at the bottom of the next page.
Recipe pH Indicators Polymer Plasticiser Solvent
1 4 mg BCG + 0.4 mg MO 1 mg CA 56.20 mg THAB 10 mL 1-Butanol
2 8 mg BCG + 0.8 mg MO 1 mg CA 56.20 mg THAB 10 mL 1-Butanol
3 16 mg BCG + 1.6 mg MO 1 mg CA 56.20 mg THAB 10 mL 1-Butanol
4 32 mg BCG + 3.2 mg MO 1 mg CA 56.20 mg THAB 10 mL 1-Butanol
5 64 mg BCG + 6.4 mg MO 1 mg CA 56.20 mg THAB 10 mL 1-Butanol
6 32 mg BCG + 3.2 mg MO 50 mg PEI 250 mg BBP 10 mL Methanol
7 32 mg BCG + 3.2 mg MO 50 mg PEI 250 mg EC 10 mL Methanol
8 32 mg BCG + 3.2 mg MO 50 mg PEG 250 mg BBP 10 mL 1-Butanol
9 32 mg BCG + 3.2 mg MO 1 mg CA 56.20 mg THAB 10 mL Methanol
Table 4.2: List of pH indicator thin film recipes without ionic liquids
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The initial recipe using an ionic liquid has been described below. The ionic liquid
used is Trihexyltetradecyl phosphonium dicyanamide [P6,6,6,14][DCA].
Recipe pH Indicators Polymer Ionic Liquid Solvent
10 9 mg BCG + 0.9 mg MO 1 mg PVC 600 mg DCA 3 mL THF
Table 4.3: Initial recipe with ionic liquid.
Other recipes using radical photo initiators like DMPA and acrylamides were also used
11. Solution A - 10 mg BCG + 1 mg MO + 1 mL THF (Tetrahydrofuran)
Thin film - 100 mg poly(N-isopropylacrylamide) (NIPAAM) + 5 mg N,N-Methylene
Bis(Acrylamide) (MBAAM) + 20.4 mg Dimethoxy-phenylacetophenone (DMPA) + 1
mL [P6,6,6,14][DCA]
12. Solution B - 10 mg bromocresol purple (BCP) + 1 mg MO + 1 mL THF
Thin film - 100 mg PVC + 200 mg [P6,6,6,14][DCA] + 400 µL of solution B + 600 µL
of THF
To improve the pH patch contact angle, a hydrophilic polymer scaffold was used.
Recipes including this have been mentioned below
Recipe pH Indicators Photoinitiator Ionic Liquid Polymer
13 6 mg BCG + 1 mg MO 2.5 mg DMPA 200 mg DCA 0.25 mL EGMA
14 6 mg BTB + 1 mg MO 2.5 mg DMPA 200 mg DCA 0.25 mL EGMA
15 6 mg BCP + 1 mg MO 2.5 mg DMPA 200 mg DCA 0.25 mL EGMA
16 6 mg BCP + 1 mg MO 2.5 mg DMPA 175 mg DCA 0.25 mL EGMA
17 6 mg BCG + 1 mg MO 2.5 mg DMPA 175 mg DCA 0.25 mL EGMA + 10 mg PEG
18 6 mg BCG + 1 mg MO 2.5 mg DMPA 175 mg DCA 0.25 mL EGMA + 20 mg PEG
Table 4.4: pH indicator thin film patches with hydrophilic polymers.
The acronyms for the pH indicators are BCG - Bromocresol Green, MO - Methyl
Orange, BTB - Bromothymol Blue, BCP - Bromocresol Purple. The polymers were CA -
Cellulose Acetate, PEI - Polyethyleneimine, PEG - Polyethylene glycol, PVC - Polyvinyl
chloride, EGMA - Ethylene glycol dimethacrylate. NIPAAM andMBAAM are polymer
scaffolds. DCA - Trihexyltetradecyl phosphonium dicyanamide.
The next section describes the 2 main techniques used to create thin films.
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4.4.2 Methods to develop thin film pH patches
The initial methods tested with for thin film pH patches was using drop casting techniques on
surfaces like polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS), polyethylene terephthalate (PET) and 100µm
thick acetate sheets. This method of drop casting was inefficient as it would not allow
a uniform spread of the indicator mixtures on PDMS because of its hydrophobic surface
characteristics (contact angle > 109◦). When drop casting on surfaces like PET and acetate
sheets, the dye would agglomerate on the edges as the solvent evaporates at the 3-phase
boundary.
To counter these problems, spin coating techniques were used. The PET substrates
were the initial choice of substrates as there were plenty in the lab. These substrates
were obtained as sheets (20 cm × 20 cm) from Daedong Polymers (South Korea). The large
sheets of PET were cut up into 1 cm × 3 cm sized pieces using a guillotine in the mechanical
workshops. Each substrate had a protective covering on the top and the bottom to avoid
dust and scratches during the cutting process. Each piece of PET was placed on a spinner
and 50 µL of indicator mixture was dropped on it after removing the top protective layer.
The substrates were held onto the spinner with help of double sided tapes. The spinner
parameters were:
• Spin speed - 1000 rpm
• Time - 10 seconds
Upon removal of the substrate from the spinner, the protective covering from the bottom
was also removed along with the double sided tape. All samples were allowed to rest at room
temperature in a dark cupboard for a day before testing their colour change characteristics.
Film thickness of pH films using spin coating is quite directly linked to the viscosity
of the dye used and the rotation speed of the spinner. This kind of technique works quite
well for viscous liquids like photo-resists but causes streaks to form on the substrate when
working with less viscous materials like PVC in THF or methanol and 1-Butanol.
The third approach used in creating thin films was screen printing. This technique
proved to be the most efficient at making reproducible samples. This technique was used
on recipes 10 to 18 as shown in Section 4.4.1.
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The fundamentals of screen printing are quite simple and widely used in textile or mass
printing industries as a cost effective alternative to printing patterns on multiple substrates.
The screen printing process requires a screen and a squeegee. These have been shown in the
figure below.
Screen Squeegee Substrate
A B C
Figure 4.6: Screen printing (A) shows a screen mesh and a squeegee used to push the dye
through the mesh (B) substrate (C) shows the direction of screen printing
Screens and squeegees were sourced from India. There were 2 kind of screens, one with
a smaller pore size and one with a larger. The pore dimensions were not known initially
but the figure below can help approximate the sizes.
A
400 m
B
Figure 4.7: (A) Screen printing mesh used in all thin film development (B) a 400 µm thick
needle giving an approximate length and breath of each pore to be around 100 to 150 µm
Preliminary experiments showed that the larger pore size did not allow uniform dis-
tribution of the dye. But the screen with the smaller pore size presented uniform films and
results of these films have been discussed in Section 4.5.
The way screen printing is done has been mentioned in the steps below.
1. The screen, squeegee and PET substrate are cleaned multiple times with ethanol and
dried. The PET substrate is then aped down to a flat surface or table to ensure that
it does not move during the printing process.
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2. The screen is placed flat on top of the substrate. The tape holding the substrate to
the table acts as a buffering gap between the screen and the substrate along with a
thin metal ridge on the wooden frame of the screen itself.
3. The ink or dye is placed along the red horizontal line in Figure 4.6(C) and the squeegee
is used to move the ink down in the direction of the red arrow at a steady pace.
4. Once all the ink has been forced through the screen’s pores, the screen is immediately
lifted and washed again with ethanol thoroughly. The substrate is then treated as per
the requirement of the specific recipe.
With every screen printing process there is some dye that is wasted. The molar
absorptivity calculations in Appendix B.1 of the patch take this into account.
The next section below describes a general protocol to test all pH patches in order to
study their colour change characteristics through spectrophotometric data.
4.4.3 Spectrophotometric testing protocol of pH patches
Most of the thin film pH patches are manufactured on polyethylene terephthalate (PET) or
acetate sheets (100 µm thick). Once they are manufactured through methods discussed in
the sections above, their ability to change colour and their absorbance changes at different
wavelengths needs to be looked at to identify peak wavelengths, the isosbestic point, pKa
and effectively the change in absorbance when the indicator reaches its end point as well
as leaching effects of the indicator out of the scaffold. This section presents a detailed
description of the procedure undertaken in conducting a spectrophotometric test.
Identifying peak wavelengths can help look at pH changes through absorbance by only
looking at the peak wavelengths rather than scanning the entire UV-Vis spectrum. The
isosbestic point is the wavelength at which the absorbance of the pH patch is approximately
always the same irrespective of the pH of the solution and the colour of the indicator. A
dramatic or a gradual shift in its position or absorbance can indicate towards undesirable
changes in the patch due to leaching of the pH indicator or surface morphology (like increased
scattering). The pKa informs of the point at which the dye’s acid and conjugate base
components are in equal proportion.
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The apparatus used during a spectrophotometric analysis are
1. cuvette - Disposable semi-micro polystyrene cuvette (12.5 x 12.5 x 45 mm) purchased
from VWR. The internal path length is 10 mm. Recommended maximum volume for
testing - 3 mL.
2. Ultra Violet-Visible Light Spectrophotometer - Perkin Elmer Lambda 25.
3. Metler Toledo pH meter with a Hanna instrument pH probe.
Solution used in the process have been mentioned below
1. PBS (pH 7.4, buffering concentration 10-20 mM)
2. 0.2 M Hydrochloric acid (HCl)
A calibration is first done by taking 3 mL of PBS and titrating it with aliquots of
HCl and measuring the pH using the pH probe. As 3 mL is usually a small volume for
the pH meter to work with, 9 mL is used and the acid is adjusted for the actual test.
An experimental relationship between, acid added and the pH of PBS was derived. This
titration and calibration was done between pH 7.4 to 4 and sometimes until 3 as well. This
calibration process is a guideline. A calibration is conducted before every spectrophotometric
test and so individual pH values will differ between tests.
Now to conduct the spectrophotometric test, the following protocol is followed:
1. A plain cleaned cuvette is placed in the spectrophotometer and filled with 3 mL PBS. A
scan is conducted from 700 nm to 300 nm with 1 nm intervals. This is the background
scan with the PBS in the base form.
2. The pH patch is placed in the cuvette and allowed to equilibrate for 1 minute. A light
agitation can help with the diffusion of the water through the pH patch but is not
ideal as it can affect the dye’s leaching effects. A scan is conducted here.
3. Aliquots of acid are added and subsequent scans are taken at various pH values gov-
erned by the calibration. In some cases, aliquots of base (0.1 M NaOH) are added and
the pH is reversed to again return to a basic pH.. A 90 seconds equilibration time is
allowed between aliquots being added to the sample and a scan being done.
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4. The pH patch is removed and a final scan of PBS is taken. A plot of wavelength versus
absorbance after removing background absorbance (i.e. absorbance of a plain PET
and PBS) is plotted.
To analyse the data for pH change and colour change on the pH patch, a comparison
is made between the pH patch with PBS before and after the titration. This is shown below
in the schematic Figure 4.8 (B) and (D). To test for leaching, a comparison is made of the
cuvette with the PBS before titration to the cuvette with the PBS after the titration. In
both cases, there is no pH patch in the cuvette. This is shown in the schematic Figure 4.8
(A) and (E).
Based on these absorbance spectrums at various pH values, the peak wavelengths,
pKa and molar absorptivity of the pH patches can be worked out as shown in Section
4.3.4. When comparing data received from scans done at points B and D in Figure 4.8, the
absorbance is primarily based on the pH indicator that is absorbing the incident light from
the spectrophotometer LEDs.
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Figure 4.8: Schematic showing the flow of the spectrophotometric experiment.
In addition to spectrophotometric testing, the contact angle of the samples are also
looked at as shown in Section 4.3.5.
The next section looks at the precise procedure of making all the thin film pH patches
using the recipes listed in Section 4.4.1 and discussing results with an aim of designing a
pH patch that matches the requirements set out in Section 4.2.2.
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4.5 Results and discussion - The titration end point de-
tector
This section will focus on the procedures used in making the thin film pH patches with the pH
mixture recipes described in Section 4.4.1. The results from the spectrophotometric analysis
will inform on key characteristics like peak wavelength, isosbestic point and pKa of the pH
patches and contact angle measurements will measure the hydrophobic characteristics. The
aim is to find a patch that best matches the requirements set out in Section 4.2.2.
4.5.1 Development and characterisation of pH patches with poly-
mer constructs and plasticisers
The initial pH indicator patch designs were based on the simplistic view of isolating the
pH indicator mixtures within a polymer construct with an appropriate concentration of
plasticiser added to it. Keeping the pH indicators the same; i.e. BCG and MO, various
constructs, with plasticisers and solvents were looked at. To optimise on the concentrations
of BCG and MO, the first experiment used only one kind of polymer - cellulose acetate (CA)
and plasticiser - tetrahexyl ammonium bromide (THAB) but varied the concentrations of
BCG and MO. These recipes are described from recipes 1 through to 5 in Section 4.4.1.
To create thin film pH patches on PET substrates, the spin coating technique described
in Section 4.4.2 was used. 15 PET strips were spin-coated per recipe and split into 3 batches
of 5. Storage was at room temperature but the samples were covered with aluminium foil
to avoid light exposure. An example of the spin coated PET strip has been shown in Figure
4.9. Each batch was tested for change in colour and absorbance with a pH change in the
surrounding PBS as shown in the Section 4.4.3. The first batch of each recipe was tested
the next day from manufacturing and the second batch after 5 days later and the third after
2 weeks. Initial test scans had shown a peak at around 620 nm in the basic form of the dye
changing and reducing in absorbance with decreasing pH. The spectrophotometric scans to
test Recipes 1 to 5 were done between 650 nm and 550 nm. The initial scan for Recipe 1
has been shown below in Figure 4.10 as an example.
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Figure 4.9: PET strip with indicator spun on it.
Figure 4.10: Absorbance scan of recipe 1 with changing pH
The absorbance changes shown in Figure 4.10 show a substantial change between pH
7.14 and 3.2 with a sharp drop between 5.4 and 3.2 indicating an abrupt colour change.
This is depicted by the colour change arrow in the figure above that shows that the pH
patch colour changes from green to yellow when moving from pH 5.4 to 3.2 and also causes
a drop in the absorbance at 620 nm. The absolute values of the absorbance were very small,
especially when converting into percentage of transmission based on Equations 4.8 and 4.9:
A = log10
1
T
= log10
100
%T
(4.16)
Based on Equation 4.16, the transmittance at 620 nm changes from 97.94% to 99.77%
when transitioning from pH 7.14 to 3.2. This also means that increasing the indicator
concentration within the construct could result in better absorbance changes. Consequently,
recipes 1 to 5 were compared based on absorbance changes and percentage transmission
changes observed between pH 7.14 and 3.2 at the respective recipe’s peak wavelength. This
has been shown below in Table 4.5.
The comparative view in Table 4.5 clearly shows that increasing the pH indicator
content does increase the absorbance and can make it easier for custom built electronics
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Absorbance Absorbance Increase in Peak
at pH 7.14 at pH 3.2 transmission % wavelength
Recipe 1 0.009 0.001 1.83†† 619
Recipe 2 0.0182 0.0099 1.85†† 622
Recipe 3 0.0453 0.0349 2.18†† 630
Recipe 4 0.0775 0.0678 1.88†† 634
Recipe 5 0.1827 0.1911 -1.25†† 634
Table 4.5: Absorbance and transmission changes based on different concentrations of indicators
stored for 1 day. †† is indicative of statistical significance with a p value of 0.05 (n = 5)
in Chapter 6 to detect colour changes. There is a shift in the indicator’s peak absorbance
wavelength as the concentration of the indicator is increased. The absorbance changes for
recipe 5 show that there is possibly some kind of leaching or surface modification taking place
with an increase in indicator concentration. This could be remedied by longer stabilisation
time to allow the solvents from the pH construct to evaporate more efficiently. Column 4
in Table 4.5 shows statistically significant changes when a paired t-test is conducted on the
sample sets at pH 7.4 and 3.2 at a p value of 0.05. The above data in Table 4.5 is then
compared with tests conducted on samples with similar composition stored for 5 days and
2 weeks to see how storage affected the pH related absorbance.
Absorbance Absorbance Increase in Peak
at pH 7.14 at pH 3.2 transmission % wavelength
Recipe 1 0.0129 0.0035 2.12†† 619
Recipe 2 0.0216 0.0055 3.5†† 615
Recipe 3 0.0429 0.0300 2.73†† 624
Recipe 4 0.0720 0.0539 3.60†† 624
Recipe 5 0.2297 0.2083 2.97†† 633
Table 4.6: Absorbance and transmission changes based on different concentrations of indicators
stored for 5 day. †† is indicative of statistical significance with a p value of 0.05 (n = 5)
Absorbance Absorbance Increase in Peak
at pH 7.14 at pH 3.2 transmission % wavelength
Recipe 1 0.0112 0.0069 0.96†† 600
Recipe 2 0.0311 0.0236 1.62†† 612
Recipe 3 0.0363 0.0241 2.62†† 623
Recipe 4 0.0771 0.0659 2.18†† 630
Recipe 5 0.168 0.1577 1.63†† 631
Table 4.7: Absorbance and transmission changes based on different concentrations of indicators
stored for 2 weeks. †† is indicative of statistical significance with a p value of 0.05 (n = 5)
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Comparing the stored samples data from Table 4.6 and 4.7, with the ones tested for
after 1 day in Table 4.5, shows that storing samples for longer durations improves patch
pH responses and shows statistically different absorbances at peak wavelengths between pH
7.14 and 3.8. It can also be observed that recipes 1, 2, and 5 vary in their peak absorbance
values quite dramatically through the storage time and the wavelength for peak absorbance
also shifts. The wavelengths for peak absorbance and the absolute absorbance values for
recipes 4 showed a large change.
Recipe 3 did show better stability with peak wavelengths remaining constant over
time. But recipe 4 showed the largest change and so therefore, the indicator concentrations
from recipe 4 were used for further optimisation protocols. Different polymer and plas-
ticiser mixtures were experimented with to address the problem of increasing absorbance
differentiation between pH values whilst keeping leaching of the indicator to its minimum.
4.5.2 Improving the polymer-plasticiser scaffold
Various polymers and plasticisers have been used to encapsulate pH indicators. Polyethylene
glycol (PEG) and polyethyleneimine (PEI) were 2 polymer scaffolds that were used to test
the stability and colour changes of pH patches along with specific solvents and plasticisers
like benzyl butyl phthalate (BBP), ethyl carbonate (EC) and THAB. These were then
compared with the CA based recipe to test for the effect of the polymer constructs and
plasticisers on absorbance changes and leaching effects. Keeping the amount of BCG (32
mg) and MO (2.88 mg) the same as recipe 4 in Section 4.5.1, the concentration of the
polymers, plasticisers and solvents that were experimented with are shown through recipes
6 to 9 in Section 4.4.1.
All recipes were spin coated in the same way as described in the previous section with
22 samples made per recipe. These were split into 2 groups to be tested after 3 days and
10 days of stabilisation. The longer stabilisation times were allowed to improve absorbance
responses as seen from the previous section and larger sample sizes were enabled to allow
better statistical validation of results, especially when absorbance values are so low.
The testing protocols for titration end point detection and leaching have been de-
scribed in detail in Section 4.4.3. To test for statistical significance in absorbance changes
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for pH detection for titration end point detection, a paired t-test was done to compare the
means of all 11 patches for their absorbance at pH 7 as shown in Figure 4.8(B) to pH 3.5
shown in Figure 4.8(D). The paired t-test tests for the acceptance or rejection of the null
hypothesis. Acceptability of the null hypothesis simply means that the mean of the 2 sets
of data are not statistically different at an uncertainty of 5% or 0.05. This is an acceptable
error margin to have. When testing for difference in absorbance at the 2 pH values to look
at colour changes in the patch, a successful test requires the rejection of the null hypothesis
and a significant difference in absorbance values.
The same test is conducted between the data received from points shown in Figure
4.8(A) and compared to Figure 4.8(E) when testing for leaching. The ideal result is the
acceptability of the null hypothesis that both sets are statistically the same. All these tests
were conducted in Matlab. Therefore, the leaching test should show a negligible difference
in transmission before and after the titration as shown in Figure 4.8 (A) and (E).
The results in Table 4.8 and 4.9 below show recipes 6 to 9 tested after 3 days and 10
days respectively of air drying and covered with aluminium foil and kept in a dark cupboard
at room temperature.
Absorbance Absorbance Increase in Decrease in Peak
at pH 7 at pH 3.55 transmission % transmission % wavelength
(Leaching)
Recipe 6 0.1012 0.0827 5.39 2.4†† 614
Recipe 7 0.0701 0.0506 4†† 3.6†† 614
Recipe 8 0.0659 0.0623 0.7 7†† 616
Recipe 9 0.0683 0.0491 3.85†† 1.78 628
Table 4.8: Absorbance and transmission changes based on different polymers and plasticisers to
detect pH changes and leaching effects after 3 days of incubation. †† is indicative of statistical
significance with a p value of 0.05 (n = 11)
The results shown above are conclusive of the fact that there is no ideal polymer and
plasticiser mixture that results in a significant absorbance change when the pH patches
are undergoing titration and no significant absorbance to account for leached out indica-
tor. Practically, there will always be indicator molecules leaching out of the film but that
percentage should be almost negligible compared to the absorbance change seen due to the
colour change in the patch. Of all the mixtures tried, recipes 7 and 9 showed a significant
absorbance change as the colour of the patch changed with titration. They also showed
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Absorbance Absorbance Increase in Decrease in Peak
at pH 7 at pH 3.55 transmission % transmission % wavelength
(Leaching)
Recipe 6 0.1578 0.1420 5.57 1.22†† 615
Recipe 7 0.0748 0.03 9.15†† 0.88†† 615
Recipe 8 0.0680 0.0383 6†† 2.35†† 615
Recipe 9 0.0682 0.0483 4†† 0.2†† 630
Table 4.9: Absorbance and transmission changes based on different polymers and plasticisers to
detect pH changes and leaching effects after 10 days of incubation. †† is indicative of statistical
significance with a p value of 0.05 (n = 10)
significant leaching whose effect was under 10% of the transmission change seen when the
patch changed colour transitioning from pH 7 to 3.55.
It was also observed that the absolute values of the absorbances were too small for
any custom made electronics to differentiate between noise and a real signal especially in a
practical scenario where ambient light might cause an interference. Consequently, the pH
indicator concentration was increased in recipes 7 and 9 which resulted in excess leaching
as a percentage of the absolute change in transmission. To counter the issue of leaching,
another method of encapsulating the pH indicator within a polymer scaffold needed to be
devised such that more indicator can be trapped inside and the absorbance is increased
whilst keeping the leaching effect almost negligible.
Both these issues have been looked at in the next section where ‘ionic liquids’ were
used to trap and hold the pH indicator within the polymer film construct and screen printing
was used to develop more homogeneous thin films.
4.5.3 Using Ionic liquids for pH thin film development
A lot of research [112,122,124] has led to the development of thin thick film pH patches. Ionic
liquids (ILs) are an attractive class of organic materials because they exist in a liquid form
with negligible vapour pressure, good chemical and thermal stability, high ionic conductivity
and an ability to solubilise organic, inorganic and polymeric materials [121]. In this section,
an ionic liquid called trihexyltetradecyl phosphonium [P6,6,6,14] cation that is balanced by a
dicyanamide anion has been used to bind to indicators like BCG, bromocresol purple (BCP)
and MO. The structure of the ionic liquid and the indicators is shown below as taken from
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the Sigma-Aldrich (the supplier). Henceforth, [P6,6,6,14][DCA] will be used as an acronym
for the IL used through the next 2 sections.
BA
C D
Figure 4.11: Chemical structures of (A) trihexyltetradecyl phosphonium dicyanamide (B)
methyl orange (C) bromocresol green (BCG) (D) bromocresol purple (BCP).
The IL itself is a large molecule and a viscous liquid and it easily remains within a
polymer like PVC or acrylate based polymers [122]. Researchers have used several different
types of polymer constructs like PVC and poly(N-isopropylacrylamide)-NIPAAM with N,N-
Methylene Bis(Acrylamide)-MBAAM in a ratio of 100:5 [123], but all these applications have
been for patches that are thicker than 100 µm [112,122,124].
As an alternative to spin coating to make thin film pH patches, screen printing was
used to produce uniform films that were under 5 µm in thickness. Details of how screen
printing was used to make thin film pH patches has been described in Section 4.4.2. The re-
search work in the papers quoted above suggest preparing the polymer ionic liquid structure
which is simply a mixture of the ionic liquid, polymer and the respective solvent, placing it
on the substrate and allowing the solvent to dry. After that, the dried IL-polymer construct
is soaked in a solution of pH indicator and ethanol for a span of 30 minutes to a couple of
hours. This soaking process is repeated multiple times. After the soaking process, these
films are meant to be washed with ethanol and DI water to remove any unbound indicator
molecules. The precise recipe and concentrations have been shown in recipe 11 in Section
4.4.1. The thin film was screen printed and the ‘solution A’ was used to load the film with
indicator. This process was followed as presented in the research papers stated above [123].
Another approach involved mixing the indicator with the IL and polymer construct from the
beginning which meant that the indicator would already be present in the polymer mixture
when the solvent evaporates. This has been shown in recipe 10 and was also based on the
research work stated above [122].
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The thin film mixture in recipe 11 was screen printed and then UV cured with a 36
watts lamp at 365 nm for 30 mins. This film was then soaked in ‘Solution A’ for 5 hours.
This process was repeated 3 times over 3 days. During the incubation, the samples were
stored in a dark cupboard at room temperature.
Once all processes for both recipes were completed, they were washed with ethanol
and DI water. Almost all the pH indicator was washed away from recipe 11 but recipe 10
held onto most of the indicator. As mentioned above, the recipe 11 was meant to be for
films that were more than 100 µm in thickness which allows the indicator molecules to be
embedded deeper into the film. As these films were screen printed and were consequently
much thinner, the indicators were easily washed away.
The PET sheet of recipe 10 was then cut into pieces of 1 cm × 3 cm to be tested
visually in a cuvette for colour change. PBS at pH 7.2 was placed in a cuvette with the
pH indicator covered PET strip in it. HCl was added to titrate the sample and cause a pH
change and consequently a colour change on the pH strip. An initial calibration was done
of the aliquots of acid added to the pH change caused in that particular volume of PBS.
The colour change has been shown below in Figure 4.12
pH – 7.2 pH – 5.3 pH – 3 pH – 2.6
Figure 4.12: pH change causing colour change in the patch with BCG and MO in PVC with IL
The colour change shown in Figure 4.12 clearly indicates that the pKa and conse-
quently the colour change pattern has shifted 2-3 pH units towards an acidic pKa. Of all
the chemicals added to recipe 10, THF completely evaporates and so it is unlikely to cause
a change in the pKa, PVC is not affected by pH in the range of 7 to 3 and the indicators
would only react to baseline shift because of some other component. The IL is the only
other component to have caused the shift in pKa. Most of the researchers use the ILs as
received from the suppliers but then purify it through an extensive process of distillation
to remove impurities that cause an acidic drift. To circumvent this problem, a few different
indicators were tried like Bromocresol purple (BCP) and Bromothymol Blue (BTB) with
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the same PVC and ionic liquid pH patch construct to try and shift the pKa such that the
desired colour change takes place in the desired pH range.
The selection of these indicators were based on their pKa values. MO was not changed.
The pKa for BCP is about 6.3 about 1.5 pH units more basic to BCG and BTB had a pKa
of 7.1 which is 2.4 pH units more basic to BCG in water. Both were tried in varying
concentrations and according to a similar colour change experiment shown in Figure 4.12,
BCP was chosen as an ideal indicator. The exact recipe has been shown in recipe 12 in
Section 4.4.1. The mixture was sonicated for 30 minutes before screen printing.
This dye was screen printed on PET and cut up into strips according to the steps
mentioned previously. The thickness of the printed dye was tested using a contact mode
based profiler. This technique has been discussed in Section 3.3.8. 9 patches were scanned
and the thickness of the film was estimated to be about 3 ± 1 µm. To understand how the
pH indicator changed colour and responded to pH change, a spectrophotometric analysis
was conducted on it. This has been shown below in Figure 4.13.
Figure 4.13: pH change causing colour change in pH patch with recipe 12. The red and blue
arrows only show the direction of change of the peak absorbances when PBS moves from pH 7.4
to 3.4
The spectrophotometric scan parameters were changed to scan from 700 nm to 400
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nm. The titration was conducted from pH 7.4 to 3.4 by the addition of HCl and back to
7.4 by adding NaOH. The acid and base concentrations have been given in Section 4.4.3.
This scan was done to see if the plots gave a unique isosbestic point. The isosbestic point as
mentioned before is the wavelength at which the absorbance of the patch does not change
irrespective of the colour or pH. This is extremely important when devising a colorimetric
detection system as a shift in the isosbestic point can help shift baseline measurements
and can act as an internal calibration for the patch. Figure 4.13 is a plot of the averaged
absorbances of 9 samples at pH values between 7.2 and 3.4, i.e. 9 pH patches in intervals
as shown in the figure.
There is a maximum in the basic form of the dye and one in the acidic form of the
dye. These are at approximately 607 nm and 420 nm respectively. This means that, when
the patch is at pH 7-7.4, the colour is blue and the maximum absorbance is at 607 nm. As
a titration is undertaken, the colour change goes from blue to green and consequently ends
being greenish-yellow. The absorbance at 607 nm keeps dropping as a result of the colour
change and is depicted by the red arrow in Figure 4.13. At the same time, the absorbance
at 420 nm keeps increasing and shows a maximum when the pH of the patch is below 5.4.
These absorbances and observed colours are in accordance to Table 4.1.
The above figure has two anomalies. The first; there is no unique isosbestic point
and second, the absorbance values shift to show a drift in the baseline. One reason for
these anomalies is the use of PVC which is a very hydrophobic polymer and the second,
the use of THF. THF is used to dissolve polymers like PVC and it was observed that after
screen printing THF on PET, the PET sheets became milky and were not very transparent.
This can increase scattering of the light which can cause the absorbance to change as the
sheet’s transparency changes. The surface also becomes very rough and this reduces the
absorbance, possibly causing a shift in the baseline. The only way to prove this hypothesis
is to use a different polymer solvent interface whilst keeping all other components in the
recipe the same. This has been done in Section 4.5.4.
Acetate sheets were also tried as a substrate, but this also resulted in a similar re-
sponse to THF. The absorbance based effects of pH change and leaching were studied at 2
wavelengths; 420 nm and 607 nm as opposed to only one which was done in the previous 2
sections. This has been shown below for recipe 12.
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Absorbance Absorbance Change in Change in Peak
at pH 7 at pH 4.8 transmission % transmission % wavelength
(Leaching)
Recipe 12 0.5782 0.2647 27.95†† 1.5 607
Recipe 12 0.3002 0.4318 -13.09†† 1.6 420
Table 4.10: Absorbance and transmission changes based on recipe 12 to detect pH changes and
leaching effects after 2 days of incubation at 607 nm and 420 nm. †† is indicative of statistical
significance with a p value of 0.05 (n = 9)
Table 4.10 shows that the absorbance of the patch has been improved by loading it
with more indicator which did show a statistically significant change. The peak absorbance
itself was 10 times the absorbance as seen in Section 4.5.2 and the change in transmittance
percentage increased by 5 times which makes detection easier. The more surprising im-
provement is that leaching of the dye was less than 5% of the change in transmittance due
to colour change and this change did not show any statistical significance. This is an ideal
solution from the point of view of absorbance and colour change but the data still presents
a problem with respect to the shifting isosbestic point and baseline. Also, the use of PVC
makes the pH patch interface extremely hydrophobic which is not ideal for microfluidic
based nano-litre samples.
These problems of isosbestic point shifts and base level drifts can probably be at-
tributed to the use of THF and so it was thought to use a polymer that is already in a
liquid form within which the indicator and the IL can be pre-mixed. The choice of polymer
was also based on improving the hydrophobic characteristics of the film. Consequently,
ethylene glycol dimethacrylate was used as a scaffold and is further discussed in the next
section.
4.5.4 Using Ionic liquids with hydrophilic polymers
As described in the previous section, the use of ethylene glycol dimethacrylate as a polymer
construct was thought of being investigated. While experimenting with this polymer, the
thin films were screen-printed on acetate sheets as opposed to PET. But as far as the
comparability of data is concerned, this is absolutely possible because through all tests,
the background and reference scans are negated from the results to ensure that the final
response is only related to the pH film.
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Ethylene glycol dimethacrylate (EGMA) was tried as the glycol groups ensured some
level of improved hydrophilic behaviour as opposed to PVC. Polymerisation of methacrylate
monomers is based on a process called ’free radical polymerisation’. These free radicals are
usually formed by including certain separate initiator molecules. In this particular case,
2,2-Dimethoxy-2-phenylacetophenone (DMPA) was used as a photo-initiator, as was done
in the research stated above [123], which requires a pulse of UV light between 300 nm - 400
nm, usually at 365 nm and this initiates the process of radical polymerisation.
There were 3 different pH indicator mixtures using BCG, BTB and BCP that were
tried with the EGMA hydrogel recipe leaving the rest of the steps of making the recipe
identical to the previous section. The recipes for these three indicators are described in
recipes 13, 14 and 15 respectively in Section 4.4.1.
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Figure 4.14: Various indicator mixtures tried with EGMA hydrogels. Recipe 15 was the only
one that showed a reasonable colour change that was easily distinguishable between pH 5.7 and
5.2
In recipes 13, 14 and 15, only one indicator is changed every time keeping the rest of
the mixture the same. Each recipe is sealed and sonicated for 30 minutes. Then these are
screen printed onto 100 µm thick acetate sheets. The resultant film is allowed to rest for 1
minute before being UV cured under a 36 watts lamp at 365 nm for 15 seconds. Each recipe
is then checked for their effective colour change due to pH. The colours that each one shows
at different pH values between 7.25 and 5.3-5.2 have been shown above in Figure 4.14.
It is clear from the above colour differences that recipe 15 is best suited to show a
colour change. But it can also be observed that the colour at pH 7.4 is a bit green. This
was changed and made a bit more blue by reducing [P6,6,6,14][DCA] from 200 mg to 175
mg. DMPA concentrations were optimised by a trial and error method and it was seen that
doubling the DMPA and keeping the UV exposure time constant caused photo-bleaching of
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the dye making it unable to show a colour change due to pH. Similarly, doubling the UV
exposure time also caused the films to bleach resulting in a faded response.
Consequently the final recipe used has been shown in recipe 16 in Section 4.4.1. The
process of screen printing and UV curing it remained the same as the previous 3 recipes.
This recipe 16 was then further tested for the efficiency of the indicator to show colour
changes when exposed to different storage conditions. It was already known that exposing
the patch to UV-Vis light for long times would cause photo-bleaching and so 15 samples
of recipe 16 were prepared and split into 3 batches of 5 samples each and all batches were
covered with aluminium foil. One batch was left at room temperature, the other under
vacuum and the third in the refrigerator at 4◦ C. These samples were tested for their
ability to change colour and it was found that the refrigerated ones were extremely robust
and showed repeatable colour changes for almost 2 weeks. The vacuum stored samples
started showing a degradation after a week and the batch left under ambient conditions
showed reduced colour change response within 1 week. This was tested by taking strips
of the indicator and placing PBS solution at different pH values between 7.4 and 4 and
allowed them to equilibrate with the patch for 2 minutes. Recipe 16 was then tested with a
spectrophotometer according to steps shown in Section 4.4.3. The colour change response
has been shown in Figure 4.15.
The patches for recipe 16 were re-made and the figure below shows the plot of the
average absorbance of 7 samples versus pH through the entire visible spectrum. This plot
also shows a unique isosbestic point at 495 nm and this when compared to Figure 4.13
clearly shows only one overlapping point. The only difference between recipe 12 and 16 is
the scaffold material used which does not contain PVC and THF. Also, the absorbance has
doubled in recipe 16 as compared to recipe 12. This is better seen in Table 4.11 below.
The table below shows that the absorbance changes have definitely doubled in absolute
values with negligible leaching effects with the use of EGMA as a scaffold. The changes are
more visible to the naked eye as well and much easier for a spectrophotometric method to
distinguish.
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Figure 4.15: pH change causing colour change in the patch with recipe 16. The red and blue
arrows only show the direction of change of the peak absorbances when PBS moves from pH 7.4
to 3.86. The green arrow shows the unique isosbestic point at 495 nm.
Absorbance Absorbance Change in Change in Peak
at pH 7.3 at pH 4.3 transmission % transmission % wavelength
(Leaching)
Recipe 16 0.991 0.1644 58†† 3.1†† 607
Recipe 16 0.5804 0.7669 -9.17 1.5 420
Table 4.11: Absorbance and transmission changes based on recipe 16 to detect pH changes and
leaching effects after 2 days of incubation at 607 nm and 420 nm. †† is indicative of statistical
significance with a p value of 0.05 (n = 7)
To further characterise the patch, it is important to understand its experimental pKa
and molar absorptivities. The method for this has been discussed in Section 4.3.4. The
figure below plots the log10
Ax − AI
AII − Ax versus pH for recipe 16. Here, Ax is the absorbance
of the patch at intermediate pH values. A straight line linear polynomial fit is done to this
to see where the line crosses the log scale at ‘0’. This is shown in the plot below. Ideally,
for an abrupt colour change, the pKa must be close to the pH where the colour change is
required. The figure below shows the estimation of pKa which experimentally lies around
5.7.
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Figure 4.16: pKa estimation of recipe 16
With the help of the pKa, the molar absorptivities can be worked out for this specific
dye. The dye’s thickness also needed to be evaluated and this was seen to be approximately
3 ± 0.5 µm as estimated through profilometric methods discussed in Section 3.3.8. This
helps specify the ‘l’, i.e. the path-length in Equations 4.12 and 4.13. During screen printing,
a lot of the dye is wasted. An excess dye is used as some dye gets stuck in the pores of
the screen whereas the largest proportion is dragged away by the squeegee. Based on the
area of the screen print and the thickness of the film, an estimation of the total volume of
dye on the screen can be achieved. The total area of the screen printing is approximately
150 cm2. With the thickness of the film at 3 µm, the volume of the dye on the screen is
approximately 0.045 cm3. The total volume of the dye made for recipe 16 was approximately
0.3 cm3 or 0.3 mL. Therefore, this estimates that 85% of the dye was not part of the film.
Consequently, this has been taken into account in the molar absorptivity calculations that
have been detailed in Appendix B.1 which estimates that a maximum of 20% of the pH
indicators used in the dye mixture are spread across the entire film.
HA = 420 = 2.931× 108 1
M × cm (4.17)
A− = 607 = 3.34× 108 1
M × cm (4.18)
The estimation of such high molar absorptivities clearly indicates that the colour changes
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in the dye are quite easily detectable. This coupled with the pKa that is close to the desired
colour change to greenish-yellow from the original blue colour shows that the patch has the
ability to change colour abruptly at a pH between 5.4-5.2. The next step is to understand as
to how much does this indicator add to the buffer concentration of the 3 mL sample of PBS.
From a lab-on-chip perspective, it is also important to know how much buffer would this
pH patch contribute in a nano litre sample. The precise details of the reaction chamber and
the maximum volume of sample that can be held within it has been discussed in Chapter 5.
All pH indicators are weak acids and can add to the buffering concentration of the
sample being titrated. It is important to estimate as to how much buffer do these indicators
add to the sample. A reasonable compromise could be a maximum of 5 mM inclusion of
buffer concentration to the sample because of the indicators added to it.
For a 3 mL sample which is the volume of PBS being titrated in a cuvette, the
maximum indicator concentration that can be used is 4.56 mg of MO or 8.432 mg of BCP
which will increase the buffering concentration by 5 mM. This is based on the calculations
shown in Appendix B.2. This when compared to the present concentration of the indicators
in the pH patch sample of acetate sheet equates to a contribution of 0.005 mM by MO and
0.016 mM by BCP and a total contribution of 0.021 mM buffering concentration in a volume
of 3 mL.
When this buffer concentration inclusion is compared to the lab-on-chip design in
Chapter 5, the pH patch is circular with a diameter of 1 mm. The patch area is 0.0314 cm2.
The total volume of the sample that will interact with the indicator is approximately pi ×
r2 × h. Here the radius of the entire chamber is 1.5 mm and the height is a maximum of
32 µm. Consequently, the volume is approximately 2.26× 10−7L = 226 nL. The amount of
BCP and MO per circular pH patch is 3.5 × 10−7 grams and 5.97 × 10−8 grams which
equates to a buffer concentration of 0.2 µM and 0.06 µM respectively amounting to a total
of 0.26 µM. Consequently, it can be concluded that the pH indicators used will not affect
the buffer capacity and buffering concentration of biological samples which is approximately
77 mM in a range of pH 7.4 to 5.2.
Upon establishing the extinction coefficients or molar absorptivities of the dyes at the
wavelengths of maximum absorbance, it would be beneficial to know if the absorbance of
the dye overlaps with the absorbance of whole blood of different types. Researchers have
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studied the UV-Vis spectrum of whole blood of various types like A, B, AB and O of both Rh
positive and negative and have plotted the extinction coefficients with respect to the wave-
lengths scanned [125]. Literature also shows the molar absorptivities of oxyhaemoglobin,
methoxyhaemoglobin, carboxyhaemoglobin and deoxyhaemoglobin when scanning from 600
nm to 1000 nm [126]. This data shows that the molar absorptivities are not higher than
5× 103 M−1cm−1. Research groups at Harvard Medical school have studied the extinction
coefficients of blood from 250 nm to 1000 nm and have made this data accessible [127]. The
figure below shows the data plotted from 350 nm to 650 nm which takes the two wavelengths
of maximum absorbance of the pH patch into account.
Figure 4.17: Molar absorptivity of blood. Data replotted from [127]
The figure clearly shows that the extinction coefficient of oxyhaemoglobin and deoxy-
haemoglobin is extremely different and varies by a factor of 10 at around 607 nm going from
1, 000 M−1cm−1 to 10, 000 M−1cm−1. But at 420 nm, the extinction coefficient is about
4.5×105 M−1cm−1 for oxygenated blood and reduces to 3×105 M−1cm−1 for deoxygenated
blood. If this is compared to the extinction coefficients as stated in equations 4.17 and 4.18
for the pH patch, it is likely that the absorbance of the dye will be marginally affected by
the absorbance of 25-32 µm of blood between the LED and the photodiode but this can
only be tested through experimentation.
At an approximate concentration of 7-12 mM of haemoglobin in blood [128], path
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length of 32 µm (32 × 10−4 cm) and the respective molar absorptivities, the absorbance at
607 nm and 420 nm of blood in the nano-litre sample using Equation 4.10 is approximately
0.22 to 0.38 for 607 nm and 6.72 to 11.52 for 420 nm respectively. Using Equation 4.9
(A = 2− log10%T ), the transmission percentage at 607 nm is approximately 41 to 60% and
extremely small for 420 nm. Therefore, the maximum interference will be seen at 420 nm,
whereas 607 nm will be able to show changes on the pH patch. Studies to understand the
effect of blood on the molar absorptivities of the pH patch have not been done as part of
this work but should be undertaken using a spectrophotometer.
Considering the fact that 420 nm might not assist in the detection, it might be better
to use the wavelength at the isosbestic point (495 nm). Its molar absorptivity in blood is
similar for deoxy and oxy haemoglobin and much lower as compared to 420 nm. This has
not been considered in the development of the electronics, but should be looked into for
future development.
Thus, through Sections 4.5.1 to 4.5.4, the development of the pH patch has been
discussed to show the optimization procedure for almost all the parameters set in Section
4.2.2. The only piece of information now required is the contact angle measurement which
is discussed below.
4.5.5 Contact angle measurements
The contact angle measurement system was used to assess the hydrophobicity of recipe 16
as described in the above section and comparing it to recipe 16 with added poly(ethylene)
glycol to increase the hydrophilic nature of the patch. The poly(ethylene) glycol used was
acquired from Sigma-Aldrich in a gel-liquid form. The instrument used for contact angle
measurements was the ‘Kruss - Easy Drop’. The 3 recipes compared to understand the
contact angle of the pH patch are 16, 17 and 18 as described in Section 4.4.1.
Once these recipes were screen printed as described in the previous sections, the
screens were allowed to rest in the refrigerator for 2 days before testing for contact angle.
The contact angle for recipes 16, 17 and 18 have been shown below.
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Figure 4.18: Contact angle for (A) plain acetate sheet, (B) acetate sheet with recipe 16, (C)
acetate sheet with recipe 17, (D) acetate sheet with recipe 18
The contact angle for a plain acetate sheet is about 88◦ which reduces when recipe
16 is screen printed on it to 64.3 ± 0.08◦. The effect of added PEG in recipes 17 and
18 was not dramatic as the contact angles were about 65.9 ± 0.09◦ and 65.5 ± 0.2◦
respectively. Although the contact angles for recipes 17 and 18 are higher that recipe 16, it
is not significantly higher to be considered as a change. 4 samples were tested for each of
the recipes. The surface morphology of the patch was also looked at after 2 days of drying
and it was found that recipe 16 was stable with a uniform spread of indicator. Recipes 17
and 18 showed significant agglomeration of the indicator in certain regions of the film. Also,
recipe 17 and 18 showed peeling from the acetate surface when water was dropped on it.
Based on this, it was decided, that the contact angle of approximately 65◦ was good enough
to allow for sample-patch interaction.
Recipe 16 was used as the final pH patch design on acetate sheets. The assembly of
the indicator, titrator and the electronics will be described in Chapters 6 and 7.
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4.6 Conclusion - The titration end point detector
The design of the pH patch was based on several requirements set at the beginning of this
chapter. Every component used in the final design including the acetate sheet as opposed to
the PET sheets with EGMA, IL, BCP and MO as well as DMPA were essential and critical
to the development of the patch.
It was clear from the beginning that making a solid hydrogel kind of patch would be
ideal as any form of loosely bounded indicator would suffer from non-uniform mixing and
storage conditions. To enable a flexible design for the prototyping phase, acetate sheets were
used as they are easily handled and robust under changes in pH between 8 and 5. EGMA
was the preferred scaffold because of its stable hydrophilic characteristics.
DMPA (a photoinitiator) was essential in promoting a radical polymerszation of
EGMA. ([P6,6,6,14][DCA]) - Ionic liquid, was also important as it held to the pH indica-
tor molecules and reduced leaching effects even when the film was extremely concentrated
to increase molar absorptivities. The exact mechanism of how the IL interacts with the pH
indicator molecules is not yet clear but experiments have proven that its inclusion ensures
a more dynamic construct with desirable stability.
The choice of BCP and MO as pH indicators was realised through an extensive ex-
perimentation process. Several other techniques do exist that enable the use of more stable
polymers for colorimetric sensors but the design of the patch mentioned in recipe 16 is
unique as it functions as a thin film with large molar absorptivities. Several researchers
have used ILs with other polymer constructs [112] to develop successful colorimetric sensors
but their designs are predicated on the use of thick films as opposed to thin films (5µm).
The shelf life of this thin film showed a stable response for 2 weeks which is much
better than any of the other recipes looked at. Conclusively, this combination in recipe 16
presents a functional solution at highlighting a pH of 5.2 which is the end-point of the CAB
buffer system. Its effective application and suitability is further indicated when tested with
custom built electronics in Chapter 6.
Chapter 5
Reaction chamber design for the
titration and sample handling
If you take care of the small things, the big things will take
care of themselves.
– Emily Dickinson
5.1 The Goal
Developing a means to hold nano-litre samples of blood/PBS is an important part of de-
veloping any lab-on-chip device especially the one under discussion here. Several means
of fabricating these chambers exist including micro milling, soft lithography and the most
simple one would be to use gaskets of appropriate thickness cut up according to the required
stencil base and placed to create the boundaries for the device.
This chapter will focus on the requirements and dimensions of the device being de-
veloped along with specific techniques used which also include 3D printing. Preliminary
designs were developed to aid the experimentation process according to the principles of
titration and mass transport. The devices presented in this work are still in the prototyping
phase and need more work in developing a more reliable device.
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5.2 Introduction
This section is aimed at clarifying the dimensional requirements for the microfluidic chamber
designed in Section 5.3. It will also focus on the need for alternative materials to the
conventionally used PDMS (polydimethylsiloxane) for developing prototypes.
As shown in Figure 2.2, the chamber is designed such that the electrodes are placed
on the base layer which is made of glass, the sample is in between and the pH patch is on
the top. H+ ions produced at the anode diffuse through the sample and titrate it, with the
balance reaching the pH patch. It is crucial to design the dimensions of the chamber to
hold a precise sample volume that can be titrated by the ‘electrolytic titrator’ and produce
a practical solution for detecting the titration’s end point using a colour change mechanism.
The next two sections will briefly elucidate more on the requirements of the chamber and
why polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) and thermoset polyester (TPE) were not used in the
prototyping phase before actually talking about ways in which devices were made using 3D
printing in Section 5.3.
5.2.1 Dimensional requirements for microfluidic chamber
Considering the electrodes manufactured and discussed in Sections 3.3 and 3.4, the dimen-
sions of the reaction chamber needed to take that into account. The geometric shape for
the chamber was chosen to be a cylinder to avoid cavitation of air during sample inlet.
Consequently the minimum diameter of the chamber as shown in the figure below was
about 3 mm.
Figure 5.1: Chamber dimensions with respect to electrode size
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As a requirement for lab-on chip devices, titration and detection are required to be
quick. Consequently, the volume of the sample being titrated needs to be small enough to
ensure quick results and also small enough to allow samples with maximum buffer capacity
and concentration to be titrated within the ability of the ‘electrolytic titrator’ that can
inhibit OH− ion production for about 2000 seconds as discussed in Section 3.4.5.
Another aspect whilst designing this chamber is the importance of Fick’s laws of
diffusion, the diffusion coefficient of H+ ions and Faraday’s law which dictates the charge
required to produce H+ ions and the time taken for the H+ ions to diffuse, titrate and
interact with the pH indicator.
Most of the designs were executed on 3D printers (Objet30 Pro) which have a resolu-
tion of 16 µm in the Z-direction. And so the dimensions and volumes looked at were done
keeping this in mind. Considering this, 32 µm was used as a gasket thickness separating the
electrodes from the pH patch. Therefore, the net sample volume that sits in the chamber is
approximately 226 nL (radius of 1.5 mm and height of 32 µm).
With a maximum buffer capacity of 38.5 mM/pH, buffering concentration of 77 mM
and a sample volume of 226 nL at pH 7.4, the amount of time taken to titrate such that
the pH reaches a value of 5.4 in the sample can be worked out. The production of H+ ions
requires one electron process per proton generated. Therefore, the number of moles of H+
ions required for the titration is directly equal to the number of moles of electrons required
for the oxidation process. The total charge based on the total electrons taking part in the
reaction is what the sample needs to be given to exhaust its buffer capacity and total buffer
content. The working below will make it clear.
226×10−9L × 77×10−3M = 17.4×10−9 moles of buffer
Because it is a one electron process, 1 electron is required per H+ ion considering
100% faradaic efficiency. Consequently, a 226 nL sample will require 17.41×10−9 moles of
H+ ions which is equal to 17.4×10−9 moles of electrons.
Equating it with the Avogadro’s number (6.023×1023 per mole) gives the total number
of electrons at 104.8×1014 electrons. The total charge for all those electrons is approximately
equal to 166.60×10−5 Coulombs (104.8×1014electrons × 1.602×10−19 Coulombs
electron
).
Based on the maximum current of 1 µA that can be given to the electrodes for titration
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as discussed in Section 3.4.5, the total time taken for the titration can be worked out by
the equation below
Q(charge) = I × t ∴ t = Q
I
=
166.60× 10−5
1× 10−6 = 1666 seconds (5.1)
Consequently, the total theoretical titration time for a sample with maximum buffer con-
centration is between 27-28 minutes. This is within the design parameters of the modified
electrode system designed in Chapter 3 which is able to titrate samples for 2000 seconds
and inhibit the production of OH− ions. Consequently, the microfluidics designed for the
reaction chamber shown in Section 5.3, takes these requirements into account.
The next section briefly talks about the use of PDMS and TPE and some of their
drawbacks which is why they have not been used in the work discussed here.
5.2.2 Important properties of fabrication materials
When prototyping micro-fluidic devices, PDMS has been one of the most widely used ma-
terials that has enabled soft-lithography and has reduced the time taken for prototyping.
This siloxane material comes as a two part elastomer and curing agent which are mixed in
varied proportions depending on the requirements. The widely used ratio is 10:1, which is
10 parts of elastomer and 1 part of the curing agent. This is usually degassed and cured on
an SU-8 photoresist mould that produces microfluidic channels and reservoirs that can be
used for microanalysis.
Microfluidic devices manufactured in this way are easy and useful in prototyping
and have been exploited in various ways since its introduction by George Whitesides [129].
PDMS has been used for several biological and bio-analytical applications [111, 130, 131].
This was possible because PDMS can bind to glass and other PDMS substrates which is
ideal for the application under discussion in this thesis.
Through all the work that has gone into developing microfluidic structures with
PDMS, its properties have been studied in detail for biomedical and environmental applica-
tions. PDMS is extremely hydrophobic with a contact angle between 109◦ and higher [132].
Even though the surface can be made relatively hydrophilic through oxygen plasma, PDMS
reverts back to its hydrophobic state. This hydrophobic characteristic restricts ease of
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sample flow in PDMS which is why most of the flow studies in PDMS are done under an
externally induced pressure drop.
Furthermore, PDMS when bound to a glass substrate cannot take on high pressure
flows. This is because PDMS swells when in contact with organic solvents (blood or blood
like solutions) [133]. Other materials like PMMA (polymethyl methacrylate) and COC
(cyclic olefin copolymer) are better designed to overcome this drawback but have more
complicated fabrication techniques including moulding and hot-embossing which is why
they were not considered during prototyping. Researchers have also looked at alternative
approaches including the use of TPE [134]. TPE when polymerised completely is rigid and
non flexible but relatively transparent like PDMS. Its contact angle (61◦) is much smaller
as compared to PDMS and can be further reduced through oxygen plasma (42◦) as shown
by researchers [135].
To make TPE microfluidic devices, the negative mould for it needs to be made in
PDMS. Because of the lack of SU-8 fabrication facilities, the moulds to cast PDMS were
made in 3D printed structures. When curing PDMS in 3D printed structures, the time
taken is very long and it was seen that PDMS would get stuck to the surface of the 3D
printed moulds which consequently would not give a very robust device. When channels
and reservoirs with 32 µm height were made and placed on glass substrate, the channels
were found to collapse or cause excessive leakage because the corresponding PDMS moulds
were not fabricated properly.
Between PDMS and TPE, TPE has extremely good gas permeability characteristics
which makes it ideal when isolating samples from the surrounding and not having the sam-
ple’s CO2 escape and affect its buffer content. PDMS does not share this same characteristic
and has shown gas permeability towards methane (CH4), oxygen (O2), nitrogen (N2) and
carbon dioxide (CO2) [136,137]. This research showed that for PDMS polymerised at tem-
peratures between 25◦ C to 75◦ C, the gas permeability of CO2 is nearly 4 times that of
CH4 and 10 times that of N2. This CO2 permeability drops to 1/3 of its value when PDMS
is polymerised at 150◦ C and higher.
Ideally, there should be no loss from within the chamber including precipitation due to
temperature change. To counter the problem of permeability, parylene is usually deposited
on the surface of PDMS followed by oxygen etching to remove excess parylene [133]. But
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PDMS adhesion to parylene is not very stable which is why its coating should not be applied
on the inside of microfluidic chambers. The parylene-PDMS construct has been known to
reduce gas permeability but not completely inhibit it and so the use of PDMS becomes
difficult in the application mentioned in this thesis.
Another alternative is to use paper based microfluidics. Lateral flow paper has been
used for chromatography and vertical flow based diagnostic sensors with a bioactive coat-
ing on it for chemical analysis in ELISA (Enzyme linked immunosorbent assay) or DNA
detection [138]. This kind of a device can also facilitate the flow of blood as shown in stud-
ies that use lateral flow papers. These studies compare how far can blood without added
anticoagulants flow and it was found that blood can flow at upto 3.25 mm/min in lateral
flow paper with RBCs [139]. This speed is sufficient to fill the device with a blood sample
but an understanding of how samples on paper interact with electrodes also needs to be
studied. According to experiments, the blood was allowed to flow for about 240 seconds
and the sample with no anticoagulant or added calcium flowed the maximum distance of
about 12 mm. This approach can be looked at as an alternative after establishing that the
sample in the paper is homogeneous. To enable the use of paper, quite a few ideas within
the present design will need to be re-engineered.
Consequently, the development of the microfluidics reported in this thesis used 3D
printed structures made from a material called ‘VeroClear’ that is not flexible like PDMS
and has been used for biological applications by other research groups [140,141]. The design
has also taken into account that the pH patch and the modified set of electrodes need to be
integrated with the microfluidics in order to have a closed system where a controlled titration
can be conducted. The next section describes the design of the 3D printed microfluidic device
and also a way of holding the LEDs and photodiode described in Chapter 6 that enables
the detection of the titration end point.
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5.3 Methods of fabrication
This section will describe the means of developing a 3D printed microfluidic device that
integrates with the modified electrodes and pH indicator patch discussed in Chapters 3 and
4.
Trial devices were made with PDMS and TPE but the 3D printed structures worked
the best because of their reproducibility, rigidity and ease of manufacturing. The first part
of this section will describe the design of the microfluidic structure and its integration with
the electrodes and the pH patch.
5.3.1 Integration of microfluidics with the electrolytic titrator and
the titration end point detector
One of the main challenges in this task of integration was that three separate layers manu-
factured in three different materials (glass, 3D printed polymer and acetate sheet) needed to
be combined into one device whose central reaction chamber dimensions should be close to
the ones described in Section 5.2.1. This simply meant that a stencil of the chamber could
have been cut out and a gasket of 32 µm thickness could be placed to create the chamber.
Kapton® sheets of 25 µm thickness were integrated with the device. The reason
for choosing Kapton was because it is incompressible and will hold the thickness under
pressure. But there was no particular easy way of binding the Kapton to the surfaces of the
glass and the acetate sheet without either treating them at high temperatures or slightly
corrosive chemicals which would eventually harm the pH patch and the electrode surface
modifications. Adding a resin between the layer to bind it to Kapton would increase the
gap between the glass and the acetate sheet and there was no way of absolutely having that
distance constant over every device made.
Instead, 3D printed devices were looked at. The ‘Objet30 Pro’ has a resolution of 16
µm in the Z-direction and so it was tested with. Several designs were tested, but the one
shown below produced the best results in terms of functionality - ability to bind to the pH
patch, allowing inlets and outlets and binding to the glass substrate with electrodes without
compression of the gasket. The schematic drawings and the 3D extrusions were created in
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‘Solidworks’ and are shown in Figures 5.2 and 5.3 respectively.
10 mm
Figure 5.2: Schematic showing micro-fluidic chamber dimensions
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Figure 5.3: 3D structure showing (A) Top view - inlets and outlets. (B) Bottom view - central
reaction chamber that is open on both sides with inlet and outlet channels leading upto it. (C)
TOP view. (D) Bottom view - ridges that are 32 µm in thickness and the inlets and outlets that
are 100 µm in thickness that can easily be perforated when a sample is required
The material used for 3D printing is called ‘VeroClear’ and the reason for choosing
this material was because it is transparent and had the best printing resolution. This
material has been used by several researchers who have applied it to biological applications
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as mentioned in Section 5.2. Due to its increasing use with biological samples, this material
was an obvious choice.
To make a complete device, the acetate sheet with the pH patch on it is first set into
the indented central region. It is held there by using the ‘Robnor’ resin and set over a day
while held under pressure with a piece of PDMS and adhesive tape. Next, the bottom surface
of the microfluidic chip is bonded to the glass substrate that has the modified electrodes
on it. This is also done by keeping the pressure between the 2 surfaces and then allowing
the TPE (100 parts of elastomer : 1 part of curing agent) to fill the indented region around
the microfluidic chamber through capillary action and set over 2-3 days. Before doing this
step, the electrodes are already prepared with the Nafion® coating and Ru(NH3)3+6 ions
absorbed in it. A ‘Solidworks’ model has been shown below in Figure 5.4.
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Electrodes
Figure 5.4: 3D structure assembly (A) The 3D printed microfuidic device that needs to be
integrated with the pH patch and the electrodes. (B) Electrodes being placed after pH patch is
placed in the indented region. (C) TOP view showing a clear path for the LED-photodiode
detection to take place. (D) Bottom view showing the integration of the electrodes along the
ridges
The acetate sheet is 100 µm in thickness. And so the central indented region is 132
µm. Once the acetate sheet is set, it should allow a 32 µms height in the microfluidic
chamber. Ideally, the thickness of the 3D printed structures should have been checked using
contact based profilometric scans but this was not possible for as the lab technician in charge
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was not available and later it was found that the cantilever was malfunctioning. A scan is
required to ascertain if the 3D printed structures are reliable or not. Once these separate
parts were combined with each other, the final device has been shown in the Figure 5.5. To
fill the device with a sample, a test was conducted. The inlet was filled with PDMS and
cured. The outlet was perforated first. The inlet was then perforated with a syringe needle
and a red dye was injected into the chamber. This has also been shown in Figure 5.5.
Figure 5.5: Microfluidic 3D printed structures after assembly with glass slide to demonstrate
sample inlet/outlet and sample in the central reaction chamber. (A) Top view. (B) Bottom view.
Its quite evident that the dye in the channels is easily seen in the central reservoir.
Through this central aperture, the colour change of the pH patch can be detected during
a titration. Chapter 6 describes the means of employing LEDs and photodiodes such that
the colour of the pH patch in the central reservoir can constantly be detected. A schematic
of the alignment of the LEDs, pH patch and the photodidode has been shown in Figure
6.2. Based on this, it is important to have all three aligned to avoid loss of signal in case
an LED is not under the pH patch and its light is not passing through the pH patch. The
next section will show how the LEDs and photodiodes were made to align directly with the
reaction chamber.
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5.3.2 Aligning LEDs, photodiodes and the reaction chamber
The details of the photodiodes and LEDs used in the pH patch colour change detection have
been discussed in Chapter 6. This section will briefly describe how they align up with the
reaction chamber to ensure colour change detection takes place as the titration progresses.
This is extremely important and most of the initial experiments showed that alignment
problems directly affect the readings from the electronics designed in Chapter 6. To ensure
almost perfect alignment, a sample loading unit was designed where the LEDs and the
photodiodes can be placed securely. This has been shown in the figure below.
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Figure 5.6: 3D structure assembly (A) Bottom view of photodiode holder. (B) Top view of
photodiode holder. Light reaches the photodiode through the aperture after passing through the
sample and the pH patch. (C) Top view of the LED holder where the LED PCB is placed on the
bottom side with the LEDs facing the top flash light in the direction of the orange arrow.
The indented groove shown in Figure 5.6(B) is where the photodiode sits facing its
active surface towards the circular aperture. The LEDs are placed under the device shown
in Figure 5.6(C) such that the light is flashed in the direction of the orange arrow. When the
photodiode and LED holders are combined to form one device, it creates a void in between
with trails on either side such that the sample designed in Figure 5.4(D) can easily slide
into it. This has been shown in the figures below along with the placement of the LEDs
and the photodiode and key dimensions.
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Figure 5.7: 3D structure Assembly (A) View of the photodiode and LED holder combined. (B)
View from where the sample can be placed. LEDs underneath and photodiode, on top. Orange
arrow showing LEDs flashing towards the pH patch and reaching the photodiode (C) Top view of
the photodiode holder showing the aperture.
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Figure 5.8: 3D structure Assembly (A) Simulation showing loading of the sample into the
loading dock. (B) Placement of sample. (C) View from the bottom showing the electrodes, pH
patch and the aperture which acts as a collimator allowing light only from the pH indicator.
The final 3D printed structures presented an easier way of conducting experiments
which required precise placement of the sample such that the pH indicator aligned up with
the photodiode and LEDs. These structures were then further assembled into a black box
devised for the electronics discussed in Section 6.3.8 and shown in Figure 6.22 to avoid
external light interference.
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5.4 Conclusion
The aim of the work conducted for this chapter was simply to devise a way to hold a sample
of ≈ 220 nL. Various fabrication techniques were used but 3D printing presented the easiest
way of conducting iterative changes to the device to achieve its final design.
Other methods of fabrication using PDMS and TPE are definitely more robust but
for the application in this chapter and thesis, 3D printing proved a more versatile means of
prototyping considering the limitations on facilities for lithography.
Most of the devices printed were using a material called ‘VeroClear’ which has been
used in the past for biological applications especially with blood. 3D printed devices have
helped present a proof-of-concept of the lab-on-chip device and proved to be a useful alterna-
tive to techniques like lithography and etching which require expensive and elaborate setups
including a clean room and precision equipment. These printers do not necessarily replace
these standard processes but can help build reasonable confidence in design procedures at
low cost before moving to standardised procedures like lithography.
Another conclusion that was drawn was in the use of TPE and Robonor resin in
binding the electrodes to the 3D printed device. It was found that the resins easily block
the microfluidic channels during the curing stage which decreases the success rate of building
samples. Also, TPE typically needs a temperature of 65 ◦C to cure for 4 hours but takes a
much longer time at room temperature. The pH patches are susceptible to degradation at
room temperature storage conditions as seen in Section 4.5.4 and so this might cause changes
in the colour change characteristics of the pH patch. Alternative means need to be looked
at. One option is to use UV curable high viscous high strength epoxy polymers like the
EPOTEK OG675 or OG142 [142] that can help bond the device within 5 minutes without
subjecting the pH patch and the electrodes to long periods at room temperature. But this
was not experimented with for this work and Chapter 7 looks at some of the problems faced
when making the device with the electrodes and the pH patch. This will show the need for
improving on the present fabrication designs and procedures.
In conclusion, this chapter has presented 3D printing as an alternative to the standard
lithography based approach especially when the structures are more complex. In addition,
to evolve this device into a working prototype, the use of paper based approaches should
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be looked into and if successful, all other entities like the modified electrodes, the pH patch
and the electronics can be re-configured to match these requirements.
Chapter 6
Electronic detection of titration
end-point
There is more than one way to skin a cat.
– Anonymous
6.1 The Goal
In every sensor based device design, there is a need for an actuator which in this case is the
electrolytic titrator that promotes a certain reaction - a titration. A sensor, which in this
case is the titration end point detector that reacts to the changes promoted by the actuator
and electronics that helps quantify the changes seen by the detector module. This chapter
will look at the design and characteristics of the electronics which identifies the end-point
of the titration by constantly evaluating the colour of the pH patch.
As the phrase at the beginning of this section states, there are lots of potential ways
of implementing this using a combination of micro-processors and micro-controllers, camera
based approaches and image processing routines but this chapter will focus on the develop-
ment of this device using an Analogue-Front-End chip developed by Texas Instruments (TI)
called the AFE4490 as a slave device and an ATmega328 as the microcontroller to look at
colour changes on the pH patch developed in Chapter 4.
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This chapter is intended to show the final design and implementation of the board that
enables the AFE4490 to be controlled by the ATmega328 whilst assessing colour changes
of the pH patch. The ATmega328, which is part of the Arduino UNO was used along with
the Arduino programming environment to develop algorithms to control and assess the data
from the AFE4490.
The next section briefly describes the proposed solution to the detection of the colour
changes electronically and introduces the specific components used for it. The ‘Design
implementation’ section details the methods on how these electronic components were im-
plemented as well as important characteristics of the AFE4490, Arduino Uno and the pro-
gramming environment. Finally, a calibration plot of colour changes and pH presents data
that shows the ability of the developed electronics to detect colour change and therefore the
titration end-point robustly.
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6.2 Introduction to the proposed solution
To detect colour changes on the pH patch there were two approaches that were looked at.
The first was using the Raspberry Pi and the Raspberry Pi camera (PiCam) and the second
used LEDs and photodiodes to look at colour changes in the pH patch based on the peak
wavelengths of the pH patch in its acidic and basic forms as discussed in Section 4.5.4. Both
these approaches were developed simultaneously as part of undergraduate 3rd year projects
as a way of understanding the best approach to further optimise.
The camera based approach looked at the use of the Raspberry pi and its camera.
Similar techniques have been used in testing for cholesterol by other researchers where
colorimetric techniques have proven quite useful [143]. The Raspberry pi used has been
shown in the figure below
Figure 6.1: Raspberry pi with Camera
Based on the space required to acquire pictures of the pH patch and process them,
the 512 MB memory on the raspberry pi was sufficient. Also, a 64 GB external SD card
was used to store all the images that the camera picks up. Python was used by the students
to code and control the camera which was able to take 8 images of resolution 200×100 per
second which made acquisition in real time possible.
The PiCam which was the camera used in this project had a optimum focal distance
of 3.6 mm with an image size of 2592×1944 and a video recording capability at 30 frames
per second. From initial experiments, it was realised that the camera’s resolution was not
suitable for detecting colour changes in real time as seen on the pH patch. Also, it was
extremely susceptible to external light intensity changes which can be adjusted through
image processing techniques and thresholding of external light, but these could not be
implemented successfully. Alternatively, a video was recorded on a normal Samsung phone
camera (8 megapixel) and the data was processed oﬄine in the python code by the student
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after the entire video was recorded. This oﬄine technique is not suitable for a lab-on-a-chip
system and the alternative means at detecting colour changes was done using LEDs and a
photodiode. Simultaneously, the LED-photodiode based approach was also being looked at
for colour change detection with the pH patch.
Based on the concept of the device and the detection system discussed in Section 2.2.4,
the detection of the changes in colour of the pH patch as the titration progresses was done
by implementing a photodiode and LEDs in transmission mode where the light absorbing
sample is placed between the LEDs and the photodiode. Figure 2.4 shows the LEDs and
photodiode being controlled by the AFE4490 which is an analogue-front-end chip devised
by Texas instruments (TI) for pulse oximetry applications. Based on this chip, Dr. Robert
Learney [144] in our group developed the first working prototype and I have extended its
use to detecting colour changes in pH patches and enabling two detections simultaneously.
The entire device has 4 main units. The LEDs and photodiode selection was based
on the peak wavelengths of the pH patch as shown in Figure 4.15. This is discussed in
Section 6.3.1. The analogue output of the photodiode and controlling the LED currents
is administered by employing the AFE4490. The AFE4490 is a microcontroller which re-
quires a master chip like the ATmega328 on the Arduino UNO to communicate to it. This
way of detecting colour changes can be extended to two simultaneous detections over SPI
(Serial Peripheral Interface protocol) and the overall communication has been shown in the
schematic below.
The data acquired by the UNO over SPI is then saved and displayed for assessment.
There were multiple ways that were looked at including coding in Matlab which had certain
problems because of which the acquisition software was switched to Labchart which draws
analogue data from PowerLab (a commercially available and widely used data acquisition
unit (DAQ)).
To interface with the Powerlab, a digital-to-analogue converter (DAC) DAC8564 was
used. The communication between the Arduino UNO and the DAC8564 was also done
over SPI and is discussed in Section 6.3.6. To extend the device’s functionality and enable
comparative analysis of total titratable buffer concentration between a reference sample
with known buffer concentration and a sample with unknown buffer concentration, two
simultaneous colour change detections were required. This is shown in Figure 6.2.
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Figure 6.2: Schematic showing two AFE4490s, an Ardunio UNO and a DAC8564 controlling the
LEDs and the output from the photodiode
To enable two simultaneous detections, two AFE4490 chips were used, but both com-
municating to the same DAC (DAC8564) and master (Arduino UNO). The SPI communica-
tion protocol allows more than one slave device (AFE4490) to communicate with the master.
A comparative analysis works by running a titration and allowing either of the samples to
reach its titration end point. If the working sample reaches its end point first, the corre-
sponding pH of the reference sample is looked at and the associated HCO−3 concentration
can be calculated based on the curve shown in Figure 4.1. The consequent current required
to reach that particular titration end point is then correlated to the buffer concentration of
the sample based on its volume. This could be enabled using a look-up table that can be
adjusted based on the calibration of the device, i.e. potential versus pH patch colour and
pH of the solution.
This entire development process has been discussed in detail through Section 6.3.
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6.3 Design, Implementation and Results for the embed-
ded electronics
The design and implementation of the circuit design for the LED-photodiode based colori-
metric detection has been described in this section and has been separated into subsections
to describe the entire design evolution process.
The first point at which the design process began was to find the right LEDs and
photodiodes.
6.3.1 Selection of LED and photodiode
The selection of the LEDs was based on the wavelengths at which the pH patch showed
maximum absorbance in its basic and acidic forms. According to Figure 4.15, the wavelength
of maximum absorbance in the basic and acidic forms of the pH patch were 607 nm (red) and
420 nm (blue). LEDs at those precise wavelengths could not be found in a SMD form and
the closest ones that could be found were at 611 nm and 411 nm. The exact specifications
including part number and order numbers from Farnell have been given in Appendix C.1.
The reason for choosing the two wavelengths at maximum absorbance is to be able to
get a ratio-metric response of the transmission, i.e. 611 nm/411 nm such that as the trans-
mission due to one LED reduces, the other one increases with the ratio showing significant
change. Another option to choosing these wavelengths for colour detection was to choose
the wavelength of maximum absorbance, i.e. 607 nm and the wavelength of the isosbestic
point (495 nm). This has not been tested with but the change in output between pH 7.4 to
pH 5.2 would show a larger change when taking the ratio of 611 nm/411 nm. Transmission
at 495 nm can be incorporated for future development as a method of checking for any
deterioration in the absorbance characteristics of the pH patch before and during a test.
A photodiode from ‘Vishay Semiconductors’ was used. Its order details have been
given in Appendix C.1. The relative spectral sensitivity to wavelength plot as acquired
from the manufacturer shows that the photodiode’s sensitivity at both those wavelengths is
quite similar. The Figure 6.3 below shows this plot as taken from its datasheet.
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The blue and red lines on the plot show the position of the wavelengths of maximum
absorbance. This demonstrates that the sensitivity of the photodiode is identical for the
peak wavelengths for both LEDs.
Figure 6.3: Vishay Semiconductors photodiode response. Adapted from [145]
This describes the choice of LEDs and photodiodes used. In order to control the LEDs
and the photodiodes and receive data systematically, the AFE4490 analogue-front-end chip
was used and this has been described in the next section.
6.3.2 Characteristics of the AFE4490
The AFE4490 is a fully integrated Analog Front End chip designed by TI for pulse oximetry
based applications. The initial selection of this chip was based on an ongoing project within
the lab as mentioned earlier to develop a pulse oximeter to assess blood oxygen saturation
levels when working with transplant organs.
This section will discuss the characteristics of the AFE4490 and its implementation is
further described in Section 6.3.3.
The basic characteristics described in this section about the AFE4490 can be found on
the TI website [146]. The AFE4490 consists of a low noise analogue receiver channel with
a 22-bit analogue-to-digital converter (ADC), a section for LED control and to detect any
faults on the sensor and LEDs. A host microprocessor like the ATmega328 on the Arduino
Uno is used to communicate and control the AFE4490 using SPI. The entire AFE4490 is
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packaged in a compact 6 mm× 6 mm QFN (Quad-flat-no-leads) chip as shown in Figure
6.4.
Figure 6.4: Schematic of the AFE4490 from the top. Adapted from [146].
The AFE4490 is designed to assess oxygen saturation levels of haemoglobin by assess-
ing the transmittance of red and infrared light on a photodiode after the light has interacted
with the sample/blood. The photodiode is connected to the AFE at pins 1 and 2 or INN
for the anode and INP for the cathode. The LEDs are connected between pins 14 and 15
or TXN and TXP in an H bridge configuration to the AFE4490’s LED driver circuitry.
As described above and through Figure C.1 in Appendix C.2, the AFE4490 can control
and detect the transmittance of two different LEDs. This is ideal as the use of LEDs at the
two maximum absorbance wavelengths for the pH patch as described in recipe 16 in Section
4.5.4 and Section 6.3.1 can be enabled to study colour changes.
The key features of the AFE4490 are:
• Ability to control the LEDs’ current and frequency of flashing.
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• Ability to control the output of the photodiode through internal gain settings and
ambient light cancellation.
• Ability to communicate with the Arduino UNO over SPI
Each LED can be controlled individually through programmable current ranges by
setting the Transmitter Reference voltage (TXREF ) in the CONTROL2 register. The
pulse repetition period (PRP) is set at 16 ms which gives a pulse repetition frequency (PRF)
of 62.5 Hz. This is the slowest frequency at which the LEDs flash and has been used for the
device as more data is unnecessary. This is given in the AFE4490 datasheet and can also be
worked out from the clock frequency which is 4 MHz and the resolution of the 16 bit timing
registers which is 216 (63336/4000000 = 0.016). The CONTROL2 register is an important
register as it controls the LED transmitter voltage, the use of the external crystal oscillator
as well as the AFE, transmitter and receiver power modes.
Once the reference voltage is selected, the full scale controllable current range for the
two LEDs can be set in the LEDCNTRL register. The individual currents being supplied
to the LEDs can be kept different by changing the 8 bit inputs, i.e. D15-D8 for LED 1 and
D7-D0 for LED 2. The individual currents for the LEDs can be calculated by the equations
given below.
LED1[7 : 0]
256
× Full Scale Current (6.1)
LED2[7 : 0]
256
× Full Scale Current (6.2)
D11 selects the H-bridge operation which is essential when working with LEDs that
are placed in parallel to each other with the anode of one connected to the cathode of the
other to enable alternate flashing.
The signal from the photodiode connected to the AFE4490 is actually fed into a
differential current to voltage transimpedance amplifier (TIA) as shown in Figure C.1 in
Appendix C.2. The feedback resistor RF is programmable to a wide range. The capacitor
CF along with the RF forms a low-pass filter for input signal currents but is also responsible
for the gain for the input signal. The low-pass filter’s RC component should have sufficient
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bandwidth and this can be confirmed by the equation below.
RF × CF ≤ RX Sample T ime
10
(6.3)
TIA
Stage 2 
Gain
RF
CF
CF
RF
Photodiode
IDesired + IAMB RI
RI
Rg
Rg
ICancel
VDiff
Figure 6.5: Differential transimpedance amplifier schematic of the AFE4490. Adapted
from [146].
The output of the TIA contains the desired signal as well as some level of interference
due to the ambient light. Following the differential TIA, there is the second stage digital
to analog converter (DAC) which sources the ambient cancellation current and allows for a
programmable gain to enhance the desired signal only. This current DAC has a maximum
cancellation current range of 10 µA. This can be set in the TIA_AMB_GAIN register. The
receiver front end is shown in Figure 6.5.
Equation 6.4 shows the relationship between the ‘VDiff ’ and the gain settings for the
amplifiers. A single 22-Bit ADC is responsible for converting the sampled LED responses
and the ambient cancellation currents. Each conversion is 25% of the PRP and this duty
cycle is programmed in a particular sequence. This sequence is aided by the timer module
registers with start and end times in units of the 4 MHz clock cycle. This 4 MHz frequency
is achieved by attaching a 8 MHz external crystal oscillator and enabling its use in the
CONTROL2 register.
VDiff = 2× [Idesired × RF
RI
+ IAMB × RF
RI
− ICancel]×RG (6.4)
There are several simultaneous events taking place as the PRP (Pulse Repetition Period)
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starts. This is governed by the timing module. The first is the flashing of the LEDs and
sampling of the respective transmittance values and the second is the conversion of the
sampled values, averaging and ADC conversion. This is shown in Figure C.3 in Appendix
C.4. The full scale output of the TIA is ± 1 V and the full scale allowed input to the ADC
is ± 1.2 V. The conversion from the appropriate input voltage to a 22-bit ADC output code
has been specified by TI and shown in Table 6.1. The transmittance data due to LED1 and
LED2 as well as ambient LED measurements are converted into 22 bit digital codes in the
same way.
Differential input to ADC 22-Bit ADC Output Code
-1.2V 1000000000000000000000
(−1.2/221)V 1111111111111111111111
0 0000000000000000000000
(1.2/221)V 0000000000000000000001
1.2V 0111111111111111111111
Table 6.1: Mapping of ADC input and output sequences [146].
Once all the data sets have been converted, the ADC_RDY pin is set to HIGH
signalling the interrupt on the host processor that the data is ready to be transferred. The
timers for the start and end time for the PRF can be set using several registers whose details
have been given in the datasheet.
To ensure that these timings from the start of the PRP at t0 to the end at t29 are
appropriate to the use of an external 8 MHz clock and a PRF of 62.5 Hz, the timer values
must be adjusted properly in all the respective timer registers. The default timer values
for a PRF of 500 Hz have been shown in the AFE4490 datasheet on pg. 36. These show
the number of periods based on a 4 MHz clock and a PRF of 500 Hz when the sequence of
events shown above take place. This is explained in Section 6.3.7.
Once the ADC is complete, the 22 bits of data are shifted into individual registers
called LED1VAL for LED1 data, LED2VAL for LED2 data, AMBLED1VAL for ambient
LED1 data and AMBLED2VAL for ambient LED2 data in the Rx control module before
being read out to the host processor. The next section will discuss the implementation of
the AFE4490 on a PCB (printed circuit board).
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6.3.3 Implementation of the AFE4490
The design of the circuit was done in EagleCAD and it was fabricated by ‘Elecrow’ in China.
The first step in designing the PCB layout for the AFE4490 so that it can talk to the
Arduino over SPI was to develop a schematic. This is shown in Figure C.4 .
Following the schematic, the PCB routing is done and Gerber files are generated after
checking for faults based on the manufacturer’s capabilities. The schematic of the initial
design layout that was manufactured is shown in Figure C.4 in Appendix C.5 and the board
layout is shown in Figure 6.6.
Photodiode
Shielding
3V Analog
3V Digital8MHz Oscillator
5V AnalogLEDs
5V VCC Supply
GND
Figure 6.6: Board layout of the PCB for the AFE4490
All the resistors and capacitors chosen were of the ‘0402’ size which is 0.04 inches ×
0.02 inches or 1 mm × 0.5 mm. The list of all the electrical components used is given in
Appendix C.1. The final layout was manufactured on a 23 mm × 40 mm board.
As can be seen, Figure 6.6 shows 7 connections from the board. The first two from
the top are the VCC 5V supply and ground connections. The next is the DRDY pin which
is made HIGH by the AFE4490 whenever new data is ready to be communicated to the
master. This is connected to the external hardware interrupt of the master. The data is
read and written to the AFE4490 over SPI as discussed in Section 6.3.4.
The PCB for the LEDs discussed in Section 6.3.1 was also designed and manufactured.
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The design of this PCB was done to take into account that the two LEDs need to flash
alternatively because of connections made to an H-bridge driver configuration within the
AFE4490. An important characteristic of the LEDs is its maximum allowed driving current.
This current for the 411 nm LED is 30 mA and that for the 611 nm LED is 60 mA. Their
size and illumination is different and so the PCB design has to take that into account as
shown in Figure 6.7.
To solder the components onto the board, i.e. the LEDs on the LED board and the
other components on the AFE board, reflow soldering techniques were used. EDSYN’s
‘Lotpaste CR-44 SMD solder paste’ is applied on each of the pads and the components were
individually placed on them. A fast ramping oven is used for reflow soldering. The heating
profile for the solder is based on its composition. The solder used has a composition of
Sn62Pb36Ag2 and its optimum heat profile has been shown in Figure C.2 in Appendix C.3.
Figure 6.7 (A) shows the PCB layout on which the two LEDs are mounted. Figure 6.7
(B) shows the anti-parallel alignment of the LEDs after soldering to allow alternate flashing.
Figure 6.7: (A) Board design of the PCB for LED mounting. (B) LEDs soldered on the PCB
with an anode of one short circuited with the cathode of the other for alternate flashing sequence.
Once the AFE board is ready, the photodiode and LED boards are soldered to the
specific pads on the AFE board. Wires are soldered to the SPI, VCC and ground pins. To
make sure that the LEDs flash in the right sequence, the anode of the blue LED (411 nm)
is connected to TXP of the AFE and the anode of the red LED (611 nm) is connected to
TXN. This allows the blue LED to flash first through the H-bridge configuration.
Once the AFE4490 is successfully connected to the circuit as shown in Figure 6.8
and powered up, the potential across VCM (pin 4) should be about 0.9 V. This is used to
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shield the INN and INP pins from common mode noise as recommended by TI. Checking
the potential across the capacitor confirms if the chip is powered up or not.
A BLEDs
Photodiode
Figure 6.8: (A) Complete circuit showing SPI connections with LEDs and photodiodes
connected. (B) Magnified image of the components on the board.
The analogue side of the receiver is connected to a 3V low noise voltage regulator
through pins 33 and 39. The output pin capacitance of the regulator needs to be 2.2
µF [148]. The TIA is connected to a second stage amplifier and a low pass filter. The
gain on the second stage amplifier is set by adjusting the inputs to the ‘TIAGAIN ’ and
‘TIA_AMB_GAIN ’ registers for LED1 and LED2 respectively. The low pass filter reduces
the noise in the input signal and shapes the pulse by limiting the bandwidth [149].
The low pass filter in the AFE4490 is programmable through the D15 bit (‘FLTRC-
NRSEL’) which enables the selection between 500 Hz and 1 kHz with a bit rate between 50
µs - 4 ms depending on the number of samples used in sample averaging. The ‘CONTROL1’
register can program the number of samples being averaged based on the equation below.
NUMAV [7 : 0] + 1 =
[
0.25× PRP
50µs
]
− 1 (6.5)
For NUMAV[7:0] = 0, the output from the ADC to the Averager is simply 1 sample each
time which is then written to the output registers. The maximum that the NUMAV function
can average over is 16 samples. An input of higher than 16 is capped off at 16. According
to TI, the maximum PRF that can be used is 1250 Hz with an averaging of 4 samples. This
gives it a maximum frequency of 5 kHz. Using 16 averages at 62.5 Hz PRF is a frequency
of 1 kHz which is well in the limits of the AFE4490.
The transmit section of the AFE4490 controls the LED currents (8-bit resolution).
This can be controlled by manipulating the LEDCNTRL register of the AFE4490. The
LEDs when connected to the transmit LED driver supply pin (LED_DRV_SUP ) are
connected in the H-bridge configuration mentioned earlier. This is done by having the D11
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bit in the CONTROL2 register set to ‘0’. This LED_DRV_SUP pin needs a minimum
of 3.25 V as an input to allow the below condition to be met.
To meet the above criteria, this pin is connected to a 5 V supply. This 5 V supply
is also connected to the TX_CTRL_SUP pin. This potential at LED_DRV_SUP and
TX_CTRL_SUP must be between 3 V and 5.25 V as it needs to account for the forward
voltage drop across the LEDs and across switches in the AFE.
This completes the implementation of the AFE4490 such that it can communicate over
SPI with the Arduino UNO. The next section will discuss the connections to the Arduino
and show examples of the SPI protocol when the data is collected after programming the
AFE4490 and the ATmega328.
6.3.4 Using Ardunio UNO and communicating over SPI
The Arduino Uno and the Atmega328 are used to communicate with the AFE4490. The
Ardunio UNO is responsible for programming the AFE4490 to flash LEDs and receive data
from the photodiode through input registers. One of the main reasons for choosing the UNO
is that it offers the possibility of working with external devices like the AFE4490 over SPI
due to its 2 hardware interrupts placed on digital pins 2 and 3.
The other main advantage is that it can communicate with the computer over serial port
which is discussed in Section 6.3.5 and also with an external DAQ (Data Acquisition system)
like the PowerLab at high data transfer rates to avoid loss in data integrity.
The Arduino UNO can provide 5 V and 3.3 V supply. It has a 32 kB memory with
1 kB of EEPROM which is used to read, write and communicate with the AFE4490. This
is more than sufficient for the data being communicated here. As mentioned earlier, the
transmission of output data is a 22 bit output code by the ADC on the AFE4490. 22 bits is
about 4 bytes of data. The UNO has the capacity of working with 1024 bytes of data. The
SPI communication is done over pins 10 (slave select or chip select), 11 (MOSI - Master
Out Slave In), 12 (MISO - Master In Slave Out), and 13 (SCLK - Clock). The Arduino
software interfaces with the Uno and and other Arduino boards over USB through which it
can program the Atmel ATmega328 in embedded C language.
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SPI communication is a means of enabling the host processor to communicate with
the slave. This enables a synchronous data bus that shares a common clock signal. SPI uses
separate bus lines for data and clock signals and can enable the host to be programmed to
listen for data from the transmitter only on the rising or falling edges of the clock signal. In
this kind of communication, the maximum speed of data transfer is directly related to the
clock speed but can be reduced depending on the routine. A schematic for communication
over SPI between one master and multiple slaves, has been shown in Figure 6.9 below.
Figure 6.10 below shows SPI communication as seen on a digital oscilloscope.
The Figure 6.10 below shows that as the interrupt is flagged HIGH by the AFE4490
through the ADC_RDY pin, the Arduino UNO initiates its read sequence. The UNO first
makes SS LOW to listen for data. The two spikes for one interrupt signal is the reading of
the blue LED data and red LED data transmission.
SCLK
MOSI
MISO
SS1
Master
Arduino
Slave1
AFE4490
Slave2
AFE4490
SS2
Figure 6.9: Communicating over SPI with one or more slave units
Interrupt 1
Interrupt 2
CS or SS 1
CS or SS 2
Data output on MISO
Blue
Red
Figure 6.10: SPI communication showing series of signals
When extending to more than one AFE4490, the same principle applies except that
the data is transferred to the UNO through a common MISO line. To be able to read and
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display the data for assessment, Matlab was the first software that was used to interface
between the UNO and the computer. This has been discussed in the next section.
6.3.5 Matlab for data acquisition
To allow communication of data from the Arduino UNO to the computer, Matlab was used.
The Arduino programming environment established the SPI protocol with the UNO whilst
writing data to the serial port of the computer. Matlab scripts were written to read the
data at the serial ports, display it and save the file upon termination of the test.
At first the PCB with the AFE was connected to the Arduino UNO based on the
schematic drawn up in Figure 6.9 and 6.11. The Arduino UNO was connected to the
computer over USB through which it was sending data to the serial port.
Figure 6.11: SPI communication Between Arduino Uno and AFE4490 and serial communication
between UNO and computer
The code for the main program written in C for the Arduino is shown in Appendix
C.9. The details of the parameter inputs for the variables will be discussed in Section 6.3.7.
The header and the .cpp files are attached in Appendix C.11 and C.12 respectively. The
‘handshaking’ part of the code initiates the serial communication between Arduino and
Matlab at a baud rate of 14400 (bits per second) which is quite sufficient.
The buffer length of the serial is adjusted to be able to show 1002 data points in a
particular window whilst viewing data live which is about 15 seconds of data. Increasing
the buffer length causes data handling to slow down and the program to crash.
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This was an efficient way of data acquisition but there were problems with delays in
data acquisition and aliasing. Also, because the test never ran for more than 10-12 seconds,
it was difficult to do any debugging. To counter this, multi channel digital to analogue
converters were looked at as an alternative. This is discussed in the next two sections.
6.3.6 Interfacing Arduino with Powerlab using DAC8564
To interface the Arduino and the AFE4490 with the computer to allow lossless continuous
data transmission, a DAC8564 (digital to analogue converter) was used. The DAC8564 is a
4 channel 16 bit chip from TI that can output a maximum of 16 bits as opposed to the 22
bits data that is stored in the LED1VAL and LED2VAL registers of the AFE4490.
A PowerLab DAQ was used to collect data from the DAC8564’s individual channels
onto a software called Labchart. The reason for using the DAC8564 as opposed to DAC8568
was that the DAC8564 could run from the 5 V VCC regulated supply on the Arduino UNO
itself and did not require a 5.5 V supply as the DAC8568 does [150]. Another major
advancement to the design of the electronics was to enable 2 simultaneous colour change
detections through 2 different AFE4490 chips. The schematic in Figure 6.12 shows the data
flow from the photodiodes to the computer over SPI.
Figure 6.12: Data flow from photodiode through the AFE and Arduino to the DAC and the
PowerLab
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When working in a non-synchronous mode, pins 13-16 are grounded to analogue
ground. DIN - pin 11 is connected to the MOSI pin on the Arduino UNO through which
data is fed into the DAC8564 from the Arduino. The SCLK is common between all the
slaves including the 2 AFE4490s, the DAC8564 and the Arduino. The pin layout for the
DAC8564 is given in its datasheet [151].
Pin 12 (IOVDD) is connected to an appropriate digital voltage supply. This is the
digital input-output supply which determines the thresholds at which digital 1s and 0s are
appropriated from their analogue signals. According to the datasheet, there are two modes
of operation. IOVDD can be given a supply of 5 V or a supply of 3.3 V. With a 3.3V supply,
digital HIGH is approximated to 0.95×IOVDD and digital LOW to 0.1×IOVDD [151].
Pins 5 and 6 are connected to ground whereas pins 3 and 4 are connected to VCC
5 V supply and grounded by connecting a 10 µF and 0.1 µF capacitor to ground to avoid
high frequency and low frequency noise from the regulated 5 V supply. VREFH/VREFOUT
is connected to the 5 V supply to enable an external reference for the DAC8564 of 5 V and
therefore a maximum 5 V output for each channel which corresponds to a data of 0xFFFFh.
The final schematic of the two AFE4490s in communication with the DAC8564 and
the Arduino UNO is shown in Figure C.6 in Appendix C.7. The AFE4490 chips are both
connected in exactly the same way as described in Figure C.4. The only difference is that,
the 5 V supply is taken directly from the Arduino UNO. Also, the digital 3.3 V supply
is taken directly from the Arduino UNO to power up the AFE4490 and the DAC8564.
Interrupt pin 2 and CS pin 10 on the UNO are connected to one AFE and interrupt pin 3
and CS pin 9 are connected to the other AFE.
The design of the PCB in Figure 6.13 is a 4 layer board. The top layer is the one that
has all the components and tracks. This is shown in maroon lines in Figure 6.13. The next
is the ground layer GND. This is split up into analogue ground and digital ground to avoid
noise from one to pass onto the other. These are shown in a red line and a dotted yellow
line respectively in Figure 6.13. These layers are better expressed in Figure 6.14.
The VCC plane is the third layer and this is separated from the components on the
‘top’ layer by the GND layer. The VCC layer is also divided into 2 parts. The entire plane
is kept at 5 V analogue supplied from the Arduino UNO itself. A 3.3 V voltage regulator
with a 500 mA current characteristic was used to create a 3.3 V analogue plane to power
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the AFE4490’s analogue supply pins - RX_ANA_SUP .
Analogue ground
5V analogue polygon Digital ground
3.3V analogue polygon
UFL 
connectors
Figure 6.13: The PCB layout that incorporates the DAC8564 along with 2 AFE4490 chips.
Top layer – tracks and placement of components
Ground – Digital and Analogue
Power layer – 5V analogue & 3.3V Analogue
3.3V digital & SPI communication layer
Figure 6.14: Description of each layer in a 4 layer PCB design
The digital 3.3 V from the UNO supplies power to the IOVDD of the DAC8564, and
the RX_DIG_SUP of the AFE4490 but is routed through the bottom layer where the
digital SPI communication is routed through. The 3.3 V digital powers the ADC within the
AFE4490. The 3 V analogue powers the receiver circuitry including the op-amps. The 5 V
analogue powers the LED_DRV_SUP and the TX_CTRL_SUP . The bottom layer is
the SPI layer which connects the AFE4490s to the DAC8564 and the Arduino UNO.
The final board which as shown in Figure 6.13 was designed to fit as a shield on top of
the Arduino UNO. After connecting all the components with reflow solder, the figure below
shows the final circuit. The code for data acquisition is discussed in the next section.
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BATTERY CONNECTIONS
AFEs
DAC8564
UFL CONNECTORS
RC FILTERS
Figure 6.15: Circuit showing the LEDs lit up when powered by a battery
6.3.7 Developing the code for data acquisition
The Arduino programming environment enables coding and manipulation of the hardware
registers using the ‘C’ programming language. There are standard libraries that are essential
to programming but most of it comes directly from the Arduino website when the software
is downloaded.
The main aspects of the software are to write to registers that control various attributes
of the AFE4490 and to read data from registers when it is ready. The version of the code
used to acquire the calibration is in Appendix C.15. There are essentially five files.
• The first one is the Arduino main file that contains the executable code that is loaded
onto the UNO.
• ‘AFE4490.h’ and ‘DAC8564.h’ are header files which instruct the Arduino about the
addresses of specific registers within each chip and declares classes (set of functions)
like ‘AFE4490’ and ‘DAC8564’.
• ‘AFE4490.cpp’ and ‘DAC8564.cpp’ loads up the specific header files like ‘AFE4490.h’
and ‘DAC8564.h’ and programs separate functions within those pre-defined classes.
The first section here will detail the development of the header file for the AFE4490
and the DAC8564 as this is where all the register addresses are defined along with the class
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and function prototypes. The detailed header files for the AFE and the DAC are shown in
Appendix C.11 and C.13 respectively.
The initial section in each header file defines the addresses for the important registers
in each semiconductor device and have been taken from the datasheets for the AFE4490
[146] and the DAC8564 [151] and configures the PRP values within the AFE registers to
#define _62Hz 64000 or 62.5 Hz. This essentially means that from a 4 MHz clock signal,
if a 62.5 Hz PRF is required then the number of essential transitions of the clock that make
up a PRF of 62.5 Hz is 64000 (4 × 106 × 16 × 10−3). The next section is the definition of
the various functions. A class of functions are defined for the AFE4490 as ‘AFE4490’ and
for the DAC8564 as ‘DAC8564’. The ‘.cpp’ files are where all the defined functions in the
class are programmed. The ‘.cpp’ files for AFE4490 and DAC8564 are shown in Appendix
C.12 and C.14 respectively.
The first function in the ‘.cpp’ file is an initialisation function within the class AFE4490.
The next function is the ‘boolean AFE4490::setTimers(uint16_t PRPcount)’. The first two
lines of the function set the reading and writing order of bits which states that the MSB will
be read or written first by the ‘SPI.setBitOrder’ function. The ‘SPI.setDataMode’ function
sets the mode to SPI_MODE0. This mode means that the data is transferred overMISO
on the rising edge of every clock signal SCLK [153].
The function writeData has two inputs, the 8 bit destination register where bits need
to be written and maximum of 24 bits of data that is written to it. The SPI.transfer
function writes the data into the registers, 8 bits at a time.
The final function is the read function. It is set to a ‘uint16_t’ which is an unsigned
integer type of 16 bit as an output with an input of the address of the register that is supposed
to be read. This register is usually the ‘LED1VAL’ or ‘LED2VAL’ for the AFE4490 which is
where the data is saved in the AFE4490 after ADC conversion. The code declares an array
of type, ‘uint8_t rxBuffer[5]’ which is an unsigned integer 8 bit array with 5 elements.
Here the important point is that, the TIA can give positive and negative voltages. The
code for read checks if there is a leading 1’ in the MSB, i.e. D21 is ‘1’ which is characteristic
of negative values. If it does confirm it, then the read function returns a ‘0’. If not, the
remaining commands place bits D20 to D5 to the main program (Appendix C.12).
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This concludes the description of the code written to communicate with the AFE4490,
DAC8564 and the Arduino UNO. The next section describes the main program and the
calibration achieved from it when tested with pH patches at different pH values.
6.3.8 Voltage to pH patch colour detection and calibration
To produce a calibration plot for the output from the electronics versus the colour of the pH
patch, the main program that encompasses all the above functions is written to optimise
the LED currents and gains on the photodiode. The way the data is handled has already
been discussed through the functions in the above sections.
To enable a calibration, a 1 L buffer solution (38.5 mM solution of NaHCO3 + 5 mM
KCl) is prepared and titrated with 0.1 M HCl to give solutions at pH values from 7.4 to 5.1
in intervals of 0.1 pH. At each interval, 20 mL solution was removed. NaHCO3 was used
to emulate the bicarbonate buffer in the body as opposed to PBS. pH indicator patches
were prepared according to recipe 16 in Section 4.5.4. Individual patches were placed in
cuvettes with the buffer solution at different pH values. This was then placed in a PET
based cuvette holder with walls lined with black tape to avoid internal light reflection. This
setup has been shown in Figure 6.16 below.
Cuvette holder
Black box with lid
Arduino with 
AFE shield
Photodiode
Red and Blue LEDs
Walls of 
cuvette holder
Photodiode
LEDs
Cuvette pH patch
Figure 6.16: Setup for calibration of voltage versus pH
The LEDs and photodiode are connected to the AFE4490 and DAC circuit shown in
Figure 6.15 that sits as a shield on the Arduino UNO. The DAC is connected to a PowerLab
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and a computer through UFL-SMA-BNC cables which displays the data. This is where the
data from the 2 AFEs is stored.
The main code as shown in Appendix C.15 declares and initialises four 16 bit unsigned
integer type variables called ‘LED1value’, ‘LED2value’, ‘LED3value’ and ‘LED4value’. This
is where the data from the 2 AFEs is saved on the Arduino. ‘AFE1’ and ‘AFE2’ classes
of type ‘AFE4490’ are declared for the two detections. Only one class of type ‘DAC8564’
called ‘DAC’ is declared. ‘pinMode’ is a function used from the SPI library that declares
pins 10, 9 and 8 as ‘OUTPUT’. These are the CS pins for AFE1, AFE2 and the DAC8564
respectively.
AFE1 and AFE2 are initialised with their CS pins. An input of 0x020100 is given
to the CONTROL2 register. This sets the transmitter reference voltage (TX_REF ) at
0.5 V. It also enables the slow diagnostic mode which is at 16 msec. D10 which is the
DIGOUT_TRISTATE mode is set to 0. This bit is only ever useful when cascading more
than one AFE or similar slaves with the Arduino. The rest of the pins are set to 0 to power
up the receiver and the transmitter modules of the AFE.
The LEDCNTRL register is responsible for the currents given to the LEDs. This was
set at 0x0106CF. Based on the TX_REF of 0.5 V, the maximum current range that was
used was 50 mA. The bits D15-D8 and D7-D0 give the absolute values of the currents given
to each LED separately. This is worked out through Equations 6.1 and 6.2. The currents
are approximately 1.17 mA for LED1 - blue (411 nm) and 40.42 mA LED2 - red (611 nm).
The currents are set such that the response due to 100% transmittance on the photodiode
is close to 5 V whilst keeping the gains for both LEDs the same on the TIA.
The TIAGAIN and TIA_AMB_GAIN registers were used to set the gain on the TIA
for LED1 and LED2 respectively. The TIAGAIN register is given an input of 0x00C000.
Turning D15 and D14 to 1 enables separate gain for both LEDs on the photodiode and
enables the stage 2 amplifier. The rest of the bits are set to 0. This means that even though
the stage 2 amplifier is enabled, the gain on it is a linear 1 and the gain on the TIA is set
to 500 kΩ with a 5 pF capacitance which is the default setting. These values fall in the
range of allowed values as per equation 6.3 (Rx Sample time - 50 µs). The settings on the
amplifiers for LED2 were kept similar to avoid discrepancy in data. The next command
loads the timing register with default values as per the required PRF. The CONTROL1
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register is the last in the setup routine and controls the use of the timer module and sets
NUMAV to 1E which is 30 averages.
Next is the loop that controls the reading protocol and transfers data between the Ar-
duino and the 3 slave units. AFE2 is first disabled by sending the DIGOUT_TRISTATE
bit in the CONTROL2 register of the AFE2 to HIGH. Simultaneously, the same bit is sent
to LOW for AFE1 to enable SPI transfer. Data from registers LED1VAL and LED2VAL
of AFE1 are read into variables on the Arduino and then written to the DAC on channels
‘A’ and ‘B’. The same is repeated for AFE2 and data is written to channels ‘C’ and ‘D’.
Using the normal SPI protocol of interrupts was causing alot of aliasing between signals.
Using the DIGOUT_TRISTATE as an alternative to interrupts enabled communication
with the AFEs seamlessly.
The output voltage of the DAC8564 upon complete transmission was looked at on
channels A, B, C and D through pins 1, 2, 7 and 8 respectively. Initial data was very noisy
as shown in Figure 6.17 below, with a peak-peak amplitude of 100-120 mV. A power spectral
density plot of the unfiltered signal showed noise at 62.5 Hz and its harmonics with power
dropping at higher frequencies.
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Figure 6.17: Unfiltered data presented in magenta
To counter this, a 2 pole RC low pass filter was designed and implemented on each
output of the DAC8564 with a corner frequency of 20 Hz. 2 resistors of 82 Ω and capacitors
of 100 µF were used to create this second order low pass filter to ensure that the frequency
response after the cut-off frequency rolled off at -40 dB/decade. This can be seen highlighted
in a blue rectangle in Figure C.7 in Appendix C.8. Figure 6.18 shows the filtered data. The
noise as can be seen, dramatically reduces with a peak-peak amplitude of approximately
8-10 mV. The SNR as calculated in Matlab for the unfiltered signal was about 0.4919 and
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that for the filtered signal was 6.6131.
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Figure 6.18: Low-pass filtered data in green
To test the designed electronics in distinguishing colour changes on pH patches, solu-
tions were made from pH 7.4 to 5.1 in intervals of 0.1 pH units according to steps mentioned
in Section 4.3.1. The 3 plots below are the transmittance data for the 411 nm and 611 nm
LEDs and the ratio of 611 to 411 which evidently shows that there is a sharp change at pH
5.2. The individual colours for all the patches at different pH values have also been shown.
Figure 6.19: Transmittance due to 411 nm LED on photodiode changes as the colour of the pH
changes with the pH of the bicarbonate solution
Figure 6.20: Transmittance due to 611 nm LED on photodiode changes as the colour of the pH
changes with the pH of the bicarbonate solution
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Figure 6.21: Ratio of the transmittance of
611nm
411nm
showing an abrupt change at a pH of 5.2
The change from pH 7.4 to pH 5.2 shows a change in the ratio of transmittance (611
nm/411 nm) from 0.2 to 3. An absolute determinable resolution is at least 0.3 pH units which
is a drawback of using pH indicators. This ability is sufficient to detect the titration end
point of a sample. Consequently, the above system presents a rather sophisticated portable
device that can predict pH of a patch during a titration. More experimental evidence is
required to ensure that the colour can be detected during an ongoing titration. As mentioned
above, the intermediate pH values can help determine the residual buffer capacity of the
sample. This has been shown through a hypothetical situation below.
A titration of a reference sample and a working sample is initiated at the same time.
Both are initially at pH 7.4 but the reference sample has 38.5 mM β, i.e. approximately
77 mM of buffer concentration in the 2 pH unit range. And the working sample is at 25
mM β, i.e. approximately 50 mM of buffer concentration in the 2 pH unit range. Upon
realising the point where the end of titration has been reached on the working sample during
a titration; i.e. when a pH of 5.2 is reached, the titration is terminated. The total charge
given to the sample is calculated based on the current given for titration. This when equated
to the volume of the sample titrated correlates to the total titratable buffer concentration.
Simultaneously, the reference sample which has not reached its end point settles at an
intermediate pH value. This pH value can be determined through the calibration look-up
table. Based on Equation 4.4, the residual HCO−3 concentration from the reference sample
and exhausted HCO−3 concentration from the working sample can be worked out. Here the
reference can work as a quality check for the test by cross-referencing the data and making
sure the test is running under calibrated conditions.
To be able to conduct experiments on samples designed in Section 5.3.1, a box was de-
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signed to house the electronics and the housing for the LEDs and the photodiodes discussed
in section 5.3.2. This is shown in the figure below.
Figure 6.22(A) below shows the LEDs and the photodiodes connected to the hous-
ing which is sealed to the inner part of the box. Figure 6.22(D) highlights the external
SMA-BNC connectors to the PowerLab and the switch for the battery. The design and
functionality of the box ensures that the experiments for titrations can be carried out with
little external interference.
A B
C
D
Reference Working
Switch
Figure 6.22: (A) Front part of box with the LED and photodiode housing attached to the inner
side of the box. (B) Top view of the box. (C) Front view of the box showing LEDs lit up and
highlighting the reference and working sample inlets. (D) Side view showing switch to turn the
detection on and the BNC cable connectors at the bac of the box
The next section describes the design of a circuit to ensure a constant current of 1 µA
is delivered to both the sets of electrodes for titration. This design ensures that the lab-on-
chip system is self dependent from the point of view of inducing a titration and detecting
its end point.
6.3.9 Electronics design for constant current source
To develop a way of giving a constant current of approximately 1 µA to the electrodes to
conduct the titration, the use of a high precision 3 V voltage reference was made. In addition
to it, an op-amp was used with very low input bias current and low input capacitance. The
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entire circuit is powered by a 5 V supply from the Arduino Uno. A schematic drawing of
the circuit diagram has been shown in Figure 6.23 below.
The green connectors in Figure 6.23 are connected to the 2 sets of electrodes in series
such that the total current flowing through both titrations is always the same. The red
connectors are test connectors that can be connected to a constant current measurement
system like the Keithley 6485 Picoammeter that has a resolution of 10 fA. This has been
used to check if the system does give a current of 1 µA. The two red connectors can simply
be connected to each other when an ammeter is not required.
Figure 6.23: Drawing showing how a constant current source is maintained
Figure 6.24: Schematic board layout for the constant current source
The schematic for the circuit design has been shown in Figure C.5 in Appendix C.6.
The board layout has been shown below in Figure 6.24. It was also observed that when the
impedance of the load drops below 500 Ωs, the current from the op-amp increases to around
2-3 µA. To make sure this does not happen, a 5 kΩ resistor was placed on the output of the
op-amp. To test the circuit, two sets of electrodes were connected to the circuit and placed
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in PBS for a titration. The picoammeter was connected in series with the electrodes and
setup as shown below in Figure 6.25.
Once the circuit was connected as shown in Figure 6.25, a picoammeter reading was
taken to identify any offset. A 2 nA offset was observed which meant that the net current
through the circuit would be the read out current from the picomameter with an added 2
nA when the current source circuit is switched on.
5V power
GND
Anode for 
electrode 1
Cathode for 
electrode 1
Electrode 2
Connections to 
Picoammeter
Connection to 
ground through 
3MΩ resistance
Figure 6.25: Experiment setup testing the constant current flowing through 2 sets of platinum
electrodes immersed in PBS
A test for the circuit revealed a constant current of 994.3 nA ± 10 nA for 10 minutes
when powered from a computer USB. This value when adjusted for the offset results in a net
current flowing through the 2 sets of electrodes at 996.3 nA ± 10 nA. Fluctuations in the
readings were seen in the picoamp range which are unlikely to affect the titration process
of the modified electrodes, thus making the accuracy adequate for the application.
The initial idea for the current source design was taken from a video on YouTube [154]
but it was then further optimised after discussions with the electronics technician - Paschal
Egan. This concludes the development of the electronics for this chapter which has discussed
the evolution of the electronics to measure colour changes on pH patches continuously as
well as produce a device where samples can be placed and tested for total titratable buffer
concentration through a coulometric titration.
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6.4 Discussion and Conclusion - The Electronics
The goal of this chapter was to demonstrate that pH changes and end point detections
can be done in a controlled continuous way using LEDs and photodiodes to emulate the
functioning of a spectrophotometer.
The initial ideas that were looked at for testing for colour changes include using a
Raspberry Pi board and camera that constantly looks at colour changes and tests for RGB
values. The problem with this idea was that the computational power required was slowing
the detection process. Also, light conditions affected the response of the camera and the
algorithm, which meant that standardisation and calibration was difficult to establish. The
focal length that was required in order to observe both titrations was larger than 5 cms and a
uniform source of light was also a requirement to make sure ambient light does not interfere
with the readings. Simultaneously, the use of the AFE4490 with LEDs and photodiodes
was looked at and it was found that this approach presented dependable results and values
that could be correlated to the absorbance values achieved in Section 4.3.
The analogue-front-end chip AFE4490 presented a sophisticated way of handing and
controlling LEDs and photodiodes as well as the data stream produced through the in-
teraction between them. The Arduino UNO was used to control the AFE4490 over SPI.
Communicating between the computer and the UNO for data collected by the AFE was
looked at initially using Matlab over serial communication. To overcome the shortfalls of
the delayed ‘handshake’ as well as the memory issues, a DAC8564 was used to split the
colour transmission data due to each LED (411 nm and 611 nm) into separate streams of
data that could be saved and analysed separately on a computer through a PowerLab DAQ.
To enable communication between more than 1 AFE and the UNO, hardware in-
terrupts did not present a reliable solution. Instead, the DIGOUT_TRISTATE bit in
the CONTROL2 register was the most appropriate way of reading from each AFE sepa-
rately. A point for future work could be to place the ATmega328 directly on the board for
the AFE4490 to eliminate use of the Arduino entirely. The DAC8564 and the PowerLab
systems were used to develop the hardware and understand how SPI functions when com-
municating between 2 AFEs. Ongoing development on this project has already resulted in
communicating between the Arduino and the computer over serial connection without using
the PowerLab so as to make the device more portable. ‘Python’ has been used to develop a
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way that can give running plots when connected to a computer. Alternatively, a RGB based
LCD screen has also been used to present live data such that the individual outputs of each
AFE can be displayed along with the ratio for each one. The electronics can be designed to
terminate the titration when either one of the AFEs show a ratio that crosses a value of ‘2’.
Developing a constant current source was crucial for this device to be used as a lab-
on-chip. The constant current source was able to produce a reliable constant current of
0.994 µA to 1.008 µA as tested for about 10 minutes.
In conclusion, this chapter presents a novel way of detecting colour changes on pH
patches. In addition, the implementation of the electronic components and the software can
be extended to any system that can show changes due to light transmission. Combining
this system with wireless technology like Bluetooth or Zigbee communication protocols
can enable continuous detection in places where constant intervention is not possible like
drinking water quality checks using pH patches or in accident sites. This has already been
implemented with communication over serial. The plotting algorithm has been changed
from Matlab to Python which has resulted in a robust user interface for analysis without
the need for a ‘PowerLab’. This was implemented in September 2015 as part of a student
project that I supervised but there wasn’t enough time to write a detailed section about it.
The next chapter looks at how the electrolytic titrator and the pH indicator can help
produce a titration and detect a colour change and whether that can be extended to an
estimation of buffer capacity or not.
Chapter 7
Electronic estimation of buffer capacity
of physiologically alike samples
7.1 The Goal
The goal of this chapter is to look at the assembly of all the separate components developed
through this thesis: modified electrodes, the pH indicator on acetate sheets and the 3D
printed microfluidics assembled into one device. This device needs to be tested with the
developed electronics to see if a titration can result in a colour change on the pH patch
which can be detected by the naked eye and by the designed electronics.
This chapter will provide a proof-of-concept that the modified electrodes can induce
a titration which can help predict the buffer concentration in a sample.
The preliminary results presented here do show that a titration using the modified
electrodes is possible but further development is required and the engineering problems in
order to optimise the system further are identifiable. Data presented here shows that nano-
litre samples can be titrated and titration end points can be detected colorimetrically and
electronically on a lab-on-chip kind of device.
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7.2 Proof of concept through visual colour change detec-
tion
To experimentally ascertain if the modified electrodes can titrate a small microlitre sample,
a comparative experiment was devised. Two modified sets of electrodes were designed and
modified as shown in Chapter 3. The anode and the cathode were each 2 mm in diameter
with a 4 mm distance between their centres. The Nafion® coating used here was 2 µL and
the Ru(NH3)3+6 ions were made to absorb into the Nafion® film as described in Section
3.4. This increased the overall titration capacity of the electrodes to over 2000 seconds at a
constant current of 1 µA.
A pH indicator patch was designed and screen printed on PET as described in Chapter
4 and cut up into discs of 6 mm in diameter. 3D printed structures with an overall central
reservoir diameter of 10 mm and internal reservoir height of 32 µm were used. After placing
the pH patch into the 3D printed structure and attaching the electrodes to it, the closed
volume was approximately 1 µL. This is shown in the Figure 7.1 below.
A B 
6 mm 
inlet outlet 
Figure 7.1: 3D printed reservoirs. (A) Bottom view showing dimensions. (B) Top view
showing inlet that can be connected to a tubing.
pH patches were placed in the central reservoir and sealed with electrodes from the
bottom. This was done using PDMS as a bonding agent. The entire construct was held
under pressure by fold back clips as shown in Figure 7.2. Two solutions of PBS at pH 7.4,
one with 5 mM buffer concentration and the other with 40 mM buffer concentration were
prepared. The 5 mM solution was infused into one of the devices using a syringe and tubing.
The same was done on the second device but using the 40 mM solution. Both pH patches
showed a blue colour. This has been shown in Figure 7.2 below.
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Anodes
Cathodes
5 mM 40 mM
Connections to current source 1 Connections to current source 2
Figure 7.2: Experiment setup showing the colour of the two reservoirs at pH 7.4 before titration
These devices were connected to a Keithley constant current source as described in
Chapters 3 and 6 and a titration was conducted by giving a constant current of 1 µA. A
video was taken of the titration on a Samsung phone and the evolution of colour change has
been shown below
0 minutes 2 minutes
5 minutes 10 minutes
14 minutes
Colour change
Figure 7.3: Experiment setup showing the colour of the two reservoirs at pH 7.4 during and
after titration
The figures above show that as the time increases and the current titrates the sample
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with the least buffering concentration, the pH around the anode changes and turns the pH
patch yellow from its initial blue/green colour. This titration stopped showing any colour
change response beyond 25 minutes and this was possibly because the Ru(NH3)3+6 ions had
all been reduced and the titration was now reducing water.
To ascertain if the colour change seen above was because of the modified electrode, a
control experiment was done where the electrodes used were not modified and this experi-
ment showed no colour change over a titration period of 30 minutes.
This experiment demonstrates that the modified electrode titration does produce a
pH change that is visible as the colour of the patch changes to yellow but also that the
sample volume needs to be much smaller. To address this issue, the devices in Chapter
5 were designed to reduce diffusional distance and titratable volume such that the testing
time could be brought within the capacity of the modified electrodes to titrate the sample
volume. This meant that the design of the electrodes also had to be changed which is why
the area and the distance between the anode and the cathode was also reduced. These
devices are the ones described in Chapter 3 and have been shown in the next section.
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7.3 Final experiments for titration
To reduce the volume and diffusional distance for the samples, the devices designed and built
as per steps shown in Chapter 5 were developed with modified electrodes and pH patches.
To place and hold the pH patch in its recessed location, TPE was used after partially curing
it.
The normal curing steps for TPE (curing at 65◦ C for 4 hours) could not be followed
and so the samples were kept at room temperature for curing: two days for curing the pH
patches to the 3D printed device and at least 2 more days for the electrodes to the 3D
printed device. Placing the samples in the refrigerator after applying TPE for curing did
not work as TPE did not set at all and the electrodes did not form a bond with the 3D
printed device.
The devices that did work have been shown in Figure 7.4 below.
A B
Inlet
outlet
Figure 7.4: Devices showing complete seal with inlets and outlets (A) Top view. (B) Bottom
view showing inlet and outlet.
A sodium bicarbonate solution at pH 7.4 and buffer concentration of 38 mM was
added to the device. The pH patch colour showed a hint of green which was not as dark as
seen in Figure 6.21. Unfortunately, the expected colour change was not observed as shown
in Figure 7.2. A titration was initiated in the same way as shown in Section 7.2. Through a
30 minute titration, the Keithley current source showed continuity which meant that there
was a path for the electrons to travel from the cathode to the anode, through the HCO−3
solution. At the end of the titration, no colour change was observed. This experiment was
repeated and it showed similar results.
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To figure out the problem, two more devices that were already built as shown in Figure
7.4, were infused with HCO−3 solution at pH 7.4 and these were kept overnight to incubate.
The next day, the electrodes were removed from the device to see the pH patch colour.
Following this, the pH patches were exposed to HCO−3 solution at pH 5.4. These colours
have been shown in the figure below.
A
B
C
Figure 7.5: Colour change (A) pH 7.4 (B) pH 5.4 (C) pH 8
The figure above shows that the pH patch that was initially at 7.4 showed a light
green colour which did not change when exposed to pH 5.4. A similar pH patch was kept at
pH 8 which showed a dark green colour but did not change colour when exposed to pH 5.4.
This result showed that the pH patches were still responsive to colour changes but ambient
air exposure had made them less sensitive to pH and possibly shifted the pKa.
In addition to this, another problem was observed with the 3D printed devices and the
bond it made with the electrodes. It was observed that in most cases, the HCO−3 solution
when infused, leaked out of the central reservoir and made contact with the anode and the
unmodified area of the cathode which consequently meant that the titration was not taking
place at all as the water was getting electrolysed at both electrodes.
To absolutely ascertain that the microfluidics needs to be re-engineered and to show
that the electrodes can titrate the sample and produce a unidirectional colour change, an
experiment with universal pH indicator was devised, similar to the experiment shown in Sec-
tion 3.4.1. Whatman filter paper was soaked in universal pH indicator and dried overnight.
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Two sets of microfabricated electrodes were prepared as shown in Section 3.4.2. Both
were checked for their electroactive characteristics through cyclic voltammetry in 0.4 M
Ru(NH3)6Cl3. The cathode of one set was coated with 2 µL Nafion® and incubated in 0.4
M Ru(NH3)6Cl3 for 3 days. A final CV was also done in 0.4 M Ru(NH3)6Cl3 to equilibrate
all the −SO−3 sites before a CV in sodium bicarbonate buffer solution (2 mM NaHCO3 +
0.1 M NaCl + 5 mM KCl) at pH 7.4 was done to ascertain the current for titration. The
other set of platinum electrodes were left unmodified.
Strips of universal pH indicator were cut in 1 mm × 3 mm and placed between the
anode and the cathode. Approximately 2 µL of the above mentioned NaHCO3 buffer
solution was poured on the paper. It was made sure that the buffer solution was over the
anode and the cathode. A 1 µA titration was done on the plain electrodes and a video of
the titration was recorded. The figure below shows the important snapshots from the video
as results.
0 minutes 5 minutes
10 minutes 15 minutes
Cathode Anode
Red change 
on anode
Purple 
change on 
anode
A B
C D
Figure 7.6: Plain electrodes colour change (A) Yellow colour at pH 7.4. (B) 5 minutes - red
colour on anode and purple on cathode. (C) 10 minutes - colour change spreads as pH changes.
(D) Colour change has taken place at both electrodes
It is quite evident from the figure above that the anode is producing H+ ions and
decreasing the pH. A decrease in pH shows a red colour. The cathode shows a purple colour
when the pH increases due to the production of OH− ions. In the above experiment, white
light was given to the electrodes from under. The same experiment was conducted on the
modified electrodes. For this experiment, the light was given to the electrodes from above
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as over exposure made it difficult for the camera to see colour changes. This has been shown
in the figure below.
0 minutes 5 minutes
10 minutes
15 minutes
Nafion coated cathode
Anode
Red change 
on anode
No
Purple 
change on 
cathode
18 minutes
Red change 
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DE
Figure 7.7: Modified electrodes colour change (A) Yellow colour at pH 7.4. (B) 5 minutes - No
distinct colour change (C) 10 minutes - Red colour seen on anode. (D) 15 minutes - Red colour
spreads on the pH patch. No colour change near the cathode. (E) 18 minutes - No colour change
near the cathode. The red colour has covered half of the pH patch.
The figure above shows clearly that the cathode is covered with Nafion® because of
the dark brown colour. Because of this, the pH indicator soaked paper was not placed
directly on top of the cathode. This was done to make sure that if any purple colour change
does take place on the cathode, it is not masked by the brown colour of the Nafion®. This
experiment clearly shows that there is a red colour change seen near the anode around 8
minutes into the titration. Simultaneously, there is no colour change at the cathode. The
red colour from the cathode showed diffusion through the pH paper and covered nearly
half of the paper in about 18 minutes. Through this entire titration, there was no colour
change on the cathode. This clearly indicates that the modified electrode system is capable
of titrating samples and producing a unidirectional colour change on the pH patch.
All the experiments in the above sections showed that the microfluidics and the bond-
ing of the electrodes to the microfluidics needs re-engineering. Also, the polymerising times
for the pH patch to the 3D printed structure as well as attaching the electrodes to the 3D
printed microfluidics needs to be done whilst ambient atmospheric exposure needs to be
reduced in this process. One solution is to use UV curable epoxies to bond the pH patch
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and the electrodes to the 3D printed structures. EPOTEK OG142 or OG675 could be used
as the UV curable epoxies. The viscosity of OG675 is approximately 3426 Cp which is lower
than OG142. Both require a UV pulse for 5 seconds which should not have an adverse effect
on the pH patch.
Another alternative is to use soft lithography and build SU-8 moulds such that negative
masks can be made in PDMS to cast TPE based microfluidic devices. TPE microfluidic
devices should most definitely be tested with using these lithographic techniques as they
offer the ideal characteristics like clarity of polymer, rigidity and customisability. Also, TPE
is easily bonded to substrates, such as acetate sheets and glass when it is still partially cured.
This can aid in the process of bonding the TPE microfluidic device to the pH patch and the
electrode base.
Whilst alternative fluid handling methods, such as lateral flow paper microfluidics
could be considered, the extent to which significant blood components would be partitioned
and separated remains unclear. This is why liquid samples are preferred.
This section has demonstrated that the electrode modifications do produce a titra-
tion and that the pH indicators are sensitive to pH change. The microfluidics and the
manufacturing process needs re-engineering to ensure that the device functions reliably.
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7.4 Conclusion
This chapter has been an attempt to see if the modified electrode and pH patch system can
show a change in pH during a titration. Preliminary results lead to the following conclusions.
1. The modified electrode and pH indicator approach can show a change in pH during a
titration.
2. The volume being titrated is extremely important to understanding the buffer con-
centration of that sample.
3. Whilst 3D printed devices do suffice the needs for prototyping, soft lithographic ap-
proaches should be adopted to reduce time of manufacturing and to study the device
characteristics a bit better.
4. The pH patch changes its characteristics when left at room temperature. Dehydration
of the patch is unlikely as it does not contain any aqueous media after polymerisation.
These patches and their storage conditions need to be studied and optimised.
In summary, a proof of principle of the titration has been shown but optimisation
in device manufacturing protocols need to be undertaken to be able to test with biological
samples.
Chapter 8
Discussion and future work
The research work presented in this thesis was aimed at developing a lab-on-a-chip like
device to quantify buffer capacity (β) of whole blood by estimating the total titratable
buffer concentration within a 226 nL sample.
A buffer is a combination of a weak acid [HA] and its conjugate base [A−]. It is because
the buffer exists as both these components at any pH that it can restrict pH changes caused
by the addition of acids into the system in its buffered range. The addition of H+ ions are
buffered by an excess of [A−] and OH− ions are buffered by an excess of [HA]. A buffer’s
effective buffering ability spans across 1 pH unit above and below the pKa of the weak acid.
For a polyprotic weak acid, there will be more than one pKa and therefore an equal number
of buffered regions. The β of any buffer is the amount of acid or base it can react with
whilst allowing only a 1 pH unit change in its buffered region.
Physiologically, the body needs to maintain its blood pH between 7.45 and 7.35. This
is done with the help of several buffers including the carbonic acid - bicarbonate (CAB)
buffer system. The CAB buffer system maintains an equilibrium between the amount of
CO2(aq) and the HCO−3 in the blood.
The effective pKa of the CAB buffer system in the physiologically relevant pH range is
at 6.34 and therefore its buffering ability spans from pH 7.4 to 5.34. The total β of blood is
due to the CAB buffer, haemoglobin, proteins and phosphates. This is approximately 38.5
mEq/L/pH between pH 7.4 and 6.1 giving a total titratable buffer concentration of about
77 mM till its end point.
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Patients suffering from sickle cell disease can benefit from such a device as warnings
regarding potential vaso-occlusive episodes can be given to them. A&E wards treat patients
with multi-organ failure and excessive blood loss. In both cases, the acid buffering ability
of the body is compromised.
Present estimations of β are multi-parametric and time consuming. A quick test in
all the above cases could dramatically improve patient outcomes. Therefore, there is a need
for the development of a lab-on-a-chip system that can take small physiological samples
and titrate them to their end point (pH - 5.2) whilst estimating their total titratable buffer
concentration. To achieve this, the project was broken down into four separate projects.
• Develop an electrolytic titrator for nano-litre samples.
• Develop a way to indicate the end point of a titration.
• Develop a way to combine the above two and the means of holding a specific nanolitre
sample in a microfluidic chamber for testing.
• Develop electronics that can detect the end point and quantify it.
The first aim was to develop a way of titrating a small sample of buffer. An electrolytic
titration driven by a constant current was the ideal approach. As the current is driven
between the anode and the cathode, H+ ions and O2 gas is produced at the anode and OH−
ions and H2 gas is produced at the cathode. Platinum electrodes were used as platinum is
inert and acts as a catalyst for electrolysis. Microfabricated platinum electrodes on glass
were used as they offer similar properties to bulk platinum for a fraction of the price.
Electrolysing an aqueous sample through a coulometric titration at low currents pro-
duces H+ ions at the anode and OH− ions at the cathode. These eventually diffuse away
and reconstitute, negating any pH change.
In order to titrate a sample based on the diffusion of H+ and OH− ions, the sample
volume needs to be extremely small. A 226 nL sample with 77 mM buffer concentration
can take about 26 minutes at a constant current titration of 1 µA. Reducing the distance
between the electrodes can reduce the volume of the sample but can also reduce diffusional
distance whereby the reconstitution of H+ and OH− ions will be instantaneous. Therefore,
the OH− ion production at the cathode needs to be inhibited.
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This was done by using Nafion® ionomers as an ion exchange membrane. These
membranes have a high density of sulfonate groups (−SO−3 ). This ion exchange mem-
brane is coated on the platinum cathode. Hexaammineruthenium(III) ions (Ru(NH3)3+6 )
were absorbed into the membrane. In this arrangement, electrons from the cathode reduce
Ru(NH3)
3+
6 to Ru(NH3)
2+
6 rather than reducing water and producing OH− ions. Conse-
quently, the total charge for which the modified electrodes could inhibit the production of
OH− ions during the electrolysis process was based on the total number of −SO−3 groups
along with total number of Ru(NH3)3+6 ions that can bind to it.
Experiments showed that 2 µL of 5% Nafion® 1100 EW crystalline coating on a 1
mm diameter platinum electrode has enough sulfonate groups to bind to 2.36 × 1016
(Ru(NH3)
3+
6 ) ions inhibiting a total change of 3.71 mC. Recast Nafion® 1100 EW films
have an estimated 40-60% of their sites available for ion exchange which meant that the
modified electrodes at their best could titrate for 2.2 mC of charge. This capacity is called
the ion exchange capacity (IEC) and was experimentally looked at as well.
Potential scans and chronopotentiometric measurements showed that the best ap-
proach to loading a Nafion® film on an electrode surface with a redox couple like Ru(NH3)3+6
ions, is to enable diffusion of the ions and electron transfer reactions within the film in a
solution with Ru(NH3)3+6 ions.
To ascertain whether the coulometric titration using the modified electrodes was in fact
reducing Ru(NH3)3+6 ions rather than water, an experiment was conducted with modified
electrodes withoutRu(NH3)3+6 ions and it was found that the potential between the modified
cathode and an Ag|AgCl electrode during a coulometric titration at similar currents dropped
below -0.8 V immediately after the titration was started. This consequently proved that the
modified electrode system was able to titrate samples by inhibiting the production of OH−
ions at the cathode for nearly 2000 seconds or 33 minutes.
The second part of the project established a means of detecting the end point of the
titration of the CAB buffer system. As mentioned earlier, this end point was estimated to
be around pH 5.4 to 5.2. pH indicators were thought of being used as their implementa-
tion did not involve fabrication steps usually required for ISEs or ISFETS. Consequently a
visual colour change based detection of pH 5.2 was thought of being used. Fluorescent pH
indicators are a valid option to be experimented with in the future.
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Thin film pH indicator patches were devised using ethylene glycol dimethacrylate
as a hydrophilic scaffold and pH indicators like bromocresol purple and methyl orange
as pH indicators. To restrict the pH indicators from leaching out of the scaffold, an ionic
liquid ([P6,6,6,14][DCA]) was used. To polymerise the scaffold, a radical photo-initiator called
Dimethoxy-phenylacetophenone (DMPA) was added. UV light at 365 nm was given to the
thin film after it was screen printed on 100 µm thick acetate sheets and left to cure in the
refrigerator for two days before testing. Other means of storing the pH patches showed
degradation within a week. This degradation of the pH patches at room temperature needs
to be looked at to establish protocols to increase shelf life.
Spectrophotometric methods showed that the final recipe 16, had an acidic and basic
peak absorbances at 420 nm and 607 nm respectively. The pKa of the dye was around 5.7
which is close to the desired colour change at 5.2. The isosbestic point was also investigated.
The molar absorptivities of the patch at its peak wavelengths when compared to the molar
absorptivity of oxy and deoxy haemoglobin showed that 607 nm can definitely be looked
at as a way of detecting changes in the pH patch. 420 nm based colour changes will see
interference due to the molar absorptivity of haemoglobin. Instead, the wavelength at the
isosbestic point (495 nm) can be considered.
The third part looked at the need for a microfluidic device that can hold the pH
patch and bind to the modified electrode system. 3D printed structures were predominantly
looked at to circumvent the difficulty of accessing clean room facilities. These 3D printed
structures did offer better rigidity than PDMS but it was very difficult to get structures
built with the right dimensions, especially along the Z-axis. Bonding the pH patch and
the electrodes to the 3D printed structure was done using TPE and Robnor resin. Both
these resins require curing at temperatures higher than 65 ◦C for about 4 hours which can
degrade the pH patch. Temperature variability studies for the modified electrode system
has not been done but needs to be investigated to ascertain whether these temperatures
would affect the stability of the Ru(NH3)3+6 ions in the Nafion® construct.
It was seen that, building the entire device over a week did expose the pH patch to
a lamp when placed under a microscope as well as extended periods at room temperature.
The result was that the pH patch lost sensitivity and even showed a change in its pKa by
showing a dark greenish/blue colour change at pH 8 but no colour change when exposed to
an acidic solution.
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To be able to detect the colour changes taking place on the pH patch which usually is
very difficult for the naked eye, LEDs and photodiodes were used in transmission mode. The
LEDs were selected based on the peak wavelengths of the pH patch in the acidic and basic
forms. These selected wavelengths were 411 nm and 611 nm which were the closest available
LEDs to the wavelengths of maximum absorbance of the pH patch (420 nm and 607 nm).
The photodiode selected was based on an ongoing project and its spectral sensitivity at the
wavelengths of peak absorbance showed equal responses. The choice of the AFE4490 as an
analog-front-end chip to control the LEDs and the data from the photodiode was ideal as
it is designed to work with 2 LEDs.
The AFE4490 has a differential transimpedance amplifier that converts the current
from the photodiode to a voltage. This is fed into another second stage gain amplifier which
is not used in the design of the electronics for this project. This differential voltage is then
sent to an ADC which converts the transmittance data read due to each LED and stores them
in separate 22-bit registers that can be read out using SPI. The Atmel328 on the Arduino
UNO was used as a means of controlling the AFE4490, LEDs and the photodiode. To
communicate between the UNO and the computer to allow data presentation and capture,
a DAC8564 was used. The output of the DAC was an analogue signal based on a 16-bit
digital input from the UNO. Thus, the original data given by the AFE4490 to the UNO was
adjusted to display only the MSBs onto the PowerLab through the DAC8564.
The live data seen on PowerLab helped initially develop a new device using 2 AFE4490
devices such that the detection of 2 simultaneous colour change detections could be done.
This data was streamed with almost no delay to the PowerLab. The design of the PCB for
the AFE4490 and its communication to the UNO and the PowerLab was done in EagleCAD
but then sent to Elecrow - China for manufacturing. Along with the photodiode and data
handling, the AFE4490 also allows the control of LEDs and the individual currents supplied
to it.
One of the key developments to this electronics and software was to enable the use
of 2 AFE4490 devices. This was done through the use of the DIGOUT_TRISTATE bit
in the CONTROL2 register of the AFE4490. This bit allows the master device to control
2 slaves. Using the DIGOUT_TRISTATE bit, the master can control when to read the
data. This orientation defeats the purpose of using SPI but it was seen that using interrupts
could not enable efficient communication between the two slave devices.
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A calibration of the electronics was done to understand its sensitivity to the change
in colour of the pH patch. This calibration was done between pH 7.4 to 5.2 and showed
a resolution where 0.3 pH units could be differentiated. Conclusively, this proved that the
electronics was capable of detecting colour changes on pH patches and this ability was also
extended to two simultaneous detections.
Initial experiments on completely assembled devices with the pH patch, modified
electrodes and the 3D printed device showed that a titration can cause a controlled colour
change in the pH patch but it also highlighted the fact that the volume being titrated is
critical to the entire process. This meant that the device had to be further miniaturised.
Experiments on further miniaturisation showed problems with assembling the device which
decreased the sensitivity of the pH patch. Consequently, the entire experimentation and
device development addressed three main needs and produced the following findings:
• A novel reagentless titrator was developed by inhibiting the production of OH− ions.
• A customised thin film pH indicator patch has been developed that shows an acute
change in the spectrophotometric response between pH 7.4 and 5.2. This change is
especially evident between pH 5.4 and 5.2 making this an ideal choice.
• The electronics designed was capable of detecting changes in pH through colour
changes on the pH patch with reasonable precision.
• The microfluidic design showed that extensive further development is required to en-
able a device that can house the previously designed systems to enable a titration and
consequently the quantification of total titratable buffer concentration.
To improve on the present research, the following studies have been proposed.
• As a priority, the microfluidic device needs to be re-engineered and all the different
parts need to be assembled around it to assess whether the device can function in the
desired manner or not.
• 3D printers have a high error when printing structures that are 32 µm in thickness
and so SU-8 based fabrication should be investigated as an alternative.
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• To better develop the 3D printed structures and to reduce the time for assembling the
entire device with the electrodes and pH patch, UV curable resins should be looked
at which can reduce the light and temperature exposure to the pH patches.
• An alternative to platinum could be looked at to enable the use of more affordable
materials like iridium oxide or indium tin oxide.
• Alternatives to Nafion® could be looked at including sulfonate ormosils that have a
higher concentration of available sulfonate groups.
• The temperature sensitivity and storage effects on the Nafion®-(Ru(NH3)3+6 ) con-
struct need to be studied to ensure improved shelf life of the sensor.
• The stability of the pH patch needs to be studied and the reason for patch response
degradation needs to be identified and improved.
• To improve the electronic design, the AFE4404 could be used instead of the AFE4490
as it allows 3 LEDS to be controlled. This can enable the use of an LED at the
isosbestic point that can monitor the stability of the pH patch. This design can even
be reduced to 2 LEDs if experiments prove that transmission data resulting from the
411 nm LED through blood does not show any significant changes on the pH patch.
• The data collection for the electronics needs to be improved by eliminating the use of
PowerLab. This has already been done by making use of Python. As part of a student
project which I supervised, a Python code has been developed that reads the data and
plots it as a running plot and saves the entire data for analysis. This approach can be
extended to phones which makes the entire device truly portable.
• Tests need to be conducted on real blood samples to make sure that the pH indicator
design and the electronics can pick up the titration end point through colour changes.
In conclusion, this chapter and thesis have shown preliminary results and develop-
ment steps that can help build a lab-on-a-chip device to quantify total titratable buffer
concentration of blood and estimate its buffer capacity (β).
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Appendix A
A.1 PBS from sodium dibasic and monobasic
The process of making PBS can include the use of either potassium based phosphate salts
or sodium based. To allow the concentrations of sodium, potassium and chloride to remain
in physiologically relevant ranges, sodium based phosphate salts have been used.
The below is shown a general way of calculating the concentrations of sodium phos-
phate monobasic (NaH2PO4) and sodium phosphate dibasic (Na2HPO4).
The solutions used in here are:
• 0.1 M NaH2PO4 - pKa = 7.2 in DI water
• 0.25 M Na2HPO4 in DI water
• Bulk solution - 0.102 M NaCl and 0.0066 M KCl in DI water
Aim: To prepare 100 mL of PBS at pH 7.4 with a buffering capacity of 77 mM
Applying the Henderson-Hasselbalch equation
pH = pKa + log10
[A−]
[HA]
(A.1)
Substituting this equation with values, the pH is the desired pH of the final PBS and the
pKa is for the weak acid (NaH2PO4). The equation becomes
7.4 = 7.2 + log10
[A−]
[HA]
(A.2)
[A−]
[HA]
= 1.5848 (A.3)
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Calculating percentage of individual components, i.e. the conjugate base versus the undis-
sociated acid
[A−] =
[A−]
[A−] + [HA]
=
1.5848
1 + 1.5848
= 0.61312 (A.4)
[HA] =
[HA]
[A−] + [HA]
=
1
1 + 1.5848
= 0.38687 (A.5)
Working out molarity of each component. Here 0.077 is the desired molarity of the final
PBS (77 mM)
MA− = 0.61312× 0.077 = 47.21× 10−3moles L−1 (A.6)
MHA = 0.38687× 0.077 = 30.174× 10−3moles L−1 (A.7)
Calculating moles of each component required based on the volume of the PBS required -
100 mL
molesA− = 47.21× 10−3 × 0.1 = 47.21× 10−4moles (A.8)
molesHA = 30.174× 10−3 × 0.1 = 30.174× 10−4moles (A.9)
Based on the moles required, the volume of the stock solutions previously described need
to the worked out
Litres of stock =
moles of buffer
Molarity of stock
(A.10)
LA−=Na2HPO4 =
47.21× 10−4
0.25
= 18.8mL (A.11)
LHA=NaH2PO4 =
30.174× 10−4
0.1
= 30.1mL (A.12)
Consequently, to make 100 mL of PBS at pH 7.4 with a buffering concentration of 77 mM,
the exact concentrations of the stock solutions are
0.25M Na2HPO4 = 18.8 mL
0.1M NaH2PO4 = 30.1 mL
0.102M NaCl and 0.0066M KCl = 51.1 mL
Appendix B
B.1 Molar absorptivity calculation for recipe 16
pH indicator concentrations used in recipe 16
• BCP (Bromocresol Purple) - 6 mg
• MO (Methyl Orange) - 1 mg
Acetate screen size used for screen printing 7 cm × 15 cm = 105 cm2
Each individual sample size after cutting the acetate sheet is 3 cm × 0.8 cm = 2.4
cm2
Thickness of film (l) as measured through profilometric scans = 3 µm
For every screen printing, nearly 80% of dye is not printed on the substrate
Molar mass of BCP = 462.22 g mol−1
Molar mass of MO = 327.33 g mol−1
Total mass of BCP per sample = 6 mg × 2.4
105
× 0.2 = 0.0274 mg
Total mass of MO per sample = 1 mg × 2.4
105
× 0.2 = 0.00457 mg
Total moles of BCP per sample =
0.0274× 10−3
462.22
= 5.92 ×10−8 moles
sample
Total moles of MO per sample =
0.00457× 10−3
327.33
= 1.39 ×10−8 moles
sample
Initial concentration of each individual indicator when placed in a cuvette and filled
with 3 mL PBS. The indicator is locked into the volume of the film on each sample which
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has dimensions 2.4 cm2 × 3 × 10−4 cm = 7.2× 10−4 cm3
[BCPinitial] =
5.92× 10−8
7.2× 10−4 = 0.822× 10
−4mol
cm3
(B.1)
[MOinitial] =
1.39× 10−8
7.2× 10−4 = 0.193× 10
−4mol
cm3
(B.2)
[HATOTAL] = [BCPinitial] + [MOinitial] = 1.015× 10−8mol
cm3
= 1.015× 10−5mol
L
(B.3)
Concentrations of undissociated acid [HA] and conjugate base [A−] in the acidic and
the basic form of the dye need to be worked out.
In the acidic form: pH = 4.3 and pKa is 5.7
Using Henderson-Hasselbalch shown in equation 1.18
[A−]
[HA]
= 0.039 (B.4)
This proves that [HA] is the dominant species in the acidic form. Now, looking at Equation
1.19; [HA] is the undissociated form of the acid component within a weak acid like an
indicator. To estimate [HA], the dissociated conjugate base [A−] is subtracted from the
total undissociated form [HATOTAL]. This is shown in the equation below.
[HA] = [HATOTAL]− [A−] (B.5)
Now, Equation 1.19 can be re-written as
Ka =
[H+][A−]
[HA]
=
[H+][A−]
[HATOTAL]− [A−] (B.6)
Therefore [A−] can be written as
[A−] =
Ka
[H+]
× [HATOTAL]
1 +
Ka
[H+]
(B.7)
Now 420 is highest when the absorbance at 420 nm is maximum. This is when the dye is
in its acidic form at pH 4.3 with a pKa at 5.7 as estimated in section 4.5.4. 420 = [HA].
The concentration of the undissociated acid [HA]420 and the conjugate base [A−]420 in the
acid form are shown below. The [H+] at pH 4.3 is 5.0118 × 10−5 mol/L. And the [Ka] is
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1.99× 10−6 mol/L.
[A−]420 =
1.99× 10−6
5.0118× 10−5 × 1.015× 10
−5
1 +
1.99× 10−6
5.0118× 10−5
= 3.8783× 10−7mol/L (B.8)
[HA] is based on equation B.5
[HA]420 = 1.015× 10−5 − 3.8783× 10−7 = 0.976× 10−5mol/l (B.9)
In the basic form: pH = 7.55 and pKa is 5.7.
607 is highest when the absorbance at 607 nm is maximum. This is when the dye is in
its basic form at pH 7.55. 607 = [A−]. The concentration of the undissociated acid [HA]607
and the conjugate base [A−]607 in the basic form are shown below. The [H+] at pH 7.55 is
2.8183× 10−8 mol/L.
[A−]607 =
1.99× 10−6
2.8183× 10−8 × 1.015× 10
−5
1 +
1.99× 10−6
2.8183× 10−8
= 1.0008× 10−5mol/L (B.10)
[HA]607 = 1.015× 10−5 − 1.0008× 10−5 = 0.0142× 10−5mol/L (B.11)
Now, absorbance in the acidic form and in the basic form at the respective peaks are
A420−pH−4.3 = 0.8927 (B.12)
A607−pH−7.55 = 1.019 (B.13)
Now equating 420 and 607 based on equations 4.12 and 4.13
HA = 420 =
0.8927
3× 10−4 × 1.015× 10−5 = 2.931× 10
8 1
M × cm (B.14)
A− = 607 =
1.019
3× 10−4 × 1.015× 10−5 = 3.34× 10
8 1
M × cm (B.15)
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B.2 Quantity of BCP or MO that contribute to 5mM
buffer capacity to a 3 mL sample of PBS
Methyl Orange (MO) and Bromocresol Purple (BCP) are both weak acids and can contribute
to the buffer capacity of any sample. To understand how much MO or BCP is required to
increase the buffer capacity of a 3 mL sample by 5mM, the pKa of both are important. The
pKa for BCP is 6.3 and that of MO is 3.7. The pH of the 3 mL PBS solution is 7.4.
For MO, the molecular weight is about 327.33 grams/mol Applying the Henderson-
Hasselbalch equation, and substituting values for pH and pKa
3.7 = log10
[A−]
[HA]
(B.16)
[A−]
[HA]
= 5011.87 (B.17)
Working of individual proportions for the conjugate base and the acid
[A−] =
[A−]
[A−] + [HA]
= 0.99979 (B.18)
[HA] =
[HA]
[A−] + [HA]
= 0.000199 (B.19)
Molarity of each component
MA− = 0.005× 0.99979 = 0.00499895M (B.20)
MHA = 0.005× 0.000199 = 9.97× 10−8M (B.21)
Calculating moles of each component in 3 mL
molesA− = 0.003× 0.00499895 = 14.99× 10−6moles (B.22)
molesHA = 0.003× 9.97× 10−8 = 0.0002991× 10−6moles (B.23)
Total moles that adds 5mM buffer capacity to a 3 mL sample = 14.99×10−6 moles. Taking
the molar weight of MO, the total amount of MO that a 3 mL sample can have is 4.56 mg.
For BCP, the molecular weight is about 562.20 grams/mol Applying the Henderson-
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Hasselbalch equation, and substituting values for pH and pKa
1.1 = log10
[A−]
[HA]
(B.24)
[A−]
[HA]
= 12.589 (B.25)
Working of individual proportions for the conjugate base and the acid
[A−] =
[A−]
[A−] + [HA]
= 0.9264 (B.26)
[HA] =
[HA]
[A−] + [HA]
= 0.07357 (B.27)
Molarity of each component
MA− = 0.005× 0.9264 = 0.004632M (B.28)
MHA = 0.005× 0.07357 = 0.00036785M (B.29)
Calculating moles of each component in 3 mL
molesA− = 0.003× 0.004632 = 13.89× 10−6moles (B.30)
molesHA = 0.003× 0.00036785 = 1.10× 10−6moles (B.31)
Total moles that adds 5mM buffer capacity to a 3 mL sample = 14.99× 10−6moles Taking
the molar weight of BCP, the total amount of BCP that a 3 mL sample can have is 8.432
mg.
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C.1 List of all the components used in the circuit design
Type Website and order code Company
Photodiode Farnell - 2103888 Vishay Semiconductors
LED (411 nm) Farnell - 1655536 Osa Opto Light
LED (611 nm) Farnell - 1685067 Rohm Semiconductor
AFE4490 Mouser - 595-AFE4490RHAT TI
Resistors (1kΩ) Farnell - 1697320 TE connectivity
Capacitor (470pF) Farnell - 1657927 AVX
Capacitor (1µF) Farnell - 1327658 AVX
Capacitor (100nF) Farnell - 1327657 AVX
Capacitor (2.2µF) Farnell - 2346873 TDK
Capacitor (10nF) Farnell - 1692285 KEMET
Capacitor (12pF) Farnell - 1327629 AVX
Voltage Regulators (5V) Farnell - 453158 Micrel
Voltage Regulators (3.3V) Farnell - 7272606 Mircel
Voltage Regulators (3.3V - 500mA) Farnell - 2219097 Mircel
Oscillator (8MHz) Digikey - 644-1178-1-ND NDK
DAC8564 Farnell - 1754808 TI
Thick Film Resistor (82Ω) Farnell - 2331988 CRG
Capacitor (100µF) Farnell - 1754050 Vishay Semiconductors
Voltage reference (REF5030 - 3V) Farnell - 1439623 TI
Op Amps Farnell - 2464182 Linear Technology
Table C.1: List of electrical surface mount components
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C.2 Internal schematic of AFE4490
Figure C.1: Internal schematic of the AFE4490. Adapted from [146].
C.3 Standard heat flow profile for solder pasteStandard Solder Paste Reflow Profile
for Kester Paste Containing 
Alloys: Sn63Pb37 or Sn62Pb36Ag02
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Figure C.2: Standard heat profile for reflow solder paste [147]
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C.4 Timing diagram for ADC in AFE4490
t1 t2
t3 t4
t5 t6
t7 t8
t9
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t11 t12
t13 t14
t15
t16
t17
t18
t19 t20
t21
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LED1 Flash
LED2 Ambient Sample
LED1 Flash Sample
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LED2 Flash Sample
Convert LED2 Sample
Convert LED2 Ambient
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Convert LED1 Sample
Convert LED1 Ambient
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ADC Conversion
ADC Reset
ADC_RDY t0
PRP
Two 4 MHz clock cycles
Figure C.3: Timing diagram for ADC data representation. Adapted from [146].
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C.5 Schematic for 1 AFE4490 with Ardunio UNO
Analog AnalogDigital
Voltage
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SPI
10nF
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Figure C.4: Schematic of the PCB layout for the AFE4490
C.6 Constant current source schematic
Voltage reference
REF5030
Op-amp LTC6268IS8#PBF
Connection 
to electrodes
V+ OUT
+IN
-IN
NC
SHDN
V-
NC
OUTNC
Temp
VIN
DNC
DNC
Trim/NR
GND
Connection 
to Ammeter
Figure C.5: Circuit schematic showing how a constant current source is maintained
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C.7 Schematic for 2 AFE4490 with Ardunio UNO
AFE 2
AFE 1
Figure C.6: The final schematic view of the PCB.
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C.8 Schematic for DAC8564 with Ardunio UNO
Figure C.7: DAC8364 schematic and connections to Arduino UNO.
C.9 Main Arduino program for communication between
Arduino, AFE4490 and Matlab
#inc lude <SPI . h>
#inc lude <s td i n t . h>
#inc lude "AFE4490 . h"
boolean NewData = f a l s e ;
i n t DRDYtransitions = 0 ;
long redValue ;
long blueValue ;
//Function Prototypes
void processData ( void ) ;
void mat labSer i a l ( long blueValue , long redValue ) ;
void setup ( )
{
pinMode (SS , OUTPUT) ;
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SPI . setBitOrder (MSBFIRST) ;
SPI . setDataMode (SPI_MODE0) ;
SPI . s e tC lockDiv ide r (SPI_CLOCK_DIV2) ;
SPI . begin ( ) ;
a t t a ch In t e r rup t (0 , AFE4490_Interrupt , RISING ) ;
//DRDY i s on d i g i t a l pin 2 = in t e r r up t 0
AFE4490 . i n i t ( 1 0 ) ;
AFE4490 . r e s e t ( ) ;
AFE4490 . wr i t e (CONTROL2, 0x020100 ) ;
// Contro l s the LED Tx , Crysta l , AFE and Rx power modes
AFE4490 . wr i t e (LEDCNTRL, 0x010102 ) ; // Sets ’01 ’ in LED_RANGE( page 63 ) .
AFE4490 . wr i t e (TIAGAIN, 0x004105 ) ;
//Use d i f f e r e n t gain s e t t i n g s f o r both LEDs .
AFE4490 . wr i t e (TIA_AMB_GAIN, 0x004401 ) ;
//500Hz f i l t e r , Stage 2 OFF, 0dB Stage 2
AFE4490 . de fau l tTimers ( ) ;
AFE4490 . wr i t e (CONTROL1, 0x0000011E ) ;
//Now the handshaking part o f the code to i n t e r f a c e with Matlab
S e r i a l . begin (14400 ) ;
S e r i a l . p r i n t l n ( ’ a ’ ) ;
char a = ’b ’ ;
whi l e ( a != ’ a ’ )
{
a = S e r i a l . read ( ) ;
}
}
void loop ( )
{
i f (NewData == true )
{
{
blueValue = AFE4490 . read (LED1VAL) ;
redValue = AFE4490 . read (LED2VAL) ;
mat labSer i a l ( blueValue , redValue ) ;
}
NewData = f a l s e ;
}
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}
void mat labSer i a l ( long blueValue , long redValue )
{
S e r i a l . p r i n t l n ( blueValue ,DEC) ;
S e r i a l . p r i n t l n ( redValue ,DEC) ;
}
void AFE4490_Interrupt ( )
{
NewData = true ;
}
C.10 Matlab code to read from Serial port
C.10.1 Main program for plotting
c l e a r a l l ; c l c ; c l o s e a l l ;
comPort = ’COM3’ ;
\% I n i t i a l i s e the COM port with s e t upS e r i a l ( )
i f (~ e x i s t ( ’ S e r i a lF l ag ’ , ’ var ’ ) )
[ AFE4490 . s , S e r i a lF l a g ] = s e t upS e r i a l ( comPort ) ;
end
\% Create a f i g u r e with Star t /Stop and Close buttons
i f (~ e x i s t ( ’ h ’ , ’ var ’ ) | | ~ i shand l e (h ) )
h = f i g u r e ( 1 ) ;
ax = axes ( ’ box ’ , ’ on ’ ) ;
end
i f (~ e x i s t ( ’ button1 ’ , ’ var ’ ) )
button1 = u i c on t r o l ( ’ Sty le ’ , ’ pushbutton ’ , ’ Str ing ’ , ’ Stop ’ , . . .
’ pos ’ , [ 0 0 50 25 ] , ’ parent ’ , h , ’ Callback ’ , ’ stopButton ’ , ’ UserData ’ , 1 ) ;
\% This c a l l s stopButton ( ) when pre s sed
end
i f (~ e x i s t ( ’ button2 ’ , ’ var ’ ) )
button2 = u i c on t r o l ( ’ Sty le ’ , ’ pushbutton ’ , ’ Str ing ’ , ’ Close S e r i a l Port ’ , . . .
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’ pos ’ , [ 1 5 0 0 150 25 ] , ’ parent ’ , h , ’ Callback ’ , ’ c l o s e S e r i a l ’ , ’ UserData ’ , 1 ) ;
\% This c a l l s c l o s e S e r i a l .m when pre s sed
end
\% Now loop cont inuous ly c o l l e c t i n g and p l o t t i n g data on
the r o l l i n g p l o t
bu f f e r_length = 1002 ;
index = 1 : bu f f e r_length ;
i =0;
k=0;
blueData = ze ro s ( buf fer_length , 1 ) ;
redData = ze ro s ( buf fer_length , 1 ) ;
blueDataTrend = [ ] ;
redDataTrend = [ ] ;
whi l e ( get ( button1 , ’ UserData ’ ) )
f o r j =1:2
[ blue , red ] = readAFE4490 (AFE4490 ) ;
blueDataTrend ( end+1)=blue ;
redDataTrend ( end+1)=red ;
blueData = [ blueData ( 2 : end ) ; b lue ] ;
redData = [ redData ( 2 : end ) ; red ] ;
end
p lo t ( index , blueData , ’ b ’ , index , redData , ’ r ’ ) ;
ax i s ( [ 1 bu f f e r_length 0 100000 ] ) ;
\% Max output va lue i s (1V/1 .2V)∗2^21 = 1747626.667
x l ab e l ( ’Time ’ ) ;
y l ab e l ( ’ Output Code ’ ) ;
drawnow ;
end
C.10.2 Setting up serial port and handshaking
f unc t i on [ s , f l a g ] = s e t upS e r i a l ( comPort )
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f l a g = 1 ;
s = s e r i a l ( comPort ) ;
s e t ( s , ’ DataBits ’ , 8 ) ;
s e t ( s , ’ StopBits ’ , 1 ) ;
s e t ( s , ’ BaudRate ’ , 1 4 4 0 0 ) ;
s e t ( s , ’ Parity ’ , ’ none ’ ) ;
fopen ( s ) ;
a = ’b ’ ;
whi l e ( a ~= ’a ’ )
a = f r ead ( s , 1 , ’ uchar ’ ) ;
end
f p r i n t f ( s , ’%c ’ , ’ a ’ ) ;
f s c a n f ( s , ’% i ’ ) ;
end
C.10.3 Reading Data from AFE
f unc t i on [ blueValue , redValue ] = readAFE4490 ( out )
blueValue = f s c a n f ( out . s , ’%d ’ ) ;
redValue = f s c a n f ( out . s , ’%d ’ ) ;
end
C.10.4 Closing Serial communication
c l c ;
i f ~isempty ( i n s t r f i n d )
f c l o s e ( i n s t r f i n d ) ;
d e l e t e ( i n s t r f i n d ) ;
end
c l o s e a l l ; c l c ;
d i sp ( ’ S e r i a l Port Closed ’ ) ;
tb lue =1: l ength ( blueDataTrend ) ;
blueDataSamples=[ tb lue ; blueDataTrend ] ;
f i l e ID = fopen ( ’ blueDataTrend_Spectrophotometer6 (1000k )
_pH54_620nm . txt ’ , ’w ’ ) ;
f p r i n t f ( f i l e ID , ’\%6 s \%12s \n ’ , ’ t ’ , ’ blueDataTrend ’ ) ;
f p r i n t f ( f i l e ID , ’\%6.0 f \%12.0 f \n ’ , blueDataSamples ) ;
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f c l o s e ( f i l e ID ) ;
t r ed=1: l ength ( redDataTrend ) ;
redDataSamples=[ t red ; redDataTrend ] ;
f i l e ID = fopen ( ’ redDataTrend_Spectrophotometer6 (1000k )
_pH54_620nm . txt ’ , ’w ’ ) ;
f p r i n t f ( f i l e ID , ’\%6 s \%12s \n ’ , ’ t ’ , ’ redDataTrend ’ ) ;
f p r i n t f ( f i l e ID , ’\%6.0 f \%12.0 f \n ’ , redDataSamples ) ;
f c l o s e ( f i l e ID ) ;
C.11 Header file AFE4490.h
#i f n d e f _AFE4490_H
#de f i n e _AFE4490_H
//Refer pg 55 o f DS
#de f i n e LED2STC 0x01 //
#de f i n e LED2ENDC 0x02
#de f i n e LED2LEDSTC 0x03
#de f i n e LED2LEDENDC 0x04
#de f i n e ALED2STC 0x05
#de f i n e ALED2ENDC 0x06
#de f i n e LED1STC 0x07
#de f i n e LED1ENDC 0x08
#de f i n e LED1LEDSTC 0x09
#de f i n e LED1LEDENDC 0x0A
#de f i n e ALED1STC 0x0B
#de f i n e ALED1ENDC 0x0C
#de f i n e LED2CONVST 0x0D
#de f i n e LED2CONVEND 0x0E
#de f i n e ALED2CONVST 0x0F
#de f i n e ALED2CONVEND 0x10
#de f i n e LED1CONVST 0x11
#de f i n e LED1CONVEND 0x12
#de f i n e ALED1CONVST 0x13
#de f i n e ALED1CONVEND 0x14
#de f i n e ADCRSTSTCT0 0x15
#de f i n e ADCRSTENDCT0 0x16
#de f i n e ADCRSTSTCT1 0x17
#de f i n e ADCRSTENDCT1 0x18
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#de f i n e ADCRSTSTCT2 0x19
#de f i n e ADCRSTENDCT2 0x1A
#de f i n e ADCRSTSTCT3 0x1B
#de f i n e ADCRSTENDCT3 0x1C
#de f i n e PRPCOUNT 0x1D //Pulse Repet i t i on Period Counter
//Control Reg i s t e r s and Others
#de f i n e CONTROL0 0x00
#de f i n e CONTROL1 0x1E
#de f i n e CONTROL2 0x23
#de f i n e TIAGAIN 0x20
#de f i n e TIA_AMB_GAIN 0x21
#de f i n e LEDCNTRL 0x22
#de f i n e ALARM 0x29
//LED Output Reg i s t e r s
#de f i n e LED2VAL 0x2A
#de f i n e ALED2VAL 0x2B
#de f i n e LED1VAL 0x2C
#de f i n e ALED1VAL 0x2D
#de f i n e LED2_ALED2VAL 0x2E
#de f i n e LED1_ALED1VAL 0x2F
// Diagnos t i c Reg i s t e r
#de f i n e DIAG 0x30
// Spare and Reserved Reg i s t e r s
#de f i n e SPARE1 0x1F
#de f i n e SPARE2 0x24
#de f i n e SPARE3 0x25
#de f i n e SPARE4 0x26
#de f i n e RESERVED1 0x27
#de f i n e RESERVED2 0x28
//PRP De f i n i t i o n s
#de f i n e _62Hz 64000
#de f i n e _125Hz 32000
#de f i n e _250Hz 16000
#de f i n e _500Hz 8000
#de f i n e _750Hz 4000
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#de f i n e _1000Hz 2000
// Class De f i n i t i o n
c l a s s AFE4490
{
pub l i c :
AFE4490 ( ) ;
void i n i t ( i n t pin ) ;
boolean setTimers ( uint16_t PRPcount ) ;
uint16_t read ( uint8_t t h i sR e g i s t e r ) ;
void writeData ( uint8_t th i sReg i s t e r , uint32_t th i sVa lue ) ;
void r e s e t ( void ) ;
p r i va t e :
i n t _PIN;
} ;
#end i f
C.12 Sketch file AFE4490.cpp
#inc lude <SPI . h>
#inc lude <s td i o . h>
#inc lude "AFE4490 . h"
AFE4490 : : AFE4490 ( )
{
}
void AFE4490 : : i n i t ( i n t pin )
{
pinMode ( pin , OUTPUT) ;
d i g i t a lWr i t e ( pin , HIGH) ; // Star t with CS held high
_PIN = pin ;
}
boolean AFE4490 : : setTimers ( uint16_t PRPcount )
{
SPI . setBitOrder (MSBFIRST) ;
SPI . setDataMode (SPI_MODE0) ;
/∗
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∗Frequency opt ions
∗ _62Hz = 62 .5Hz = 64000
∗ _125Hz = 32000
∗ _250Hz = 16000
∗ _500Hz = 8000
∗ _750Hz = 4000
∗ _1000Hz = 2000
∗
∗ These w i l l pre−s e l e c t the PRP r e g i s t e r ’ s va lue ( r e g i s t e r 29) ,
from which a l l the o the r s are der ived
∗/
uint16_t Period1 = PRPcount /4 ;
uint16_t Period2 = PRPcount /2 ;
uint16_t Period3 = 3∗Period1 ;
uint16_t Period4 = PRPcount ;
AFE4490 : : wr i t e (1 , Period3 +50);
AFE4490 : : wr i t e (2 , Period4 −2);
AFE4490 : : wr i t e (3 , Period3 ) ;
AFE4490 : : wr i t e (4 , Period4 −1);
AFE4490 : : wr i t e ( 5 , 5 0 ) ;
AFE4490 : : wr i t e (6 , Period1 −2);
AFE4490 : : wr i t e (7 , Period1 +50);
AFE4490 : : wr i t e (8 , Period2 −2);
AFE4490 : : wr i t e (9 , Period1 ) ;
AFE4490 : : wr i t e (10 , Period2 −1);
AFE4490 : : wr i t e (11 , Period2 +50);
AFE4490 : : wr i t e (12 , Period3 −2);
AFE4490 : : wr i t e ( 1 3 , 4 ) ;
AFE4490 : : wr i t e (14 , Period1 −1);
AFE4490 : : wr i t e (15 , Period1 +4);
AFE4490 : : wr i t e (16 , Period2 −1);
AFE4490 : : wr i t e (17 , Period2 +4);
AFE4490 : : wr i t e (18 , Period3 −1);
AFE4490 : : wr i t e (19 , Period3 +4);
AFE4490 : : wr i t e (20 , Period4 −1);
AFE4490 : : wr i t e ( 2 1 , 0 ) ;
AFE4490 : : wr i t e ( 2 2 , 3 ) ;
AFE4490 : : wr i t e (23 , Period1 ) ;
AFE4490 : : wr i t e (24 , Period1 +3);
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AFE4490 : : wr i t e (25 , Period2 ) ;
AFE4490 : : wr i t e (26 , Period2 +3);
AFE4490 : : wr i t e (27 , Period3 ) ;
AFE4490 : : wr i t e (28 , Period3 +3);
AFE4490 : : wr i t e (29 , Period4 ) ;
r e turn t rue ;
}
void AFE4490 : : writeData ( uint8_t th i sReg i s t e r , uint32_t th i sVa lue )
{
SPI . setBitOrder (MSBFIRST) ;
SPI . setDataMode (SPI_MODE0) ;
// Reg i s t e r = 8 b i t s , Data = 24 b i t s . Total = 32 b i t s
d i g i t a lWr i t e (_PIN, LOW) ;
SPI . t r a n s f e r ( t h i sR e g i s t e r ) ;
SPI . t r a n s f e r ( ( ( th i sVa lue >> 16) & 0x000000FF ) ) ;
SPI . t r a n s f e r ( ( ( th i sVa lue >> 8) & 0x000000FF ) ) ;
SPI . t r a n s f e r ( ( th i sVa lue & 0x000000FF ) ) ;
d i g i t a lWr i t e (_PIN, HIGH) ;
}
void AFE4490 : : r e s e t ( void )
{
SPI . setBitOrder (MSBFIRST) ;
SPI . setDataMode (SPI_MODE0) ;
d i g i t a lWr i t e (_PIN, LOW) ; //PH: s l av e l i s t e n s to master
SPI . t r a n s f e r (CONTROL0) ; // Software r e s e t f o r the AFE4490
SPI . t r a n s f e r (0 x00 ) ;
SPI . t r a n s f e r (0 x00 ) ;
SPI . t r a n s f e r (0 x08 ) ;
d i g i t a lWr i t e (_PIN, HIGH) ; //PH: s l av e i gno r e s master
}
uint16_t AFE4490 : : read ( uint8_t t h i sR e g i s t e r )
{
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SPI . setBitOrder (MSBFIRST) ;
SPI . setDataMode (SPI_MODE0) ;
/∗
Read the data back from an LED r e g i s t e r in the AFE4490 .
Make sure the READ b i t in the CONTROL r e g i s t e r i s s e t ! ! !
This i s the sequence to be f o l l owed :
1 . F i r s t s e t the READ b i t in the CONTROL0 r e g i s t e r
2 . Send the 8−b i t address to be read back
3 . The next 24 b i t s on MISO w i l l be the r e g i s t e r contents
4 . Turn o f f the READ b i t in the CONTROL0 r e g i s t e r
∗/
uint8_t rxBuf f e r [ 5 ] = {0} ;
d i g i t a lWr i t e (_PIN, LOW) ;
SPI . t r a n s f e r (CONTROL0) ; // Se t t i ng READ b i t in CONTROL0 (0 x00 )
SPI . t r a n s f e r (0 x00 ) ;
SPI . t r a n s f e r (0 x00 ) ;
SPI . t r a n s f e r (0 x01 ) ;
SPI . t r a n s f e r ( t h i sR e g i s t e r ) ;
rxBu f f e r [ 1 ] = SPI . t r a n s f e r (0 x00 ) ;
rxBuf f e r [ 2 ] = SPI . t r a n s f e r (0 x00 ) ;
rxBuf f e r [ 3 ] = SPI . t r a n s f e r (0 x00 ) ;
SPI . t r a n s f e r (CONTROL0) ; // Clear ing READ b i t in CONTROL0 (0 x00 )
SPI . t r a n s f e r (0 x00 ) ;
SPI . t r a n s f e r (0 x00 ) ;
SPI . t r a n s f e r (0 x00 ) ;
d i g i t a lWr i t e (_PIN, HIGH) ;
i f ( ( rxBuf f e r [ 1 ] >> 5) & 1)// Test ing f o r negat ive va lue s
{
re turn 0x0000 ; // I f negat ive , make 0
}
e l s e
{
rxBuf f e r [ 4 ] = ( rxBuf f e r [ 1 ] << 3) | ( ( rxBuf f e r [ 2 ] & 0xE0) >> 5 ) ;
//Construct the upper byte
rxBuf f e r [ 5 ] = ( rxBuf f e r [ 2 ] << 3) | ( ( rxBuf f e r [ 3 ] & 0xE0) >> 5 ) ;
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//Construct the lower byte
re turn ( ( rxBuf f e r [ 4 ] << 8) | rxBuf f e r [ 5 ] ) ;
}
}
C.13 Header file for DAC8564
#inc lude <SPI . h>
#i f n d e f _DAC8564_H
#de f i n e _DAC8564_H
//DAC Channel S e l e c t i o n
#de f i n e DAC_A 0x10
#de f i n e DAC_B 0x12
#de f i n e DAC_C 0x14
#de f i n e DAC_D 0x16
//DAC Power Down Modes
#de f i n e _1K 0x05 //1k r e s i s t o r to GND
#de f i n e _100K 0x06 //100k r e s i s t o r to GND
#de f i n e _Z 0x07 //High Z to ground
//DAC Reference Modes\\
#de f i n e _FLEXIBLE 0x010000 // In t e r na l r e f e r e n c e ON ( F l e x i b l e Mode)
#de f i n e _ALWAYS 0x011000 // I n t e r na l r e f e r e n c e ALWAYS ON
#de f i n e _OFF 0x012000 // I n t e r na l r e f e r e n c e ALWAYS OFF
//Class d e f i n i t i o n
c l a s s DAC8564
{
pub l i c :
DAC8564 ( ) ;
uint8_t i n i t ( uint8_t pin ) ; //Def ine the Chip S e l e c t pin
void r e f e r e n c e ( uint32_t mode)//To power up r e f e r e n c e
void wr i t e ( uint8_t channel , uint16_t data ) ;
p r i va t e :
uint8_t _PIN;
} ;
#end i f
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C.14 Sketch file for DAC8564.cpp
#inc lude "DAC8564 . h"
DAC8564 : : DAC8564 ( )
{
}
uint8_t DAC8564 : : i n i t ( uint8_t pin )
{
pinMode ( pin , OUTPUT) ;
d i g i t a lWr i t e ( pin , HIGH) ; // Star t with CS held high
_PIN = pin ;
SPI . se tBitOrder (MSBFIRST) ;
SPI . setDataMode (SPI_MODE1) ;
SPI . s e tC lockDiv ide r (SPI_CLOCK_DIV2) ; //8MHz SPI Bus Speed
}
void DAC8564 : : r e f e r e n c e ( uint32_t mode)
{
SPI . setBitOrder (MSBFIRST) ;
SPI . setDataMode (SPI_MODE1) ;
SPI . s e tC lockDiv ide r (SPI_CLOCK_DIV2) ;
d i g i t a lWr i t e (_PIN,LOW) ;
SPI . t r a n s f e r (0 x01 ) ;
SPI . t r a n s f e r (0 x20 ) ;
SPI . t r a n s f e r (0 x00 ) ;
d i g i t a lWr i t e (_PIN,HIGH) ;
}
void DAC8564 : : wr i t e ( uint8_t channel , uint16_t data )
{
SPI . setBitOrder (MSBFIRST) ;
SPI . setDataMode (SPI_MODE1) ;
SPI . s e tC lockDiv ide r (SPI_CLOCK_DIV2) ;
d i g i t a lWr i t e (_PIN,LOW) ;
SPI . t r a n s f e r ( channel ) ;
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SPI . t r a n s f e r ( ( data >> 8) & 0x000000FF ) ;
SPI . t r a n s f e r ( data & 0x000000FF ) ;
d i g i t a lWr i t e (_PIN,HIGH) ;
}
C.15 Main program using DAC8564
#inc lude <SPI . h>
#inc lude <s td i n t . h>
#inc lude "AFE4490 . h"
#inc lude "DAC8564 . h"
uint16_t LED1value = 0x0000 ;
uint16_t LED2value = 0x0000 ;
uint16_t LED3value = 0x0000 ;
uint16_t LED4value = 0x0000 ;
boolean NewDataAFE1 = f a l s e ;
boolean NewDataAFE2 = f a l s e ;
boolean s t a t e 1 = f a l s e ;
boolean s t a t e 2 = f a l s e ;
AFE4490 AFE1 = AFE4490 ( ) ;
AFE4490 AFE2 = AFE4490 ( ) ;
DAC8564 DAC1 = DAC8564 ( ) ;
void setup ( )
{
pinMode (10 , OUTPUT) ;
pinMode (7 , OUTPUT) ;
pinMode (8 , OUTPUT) ;
SPI . se tBitOrder (MSBFIRST) ;
SPI . setDataMode (SPI_MODE0) ;
SPI . s e tC lockDiv ide r (SPI_CLOCK_DIV2) ;
SPI . begin ( ) ;
DAC1. i n i t ( 8 ) ;
DAC1. r e f e r e n c e (_FLEXIBLE) ;
AFE1. i n i t ( 1 0 ) ;
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AFE2. i n i t ( 9 ) ;
AFE1. r e s e t ( ) ;
AFE1. writeData (CONTROL2, 0x020100 ) ;
AFE1. writeData (LEDCNTRL, 0x0106CF ) ;
AFE1. writeData (TIAGAIN, 0x00C000 ) ;
AFE1. writeData (TIA_AMB_GAIN, 0x004000 ) ; //500Hz f i l t e r , Stage 2 OFF,
0dB Stage 2
AFE1. setTimers (_62Hz ) ;
AFE1. writeData (CONTROL1, 0x0000011E ) ;
AFE2. r e s e t ( ) ; // second AFE i n t i a l i z a t i o n
AFE2. writeData (CONTROL2, 0x020100 ) ;
AFE2. writeData (LEDCNTRL, 0x0106CF ) ;
AFE2. writeData (TIAGAIN, 0x00C000 ) ;
AFE2. writeData (TIA_AMB_GAIN, 0x004000 ) ;
AFE2. setTimers (_62Hz ) ;
AFE2. writeData (CONTROL1, 0x0000011E ) ;
}
void loop ()\\
{
AFE2. writeData (CONTROL2, 0x020500 ) ; // DIG$\_$TRISTATE pin high
to d i s ab l e communication from AFE2
AFE1. writeData (CONTROL2, 0x020100 ) ; // DIG$\_$TRISTATE pin low
to enable communication from AFE1
LED1value = AFE1. read (LED1VAL) ;
LED2value = AFE1. read (LED2VAL) ;
DAC1. wr i t e (DAC_A, LED1value ) ;
DAC1. wr i t e (DAC_B, LED2value ) ;
AFE2. writeData (CONTROL2, 0 x020100 ) ;
AFE1. writeData (CONTROL2, 0 x020500 ) ;
LED3value = AFE2. read (LED1VAL) ;
LED4value = AFE2. read (LED2VAL) ;
DAC1. wr i t e (DAC_C, LED3value ) ;
DAC1. wr i t e (DAC_D, LED4value ) ;
}
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